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  XPSET JO MFOHUI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'JSTU BOE GPSFNPTU * XPVME WFSZ NVDI MJLF UP UIBOL NZ TVQFSWJTPST #FGPSF * BSSJWFE JO
"VTUSBMJB * IBE CFFO XPSLJOH IBSE PO NZ &OHMJTI TLJMMT 8IFO * BSSJWFE BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ UP 4ZEOFZ
* XBT BMMPDBUFE UISFF TVQFSWJTPST %S 5SJTUBO 4BMMFT %S /JDPMBT 'MBNFOU BOE "1SPG 1BUSJDF 3FZ
BMM UISFF PG XIPN XFSF OBUJWF 'SFODI TQFBLFST ɨFZ XFSF MBUFS KPJOFE CZ %S (JMMFT #SPDBSE POF
NPSF 'SFODI TQFBLFS BOE JO UIF MBTU ZFBS * IBE NBOZ EJTDVTTJPOT XJUI %S $MBJSF .BMMBSE B NPSF
SFDFOU BSSJWBM GSPN -ZPO "MUIPVHI JU XBT WFSZ IFMQGVM UP MFBSO &OHMJTI * TIPVME IBWF BMTP QMBOOFE
UP MFBSO 'SFODI
* XPVME MJLF UP FYQSFTT NZ HSBUJUVEF UP 5SJTUBO /JDP BOE 1BUSJDF GPS UIFJS TVQQPSU BOE JOTQJ
SBUJPO UISPVHIPVU UIF DPVSTF PG NZ DBOEJEBUVSF * BN UIBOLGVM UP UIFJS JOTJHIUGVM BOE BMXBZT
UJNFMZ GFFECBDL BOE WBMVBCMF EJTDVTTJPOT JO NBOZ NBOZ NFFUJOHT * UIBOL 5SJTUBO GPS EFWFMPQJOH
UIF XPOEFSGVM DPNNVOJUZ OVNFSJDBM DPEF QZ#BEMBOET BOE IJT HVJEBODF PO SVOOJOH NPEFMT BOE
QPTUQSPDFTTJOH PVUQVUT
* BMTP UIBOL 1SPG %JFUNBS .àMMFS GPS MFBEJOH NF UP UIJT HSFBU QSPKFDU BOE GPS JODMVEJOH NF
JO UIF GBOUBTUJD &BSUI#ZUF SFTFBSDI HSPVQ * XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL %S 4JNPO 8JMMJBNT GPS TIBSJOH
NBOZ JEFBT BOE JOTJHIUGVM EJTDVTTJPOT BOE GPSHJWJOH GPS UIF HPMEëTI UIBU XFOU UP wëTIZ IFBWFOw
* UIBOL NZ PïDFNBUFT /JDLZ /JDL ½NFS GPS UIFJS GSJFOETIJQ BOE TVQQPSU * UIBOL 3IJBOOPO
.BOEJ $BSNFO 4BCJO (SFH BOE PUIFS HSPVQ NFNCFST GPS FODPVSBHJOH NF EVSJOH NZ KPVSOFZ
* XJTI UP FYQSFTT WFSZ TQFDJBM UIBOLT UP NZ CFTU GSJFOET JO 4ZEOFZ − +PIO BOE .BÑMJT * UIBOL
+PIO GPS JNQSPWJOH NZ &OHMJTI CZ UBMLJOH XJUI NF BMNPTU FWFSZ EBZ BOE IJT FêPSUT JO DPSSFDUJOH NZ
XSJUJOH FWFO UIPVHI IF NBZ OPU VOEFSTUBOE TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ * UIBOL IJN GPS FODPVSBHJOH
	wGPSDJOHw
 NF UP KPJO IJT KPHHJOH USJQT UISFF UJNFT B XFFL GPS JOUSPEVDJOH NF "VTUSBMJBO TQPSUT
BOE FODPVSBHJOH 	wGPSDJOHw
 NF UP TVQQPSU UIF -FFET 6OJUFE GPPUCBMM UFBN .BÑMJT NZ BOPUIFS
'SFODI GSJFOET * BN UIBOLGVM UP .BÑMJT GPS JOTJHIUGVM EJTDVTTJPOT PO EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BOE IFS
DPNQBOZ PO IJLJOH BOE USBWFM BEWFOUVSFT
-BTU * XJTI UP FYQSFTT NZ IFBSUGFMU UIBOLT UP NZ GBNJMZ BOE )BOYVO GPS QSPWJEJOH NF DPOTUBOUMZ
MPWF BOE FODPVSBHFNFOU ɨJT UIFTJT XPVME OPU IBWF CFFO QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU UIFJS VOXBWFSJOH
TVQQPSU
J
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ɨF &BSUIT TFEJNFOUBSZ TVDDFTTJPOT BSF BO BSDIJWF PG QBTU DMJNBUJD BOE UFDUPOJD FWFOUT BOE TFB MFWFM
ìVDUVBUJPOT *OEFFE TFEJNFOUBSZ TUSBUB SFDPSE UIF DPNQMFY JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QSPDFTTFT UIBU
PQFSBUF PWFS B XJEF SBOHF PG UJNF BOE TQBDF TDBMFT /VNFSPVT FêPSUT IBWF CFFO NBEF UP EFDJQIFS
UIJT BSDIJWF BOE IBWF TVDDFTTGVMMZ SFDPOTUSVDUFE UIF FWPMVUJPO PG TPNF TFEJNFOUBSZ CBTJOT BOE
MBOETDBQFT "UUFNQUT IBWF BMTP CFFO NBEF BU EFDPEJOH UIF TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE UP PCUBJO TJHOBUVSFT
PG EFFQ &BSUI EZOBNJDT 	FH EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ JOEVDFE CZ NBOUMF ìPX
 )PXFWFS JU SFNBJOT B
DIBMMFOHF BT UIF TJHOBMT HFOFSBUFE CZ EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BSF VTVBMMZ DPODFBMFE CZ TJHOBMT HFOFSBUFE
CZ QMBUF UFDUPOJD QSPDFTTFT
4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ JT BO FêFDUJWF UPPM UP BOBMZTF TFEJNFOUBSZ VOJUT UP JOUFSQSFU EFQPTJUJPOBM
PSJHJOT PG TFEJNFOUBSZ TUSBUB BOE UP QSFEJDU MJUIPGBDJFT IFUFSPHFOFJUJFT 5SBEJUJPOBM TUSBUJHSBQIJD
JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT UZQJDBMMZ SFMZ PO TFRVFODF NPEFMT BOE BSF UIFSFGPSF OPOPCKFDUJWF BOE OPOVOJRVF
%JêFSFOU BQQSPBDIFT BSF UIFO QSPQPTFE UP JOUFSQSFU TUSBUJHSBQIJD TFRVFODFT VTVBMMZ CBTFE PO PCTFS
WBUJPOT 3FDFOUMZ RVBOUJUBUJWF TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT IBT BMTP CFFO VTFE UP BDIJFWF NPSF QSFDJTF
JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT ɨJT UFDIOJRVF XJMM MJLFMZ BEWBODF UIF RVBOUJëDBUJPO PG UIF SPMF PG DPOUSPMMJOH
GBDUPST JO TIBQJOH TUSBUJHSBQIJD SFDPSE
ɨJT UIFTJT DPOTJTUT PG UXP QBSUT XJUI UXP BJNT 	
 UP QSPWJEF DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP UIF EFWFMPQ
NFOU PG RVBOUJUBUJWF TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ CZ QSFTFOUJOH B OVNFSJDBM GSBNFXPSL XJUI RVBOUJUB
UJWF TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPO 	
 UP QSPWJEF JOTJHIUT JOUP JTPMBUJOH EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ TJHOBMT
GSPN TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE CZ JOWFTUJHBUJOH UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOE HFPNPSQIJD ëOHFSQSJOUT PG EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ
ɨF ëSTU QBSU QSFTFOUT TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH VTJOH UIF TVSGBDF QSPDFTT DPEF QZ#BEMBOET BOE
RVBOUJUBUJWF TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT CBTFE PO UXP XFMMFTUBCMJTIFE UFDIOJRVFT UIF USBKFDUPSZ
BOBMZTJT BOE UIF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPET QZ#BEMBOET NPEFMT TUSBUJHSBQIJD GPSNBUJPOT
JO B TPVSDFUPTJOL DPOUFYU TP UIBU TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ UP CBTJO NBSHJOT JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ TPVSDF
EZOBNJDT BOE TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU FOHJOFT TFMGDPOTJTUFOUMZ ɨF EFWFMPQFE QPTUQSPDFTTJOH UPPMT
PG RVBOUJUBUJWF TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPO DBO CF BQQMJFE UP PUIFS TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH UPPM
BOE BOBMPHVF TUSBUJHSBQIJD FYQFSJNFOUT #Z FWBMVBUJOH UIF SFTQFDUJWF QFSGPSNBODF PG USBKFDUPSZ
BOBMZTJT BOE BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPET * TIPX UIBU UIFTF UXP BQQSPBDIFT DBO CPUI CF
FêFDUJWFMZ FNQMPZFE JO RVBOUJUBUJWF TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ
ɨF TFDPOE QBSU JOWFTUJHBUFT UIF MBSHFTDBMF BOE MPOHUFSN ESBJOBHF BOE TFEJNFOUBSZ SFTQPOTFT
UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ %ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ JT TJNQMJëFE VTJOH B TJOVTPJEBM XBWF UIBU QSPQBHBUFT
VOEFS UIF DPOUJOFOU * UFTU UXP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ TDFOBSJPT QSPQBHBUJOH XBWFT PG QPTJUJWF BOE
OFHBUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ XIJDI SFQSFTFOU UIF JOUFSBDUJPO PG B NPCJMF DPOUJOFOU XJUI NBOUMF
VQXFMMJOH BOE TVCEVDUJPOJOEVDFE NBOUMF ìPX SFTQFDUJWFMZ * FWBMVBUF UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD TJHOBUVSFT
PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ JODMVEJOH ESBJOBHF PSHBOJTBUJPOT BWFSBHF JODJTJPO JO TPVSDF SFHJPOT BOE
UIF BWFSBHF TFEJNFOUBUJPO JO TJOL BSFBT ɨF QSPQBHBUJOH XBWF PG QPTJUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ
VOEFS B QMBUFBV QSPEVDFT B MBOETDBQF UIBU JT DPNQBSBCMF UP TPVUIFSO "GSJDB EVSJOH $SFUBDFPVT UJNFT
ɨF QSPQBHBUJOH XBWF PG OFHBUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ UJMUT UIF TVSGBDF BOE HFOFSBUFT EFQPTJUJPOBM
QBUUFSOT TJNJMBS UP UIF DPOUJOFOUBM JOUFSJPS PG /PSUI "NFSJDB EVSJOH $SFUBDFPVT UJNFT BOE 4PVUI
"NFSJDB EVSJOH .JPDFOF UJNFT
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UJPO TUBUFNFOUT BCPWF BSF DPSSFDU
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 " VOJëFE GSBNFXPSL GPS NPEFMMJOH TFEJNFOU GBUF GSPN TPVSDF UP TJOL BOE
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 QZ#BEMBOET " GSBNFXPSL UP
TJNVMBUF TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU MBOETDBQF EZOBNJDT BOE CBTJO TUSBUJHSBQIJD FWPMVUJPO
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&ñĂĄøă ăąĂöñóõ ĄÿĀÿ÷ĂñĀøĉ EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWFT JO SFTQPOTF UP JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO QSPDFTTFT UIBU CVJME
UPQPHSBQIZ − TVDI BT UFDUPOJD VQMJGU BOE QMBUF DPOWFSHFODF − BOE QSPDFTTFT UIBU EFTUSPZ UPQPHSBQIZ −
TVDI BT FSPTJPO TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU BOE TFEJNFOUBUJPO ɨFTF JOUFSBDUJPOT PDDVS PWFS CPUI HFPMPHJD BOE
IVNBO UJNFTDBMFT BOE DSFBUF EJêFSFOU MBOEGPSNT TVDI BT BMMVWJBM QMBJOT DPBTUT EFMUBT XIFSF NPTU PG UIF
XPSMET QPQVMBUJPO MJWF BOE PCUBJO FOFSHZ SFTPVSDFT BOE QPUBCMF XBUFS ɨF QSPDFTTFT UIBU CVJME UPQPHSBQIZ
DBO USJHHFS OBUVSBM IB[BSET 	FH FBSUIRVBLFT WPMDBOJD FSVQUJPOT
 BOE UIFZ SFHVMBUF UIF HMPCBM DBSCPO DZDMF
PWFS MPOH UJNF TDBMFT 6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF TPMJE &BSUI BOE JUT TVSGBDF JT JNQPSUBOU
UP JNQSPWF PVS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG &BSUIT IJTUPSZ BOE UP QSFEJDU UIF GVUVSF TUBUF PG &BSUI TZTUFNT "MUIPVHI
NBOZ PG UIF CBTJD GFFECBDLT CFUXFFO EFFQ &BSUI BOE TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT IBWF CFFO JEFOUJëFE UIF EFUBJMT PG
UIFTF JOUFSBDUJPOT SFNBJO QPPSMZ DPOTUSBJOFE
&BSUIT TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE QSPWJEF JNQPSUBOU DPOTUSBJOUT PO QBTU DMJNBUJD FVTUBUJD 	JF HMPCBM TFB
MFWFM
 BOE UFDUPOJD FWFOUT 1BSUJDVMBSMZ UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD SFDPSE JT UIF NPTU BDDFTTJCMF BSDIJWF PG EFFQ &BSUI
EZOBNJDT 4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ JT BO FêFDUJWF NFUIPEPMPHZ PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT BOE IBT CFFO XJEFMZ
VTFE UP SFDPOTUSVDU FVTUBUJD DVSWFT BOE UIF TVCTJEFODF IJTUPSZ PG TFEJNFOUBSZ CBTJOT 8JUI UIF JODSFBTF
JO TVCTVSGBDF BOE PVUDSPQ EBUB TFUT BOE UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH UFDIOJRVFT JU JT OPX
FYQFDUFE UP QSPWJEF NPSF RVBOUJUBUJWF DPOTUSBJOUT PO UIF DPOUSJCVUJOH GBDUPST UIBU TIBQF UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD
SFDPSE
*O UIF TVCTFRVFOU TFDUJPOT * ëSTU QSFTFOU UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO TVSGBDF BOE EFFQ &BSUI QSPDFTTFT
BOE UIF BTTPDJBUFE TUSBUJHSBQIJD JNQSJOUT 	TFDUJPO 
 * UIFO SFWJFX UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJH
SBQIZ 	TFDUJPO 
 BOE UIF OVNFSJDBM UPPM XJUIJO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ − TUSBUJHSBQIJD GPSXBSE NPEFMMJOH
	TFDUJPO 
 'JOBMMZ * QSFTFOU UIF TDPQF PG UIJT UIFTJT 	TFDUJPO 

ǫǫ ùþĄõĂñóĄùÿþă òõĄćõõþ ôõõĀ ñþô ăąĂöñóõ õñĂĄø
ĀĂÿóõăăõă
%ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BOE JUT FTUJNBUJPOT
8JUI JODSFBTJOH LOPXMFEHF PG UIF TUSVDUVSF BOE EZOBNJDT PG UIF EFFQ &BSUI GSPN HFPQIZT
JDBM BOE HFPDIFNJDBM FYQMPSBUJPOT JUT SPMF JO TIBQJOH TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ JT OPX XJEFMZ SFDPHOJ[FE
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 (VSOJT 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 'PS FYBNQMF EFOTJUZ BOPNBMJFT ESJWFO NBOUMF ìPX JNQPTF UFNQP
SBMMZ WBSZJOH WFSUJDBM NPUJPOT PG UIF TVSGBDF XJUI VQXBSE EJWFSHFOU ìPX UPXBSET UIF TVSGBDF

ǫǫ ùþĄõĂñóĄùÿþă òõĄćõõþ ôõõĀ ñþô ăąĂöñóõ õñĂĄø ĀĂÿóõăăõă 
DSFBUJOH QPTJUJWF UPQPHSBQIZ XIJMF EPXOXBSE DPOWFSHFOU ìPX BXBZ GSPN UIF TVSGBDF DSFBUJOH
OFHBUJWF UPQPHSBQIZ 	'JH 
 ɨJT EZOBNJD DPNQPOFOU PG UIF TVSGBDFT WFSUJDBM NPUJPOT JT UFSNFE
EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ %ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ XIJDI JT B HMPCBM QSPDFTT SFìFDUT UIF TQBUJBM BOE
UFNQPSBM JOUFSBDUJPO PG NBOUMF EZOBNJDT BOE UFDUPOJD QMBUFT XJUI 	
 JUT XBWFMFOHUI QSPQPSUJPOBM
UP UIF TDBMF BOE EFQUI PG NBOUMF ìPX 	
 JUT BNQMJUVEF QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF JOUFOTJUZ BOE EFQUI
PG NBOUMF ìPX 	
 JUT SBUF PG DIBOHF QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF SBUF PG DIBOHF PG NBOUMF ìPX 	#SBVO
 'MBNFOU FU BM 
 ɨPVHI JO UIFPSZ EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ DBO PDDVS BOZXIFSF UIBU IBT
NBOUMF ìPX XJUI B XJEF SBOHF PG XBWFMFOHUI GSPN T UP T PG LN TUVEJFT PG QBTU EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ UFOE UP GPDVT PO MPOHXBWFMFOHUI 	> LN
 TNBMMBNQMJUVEF 	< LN
 BOE MPX SBUF
PG DIBOHF 	∼ N.ZS
 	'MBNFOU FU BM  )BHFS  3JDIBSET  -JUIHPX#FSUFMMPOJ 
4JMWFS  3JDBSE FU BM 
 0O POF IBOE UIFTF JOIFSFOU DIBSBDUFST PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ
QSPWJEF BO FYQMBOBUJPO GPS MBSHFTDBMF TVSGBDF EFìFDUJPOT BOE BOPNBMPVT WFSUJDBM NPUJPOT BU MPX
SBUFT UIBU DBOOPU CF FYQMBJOFE POMZ CZ DSVTUBM PS MJUIPTQIFSJD EFGPSNBUJPO 0O UIF PUIFS IBOE UIFTF
DIBSBDUFST PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ NBLF JU EJïDVMU UP CF FJUIFS QSFTFSWFE PS JTPMBUFE GSPN TVSGBDF
UPQPHSBQIZ XIJDI JT EPNJOBUFE CZ MBSHFSBNQMJUVEF BOE TIPSUFSXBWFMFOHUI JTPTUBUJD UPQPHSBQIZ
SFTVMUJOH GSPN IPSJ[POUBM UFDUPOJD NPWFNFOUT
'JHVSF  *MMVTUSBUJPO PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ "SSPXT TIPX UIF EFOTJUZ BOPNBMJFT ESJWFO NBOUMF ìPX XIJDI FYFSUT
GPSDFT UP UIF CBTF PG UFDUPOJD QMBUFT BOE UIFO DBVTFT WFSUJDBM EFìFDUJPOT PG UIF TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ 	'JH  JO 	&BLJO 
-JUIHPX#FSUFMMPOJ 


4JHOJëDBOU FêPSUT IBWF CFFO EFEJDBUFE UP FTUJNBUF UIF BNQMJUVEF BOE TQBUJBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG
CPUI QSFTFOUEBZ BOE QBTU EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ 3FTJEVBM UPQPHSBQIZ 	$SPVHI 
 XIJDI DBO
CF PCUBJOFE CZ TVCUSBDUJOH JTPTUBUJD UPQPHSBQIZ− PSJHJOBUJOH GSPN UFDUPOJD NPWFNFOUT BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI WBSJBUJPOT JO DSVTUBM BOEPS MJUIPTQIFSJD UIJDLOFTT − GSPN PCTFSWFE TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ JT
UIF NPTU DPNNPO QSPYZ GPS EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ 	'JHT BC
 	$B[FOBWF FU BM  %BWJFT 
1SJCBD  'MBNFOU FU BM  4UFJOCFSHFS 
 " DPNQMFNFOUBSZ BQQSPBDI DPOTJTUT JO
DPNQVUJOH UIF QSFTFOUEBZ QBUUFSO PG NBOUMF ìPX XJUI FTUJNBUFT PG UIF NBOUMF EFOTJUZ TUSVDUVSF
EFSJWFE GSPN TFJTNJD UPNPHSBQIZ GSPN XIJDI QSFTFOUEBZ EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ DBO CF PCUBJOFE
	'JH D
 	4UFJOCFSHFS 
 #PUI NFUIPET QSPWJEF B QSFTFOUEBZ TOBQTIPU PG NBOUMFESJWFO
ǫǫ ùþĄõĂñóĄùÿþă òõĄćõõþ ôõõĀ ñþô ăąĂöñóõ õñĂĄø ĀĂÿóõăăõă 
HMPCBM UPQPHSBQIZ
(FPEZOBNJD NPEFMMJOH PG NBOUMF DPOWFDUJPO CBDLXBSET JO UJNF IBT CFFO B QPQVMBS XBZ UP
SFDPOTUSVDU UIF QBTU QBUUFSOT PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ CBTFE PO UIF EFOTJUZ BOE WJTDPTJUZ TUSVDUVSFT
PG UIF NBOUMF BOE UIF LJOFNBUJD PG TVSGBDF UFDUPOJD QMBUFT 	'JH E
 " DPNQSFIFOTJWF SFWJFX
PG NBOUMF ìPX NPEFMMJOH DBO CF GPVOE JO 'MBNFOU FU BM 	
 6ODFSUBJOUJFT BSF BMTP JOWPMWFE
XJUI NBOUMF ìPX NPEFMMJOH " QSPNJTJOH XBZ UP DPOTUSBJO UIF NPEFMMJOH JT UP DPNQBSF QSFEJDUFE
TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ BOE WFSUJDBM TVSGBDF NPUJPOT UP PCTFSWBUJPOT
'JHVSF  &TUJNBUFT PG QSFTFOUEBZ EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ 	BC
 %ZOBNJD PS SFTJEVBM UPQPHSBQIZ BT DPNQVUFE CZ
SFNPWJOH UIF JTPTUBUJDBMMZ DPNQFOTBUFE UFDUPOJDBMMZ ESJWFO DPNQPOFOU PG TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ JOGFSSFE GSPN B HMPCBM
NPEFM PG DSVTUBM UIJDLOFTT 	'MBNFOU FU BM  4UFJOCFSHFS 
 	D
 %ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ ëFME QSFEJDUFE CZ
QSFTFOUEBZ JOTUBOUBOFPVT NBOUMF ìPX NPEFMT VTJOH B EFOTJUZ TUSVDUVSF CBTFE PO &BSUIT NBOUMF TFJTNJD UPNPHSBQIJD
NPEFMT 	4UFJOCFSHFS 
 	E
 %ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ QSFEJDUFE CZ OVNFSJDBM UJNFEFQFOEFOU NBOUMF ìPX NPEFM
	'MBNFOU FU BM 
 .PEJëFE GSPN 'MBNFOU FU BM 	

$POTUSBJOUT PO EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ GSPN TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE
ɨF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BOE TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT DBO MFBWF GPPUQSJOUT JO UIF
TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE 'PS FYBNQMF UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT PG $SFUBDFPVT SPDL VOJUT GSPN /PSUI
"NFSJDB SFWFBMFE UIF MBSHFTDBMF UJMUJOH PG UIF DPOUJOFOUBM JOUFSJPS BOE UIF NJHSBUJPO PG EFQPDFOUFST
XIJDI IBT CFFO BUUSJCVUFE UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ JOEVDFE CZ UIF TVCEVDUJPO PG UIF 'BSBMMPO TMBC
	-JV  (VSOJT  .JUSPWJDB FU BM 
 ɨF FBTUXBSE UJMUJOH PG UIF 3VTTJBO 1MBUGPSN EVSJOH
%FWPOJBO BOE 1FSNJBO UJNFT FWJEFODFE CZ UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD SFDPSE IBT BMTP CFFO BUUSJCVUFE UP
DPOUFNQPSBOFPVT XFTUEJQQJOH TVCEVDUJPO VOEFS UIF QMBUGPSN 	.JUSPWJDB FU BM 
 %ZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ DBO JOEVDF BCOPSNBM DPOUJOFOUBM ìPPEJOH EVSJOH FVTUBUJD GBMM XIJDI DBO CF EPDV
NFOUFE CZ QBMFPTIPSFMJOF NJHSBUJPOT BOE QBMFPHFPHSBQIJD DIBOHFT 	#FSUFMMPOJ  (VSOJT 
ǫǫ ùþĄõĂñóĄùÿþă òõĄćõõþ ôõõĀ ñþô ăąĂöñóõ õñĂĄø ĀĂÿóõăăõă 
(VSOJT  
 $[BSOPUB FU BM 	 
 JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF JNQBDU PG EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZPO UIFFWPMVUJPOPGNBSHJOBM TFRVFODFTPO UIF/PSUI8FTU4IFMGPG"VTUSBMJBCBTFE
PO UIF TIFMGFEHFUSBKFDUPSZBOBMZTJT%ZOBNJDUPQPHSBQIZIBTBMTPCFFOQSPQPTFEUPDPOUSJCVUF
UPMBSHFTDBMFESBJOBHFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTPGUIF"NB[POCBTJO	'JH
	&BLJOFUBM4IFQIBSE
FU BM 
 4FEJNFOU öMVY UP EFQPTJUJPOBM BSFBT DBO BMTP QSPWJEF DPOTUSBJOUT PO EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZXIFOJUBööFDUTUIFTPVSDFBSFB	#SBVOFUBM3VFUFOJLFUBM

'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD JMMVTUSBUJPOT TIPXJOH IPX DIBOHFT JO TVCEVDUJPO DPVME IBWF ESJWFO UIF UPQPHSBQIJD BOE TFEJ
NFOUBSZ FWPMVUJPO PG XFTUFSO "NB[POJB TJODF UIF .JPDFOF FWFOUVBMMZ TIBQJOH UIF QSFTFOUEBZ MBOETDBQF 	&BLJO FU BM


/VNFSJDBM DPVQMJOH PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ UP TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT
"MUIPVHI JODSFBTJOH FWJEFODF TVHHFTUT UIBU EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ DPOUSJCVUFT UP TVSGBDF MBOE
ǫǫ ùþĄõĂñóĄùÿþă òõĄćõõþ ôõõĀ ñþô ăąĂöñóõ õñĂĄø ĀĂÿóõăăõă 
TDBQF FWPMVUJPO UIJT DPOUSJCVUJPO SFNBJOT EJïDVMU UP RVBOUJGZ /VNFSJDBM NPEFMMJOH UIBU DPVQMFT
TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT BOE EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ QSPWJEFT B GSBNFXPSL UP FWBMVBUF MBOETDBQF SFTQPOTFT
UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ #SBVO FU BM 	
 VTFE UIF TVSGBDF QSPDFTT NPEFM 'BTU4DBQF 	#SBVO 
8JMMFUU 
 UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF FSPTJPOBM SFTQPOTF PG B ìBU MBOETDBQF UP B QSPQBHBUJOH QPTJUJWF
EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B EPNF BOE EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU FSPTJPO XBT EJSFDUMZ QSPQPS
UJPOBM UP UIF XBWFMFOHUI PG UIF EPNF JO UIBU DBTF 	'JH B
 #BTFE PO #SBVO FU BMT 	
 XPSL
3VFUFOJL FU BM 	
 JODPSQPSBUFE QSFFYJTUJOH UPQPHSBQIZ UP EFUFSNJOF UIF JNQBDU PG QPTJ
UJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ PO UIF FWPMVUJPO PG B MBOETDBQF 	'JH C
 JODMVEJOH ESBJOBHF OFUXPSL
PSHBOJTBUJPO BOE TFEJNFOU ìVY UP DPOUJOFOUBM NBSHJOT ɨFZ TIPXFE UIBU QPTJUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPH
SBQIZ JODSFBTFT JOMBOE FSPTJPO BOE TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ BOE UIBU ESBJOBHF OFUXPSLT BSF SFPSHBOJ[FE
EVSJOH UIF QSPQBHBUJPO PG B XBWF PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ ɨFZ BMTP TIPXFE UIBU UIF FSPTJPOBM
SFTQPOTF UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ XIJDI JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF JOUFSQMBZ CFUXFFO VQMJGU SBUF SPDL
FSPEJCJMJUZ BOE JOJUJBM UPQPHSBQIZ DBO QFSTJTU MPOH BGUFS UIF QSPQBHBUJPO PG B XBWF PG EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ "SNJUBHF FU BM 	
 JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF JNQBDU PG MPOHXBWFMFOHUI UJMUJOH BOE DMJNBUF
DIBOHF PO TFEJNFOU BDDVNVMBUJPO BOE TIPXFE UIBU B TJHOJëDBOU USBOTJFOU VQMJGU DBO MFBE UP JNQPS
UBOU DIBOHFT JO EFQPTJUJPOBM TUZMF BOE UP B USBOTJFOU SFEVDUJPO JO TFEJNFOU HSBJO TJ[F
ɨFTF OVNFSJDBM XPSLT QSPWJEF TJHOJëDBOU JOTJHIUT JOUP RVBOUJGZJOH UIF SPMF PG EZOBNJD UPQPH
SBQIZ JO TIBQJOH UIF FWPMWJOH MBOETDBQFT BOE ESBJOBHF QBUUFSOT )PXFWFS UIFTF TUVEJFT GPDVTFE
PO UIF FSPTJPOBM MBOETDBQF SFTQPOTFT XIJMF HJWJOH MJUUMF BUUFOUJPO UP UIF EFQPTJUJPOBM SFTQPOTFT
*O UIF TFEJNFOUSPVUJOH TZTUFN TFEJNFOU JT USBOTQPSUFE GSPN UIF FSPTJPOBM FOHJOF PG IJHIMBOE
SFHJPOT 	TPVSDF
 UP JUT FWFOUVBM EFQPTJUJPOBM SFHJPOT 	TJOL
 	'JH 
 8IFO JOUFSBDUJOH XJUI
TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ DBO BêFDU BMM UIF TFHNFOUT 	GSPN ìVWJBM UP EFFQ NBSJOF

PG UIF TFEJNFOU SPVUJOH TZTUFN ɨFSFGPSF B DPNQSFIFOTJWF BOE SFBMJTUJD XBZ PG DPVQMJOH EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ BOE TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT JT UP QMBDF UIFJS JOUFSBDUJPOT JO B TPVSDFUPTJOL TZTUFN *O UIJT
NBOOFS TPVSDF EZOBNJDT BSF DPOOFDUFE UP TFEJNFOU EFQPTJUJPO UISPVHI TFEJNFOU ìVY BOE DBO CF
EPDVNFOUFE JO TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE
1SFWJPVTMZ UIF DPNNPO XBZ PG VTJOH TUSBUJHSBQIJD SFDPSE UP DPOTUSBJO OVNFSJDBM NPEFMMJOH
DPOTJTUFE JO DPNQBSJOH UIF QSFEJDUFE TVCTJEFODF IJTUPSZ XJUI UIF TVCTJEFODF IJTUPSZ FYUSBDUFE GSPN
PCTFSWBUJPOT TVDI BT TFJTNJD BOE XFMM EBUB /PX UIF BCJMJUZ PG BTTFNCMJOH TFEJNFOUBSZ BSDIJUFDUVSFT
JO B DPNCJOFE XIPMFTZTUFN GSBNFXPSL BMMPXT NPSF TUSBUJHSBQIJD DIBSBDUFST TVDI BT TUSBUBM HFPNF
USJFT BOE UIJDLOFTT UP CF DPNQBSFE XJUI PCTFSWBUJPOT XIJDI DFSUBJOMZ JODSFBTF UIF DPOTUSBJOUT PO
NPEFMMJOH 4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ IBT CFFO B XJEFMZVTFE UFDIOJRVF PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT TJODF
UIF T XIJDI JOWPMWFT UIF JEFOUJëDBUJPO PG LFZ TUSBUJHSBQIJD TVSGBDFT ɨFTF TVSGBDFT GPSN
JO SFTQPOTF UP DMJNBUF DIBOHFT TFB MFWFM DIBOHFT UFDUPOJD VQMJGUTVCTJEFODF BOE TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ
GSPN TPVSDF SFHJPOT " UIPSPVHI VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIFTF QSPDFTTFT BOE UIF
TUSBUJHSBQIJD GPPUQSJOU PG FBDI QSPDFTT XJMM NBLF TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ B NPSF QPXFSGVM UPPM UP
SFDPOTUSVDU UIF TQBUJBM BOE UFNQPSBM QBUUFSOT PG DPOUSJCVUJOH GBDUPST
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  	B
 .PEFMT JO #SBVO FU BM 	
 UIBU TIPX UIF UJNF JOUFHSBUFE FSPTJPO PG B ìBU MBOETDBQF JO SFTQPOTF
UP B QSPQBHBUJOH XBWF PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI B EPNF λ JT UIF XBWFMFOHUI PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ
	C
 .PEFMT JO 3VFUFOJL FU BM 	
 UIBU FYQMPSF UIF JNQBDU PG B QSPQBHBUJOH QPTJUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI B EPNF PO UIF FWPMVUJPO PG B MBOETDBQF JODPSQPSBUFE XJUI QSFFYJTUJOH UPQPHSBQIZ
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ
4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ JT DPOTJEFSFE UP CF UIF NPTU SFDFOU FWPMVUJPO JO TFEJNFOUBSZ HFPMPHZ TJODF
BCPVU  	.JBMM 
 BOE IBT TJODF CFFO XJEFMZ VTFE JO TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT *U TUFNT GSPN
TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ 	.JUDIVN  1BZUPO FU BM  7BJM FU BM BC
 CZ JOUFHSBUJOH
TFJTNJD EBUB XJUI PUIFS EBUB TFUT 	FH PVUDSPQ PCTFSWBUJPOT DPSF XFMM MPHT
 BOE JODPSQPSBUJOH
JOTJHIUT GSPN NVMUJQMF EJTDJQMJOFT 	FH TFEJNFOUPMPHZ TUSBUJHSBQIZ HFPQIZTJDT HFPNPSQIPMPHZ

	'JH 
 $PNQBSFE UP USBEJUJPOBM NFUIPEPMPHJFT PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT UIBU GPDVT PO UIF
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  $PODFQU PG UIF TFEJNFOUSPVUJOH TZTUFN 	"MMFO 
 4FEJNFOU JT USBOTQPSU GSPN B TPVSDF SFHJPO UP B
TJOL ɨF CMBDL EPUT SFQSFTFOU TFEJNFOUT BOE UIF EBTI MJOFT BSF UIF USBDFT PG TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU
OPNFODMBUVSF BOE TJNJMBSJUZ PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ FNQIBTJ[FT UIF GBDJFT SFMB
UJPOTIJQT BOE EFQPTJUJPOBM QBUUFSOT 	USFOE BOE HFPNFUSZ
 XJUIJO B DISPOPMPHJDBM GSBNFXPSL ɨJT
UZQF PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT BMMPXT B NPSF DPNQMFUF SFDPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF TFEJNFOUBSZ QSPDFTTFT
CBTJO ëMMJOH IJTUPSZ BOE FSPTJPOBM FWFOUT
'JHVSF  4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ SFQSFTFOUT BO JOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZ SFTFBSDI CZ JOUFHSBUJOH EJêFSFOU PCTFSWBUJPOBM EBUB
TFUT &BDI EBUB TFU DPOUSJCVUFT EJêFSFOU JOGPSNBUJPO BOE JOTJHIUT JOUP CVJMEJOH B TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD GSBNFXPSL
.PEJëFE GSPN $BUVOFBOV FU BM 	

 " CSJFG IJTUPSZ PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ
"MUIPVHI HFOFSBMMZ SFHBSEFE BT FWPMWJOH GSPN TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ JO UIF T UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU
PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ DPVME OPU IBWF CFFO BDIJFWFE XJUIPVU UIF FBSMZ EFWFMPQNFOU PG TFEJNFO
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
UBSZ HFPMPHZ BOE TUSBUJHSBQIZ FTQFDJBMMZ DPODFQUT TVDI BT VODPOGPSNJUZ BOE CBTF MFWFM ɨF IJTUPSZ
PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ DBO UIFO CF EJWJEFE JOUP QSFTFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ FSB BOE TFRVFODF
TUSBUJHSBQIZ FSB
1SF4FRVFODF 4USBUJHSBQIZ &SB
ɨF DPODFQUVBM EFWFMPQNFOU PG VODPOGPSNJUZ DBO CF USBDFE CBDL UP  XIFO /JDPMBVT 4UFOP
	XIP BMTP FTUBCMJTIFE UIF MBX PG TVQFSQPTJUJPO
 ëSTU TLFUDIFE BO BOHVMBS VODPOGPSNJUZ *U XBT UIFO
+BNFT )VUUPO XIP EJTDPWFSFE UIF USVF TJHOJëDBODF PG VODPOGPSNJUJFT JO HFPMPHZ )VUUPO 	

SFDPHOJ[FE DZDMFT PG DIBOHFT 	OPX LOPXO BT UIF HFPMPHJDBM DZDMF
 BU &BSUIT TVSGBDF SFTVMUJOH GSPN
QSPDFTTFT JODMVEJOH FSPTJPO TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU EFQPTJUJPO GPMEJOH BOE VQMJGU )F UIFO VTFE
VODPOGPSNJUJFT BT CPVOEBSJFT UP TVCEJWJEF UIF SPDL SFDPSE JOUP SFQFUJUJWF TVDDFTTJPOT XIJDI NBZ
CF UIF ëSTU FYQMBOBUJPO PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD DZDMJDJUZ
"OUPJOF-BVSFOU -BWPJTJFS 	
 SFDPHOJ[FE UXP EJTUJODU UZQFT PG TFEJNFOU MBZFST 	POF JT
DPBSTFS BOE DMPTFS UP TIPSF BOE UIF PUIFS POF JT ëOFS BOE GBSUIFS Pê TIPSF 'JH B
 BOE BUUSJCVUFE
UIFN BT B SFTVMU PG BMUFSOBUFMZ SJTJOH BOE GBMMJOH TFB MFWFM 	'JH C
 ɨJT XPSL SFQSFTFOUT UIF ëSTU
SFDPHOJUJPO PG UIF JNQPSUBODF PG TFB MFWFM BT B DPOUSPM PO TFEJNFOUBUJPO 4NJUI 	
 QVCMJTIFE
UIF ëSTU TDJFOUJëD HFPMPHJDBM NBQ PG TFEJNFOUBSZ VOJUT PG (SFBU #SJUBJO XIJDI MBJE GPVOEBUJPO GPS
TUSBUJHSBQIZ JO &OHMBOE BOE FMTFXIFSF
'JHVSF  -BWPJTJFST DPODFQU PG UIF TFEJNFOUBSZ DZDMF 	

*O UIF FBSMZ UI DFOUVSZ NPSF TUSBUJHSBQIJD DPODFQUT XFSF EFëOFE (SBCBV 	
 EFTDSJCFE
UIF PðBQ QBUUFSO PG UIF 1BMFP[PJD TUSBUB PG /PSUI "NFSJDB BOE MJOLFE POMBQQJOH BOE PðBQQJOH
TUSBUB UP TIPSFMJOF USBOTHSFTTJPOT BOE SFHSFTTJPOT )F DPOTUSVDUFE UIF PðBQPOMBQ TUSBUB BOE UIFJS
SFMBUJPOTIJQT XJUI GBDJFT 	'JH B
 BOE UJNF MJOFT 	'JH C
 XIJDI XBT MBUFS SFGFSSFE UP (SBCBVT
PðBQPOMBQ NPEFM 	.JBMM 
 "MUIPVHI IF CVJMU UIF PSEFS PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT XJUI BO BSCJ
USBSZ UJNF TDBMF CBTFE PO UIF MBX PG TVQFSQPTJUJPO IF IBE UIF TJHOJëDBOU JOTJHIU PG QMBDJOH TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD VOJUT JO B TQBUJPUFNQPSBM GSBNFXPSL 	'JH C

(SBCBVT DPOUSJCVUJPOT BMTP JODMVEF QSPQPTJOH B EJêFSFOU UZQF PG VODPOGPSNJUZ − EJTDPOGPS
NJUZ PS QBSBMMFM VODPOGPSNJUZ PS SFMBUJWF IJBUVT #MBDLXFMEFS 	
 FYUFOEFE (SBCBVT XPSL
PO VODPOGPSNJUJFT BOE EFëOFE IFUFSPMJUIJD VODPOGPSNJUJFT 	JF OPODPOGPSNJUZ
 #MBDLXFMEFS
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  (SBCBVT PðBQPOMBQ NPEFM JMMVTUSBUJOH UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD PðBQT BOE POMBQT UIF VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE
TUSBUB GPSNFE EVSJOH SFHSFTTJPO BOE USBOTHSFTTJPO BOE IJT DPODFQU PG UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ 5BLFO GSPN 2BZZVN FU BM
	
 XIP NPEJëFE BGUFS (SBCBV 	

BMTP QSPQPTFE B NFUIPE UP FWBMVBUF UIF UJNF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI BO VODPOGPSNJUZ BOE UIFO CVJMU UIF
VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE TFRVFODFT PG /PSUI "NFSJDB 	'JH B
 -BUFS PO UIJT XPSL XBT GVMMZ
SFDPHOJ[FE BOE BQQMJFE CZ 4MPTT 	
 XIP CVJMU UIF ëSTUPSEFS TUSBUJHSBQIJD BSDIJUFDUVSF PG UIF
/PSUI "NFSJDB DSBUPO 	'JH C

'JHVSF  	B
 %JBHSBN PG VODPOGPSNJUJFT XJUI MBUFSBM FYUFOTJPOT BOE SFTUSJDUJPOT 	#MBDLXFMEFS 
 #MBDL QBSUT
EFOPUF UIF FYUFOU BOE EVSBUJPO PG EFQPTJUJPO QFSJPET XIJMF XIJUF QBSUT EFOPUF UIF FYUFOU BOE EVSBUJPO PG FSPTJPO
QFSJPET BOE DPSSFTQPOEJOH VODPOGPSNJUJFT 	C
 4JY NBKPS TFRVFODFT JO /PSUI "NFSJDBO 4USBUJHSBQIZ SFQSFTFOUJOH
NBKPS UFDUPOPFVTUBUJD FWFOUT 	4MPTT 
 /PUF UIBU UIF CMBDL QBSUT JO 	C
 EFOPUF FSPTJPOBM PS OPOEFQPTJUJPO
FWFOUT
*NQPSUBOU DPOUSJCVUJPOT DBNF GSPN +PTFQI #BSSFMM JO JOUFHSBUJOH DMJNBUJD BOE UFDUPOJD DZDMFT
XJUI EFOVEBUJPO BOE TFEJNFOUBUJPO *O  #BSSFMM MJOLFE EFMUBCVJMEJOH TUBHFT UP TVCTJEFODF
	'JH 
 " GFX ZFBST MBUFS JO  #BSSFMM JOUSPEVDFE UIF JEFB PG CBTF MFWFM XIJDI EFTDSJCFE
UIF VQQFS MJNJU PG TFEJNFOUBUJPO BOE DPSSFMBUFE UIF SIZUINT JO TFEJNFOUBSZ TFSJFT XJUI CBTF MFWFM
WBSJBUJPOT BOE DMJNBUJD DZDMFT ɨF GBNPVT ëHVSF JO IJT  QBQFS JMMVTUSBUFE UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ
CFUXFFO TFEJNFOUBUJPO QBUUFSOT BOE CBTF MFWFM DIBOHFT UIBU TFEJNFOU EFQPTJUJPO PDDVST EVSJOH UIF
CBTF MFWFM SJTF BOE FSPTJPO PS OPOEFQPTJUJPO EVSJOH CBTF MFWFM GBMM 	'JH 

ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  	B
 4UBHFT PG B EFMUB DZDMF XJUIPVU TVCTJEFODF 	C
 4UBHFT PG EFMUBCVJMEJOH XJUI TVCTJEFODF " OP
TVCTJEFODF GPSFTUFQQJOH # JOUFSNJUUFOU TVCTJEFODF CBMBODFE CZ EFQPTJUJPO BHHSBEBUJPO $ TVCTJEFODF BU B GBTUFS
SBUF UIBO EFQPTJUJPO CBDLTUFQQJOH "GUFS #BSSFMM 	

4DIFODL  .VMMFS 	
 QSPQPTFE UIF OPUJPO PG DISPOPTUSBUJHSBQIZ UP EFTDSJCF UIF UFNQPSBM
DPSSFMBUJPO PG EFQPTJUJPOBM VOJUT )FECFSH 	
 DMBSJëFE UIJT DPODFQU CZ TUBUJOH UIBU DISPOPTUSBUJ
HSBQIJD CPVOEBSJFT BSF JTPDISPOPVT 4MPTT 	
 ëSTU JOUSPEVDFE UIF UFSN TFRVFODF UP EFTDSJCF
DPOUJOFOUXJEF VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE TUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT 8IFFMFS 	
 GVSUIFS EFWFMPQFE UIF
DPODFQU PG DISPOPTUSBUJHSBQIZ BOE GPSNBMJ[FE UIF DPODFQU PG UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ CZ EFQJDUJOH UIF
TUSBUJHSBQIJD DSPTTTFDUJPOT XJUI UJNF PO UIF WFSUJDBM BYJT 	'JH 

ɨF DPODFQUT PG VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE TFRVFODF 	4MPTT  8IFFMFS 
 BOE UJNF TUSBUJH
SBQIZ 	8IFFMFS 
 QSPWJEFE UPPMT UP NBQ UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT BOE UP TVCEJWJEF UIF SPDL
SFDPSE JOUP HFOFUJDBMMZSFMBUFE TUSBUBM QBDLBHFT )PXFWFS MJNJUBUJPOT FYJTU JO UIJT NFUIPE PG TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD BOBMZTJT 'JSTU UIF PSJHJOBM EFëOJUJPO PG TFRVFODF SFGFSSJOH UP VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE
NBTTFT PG TUSBUB PG HSFBUFS UIBO HSPVQ PS TVQFSHSPVQ SBOL 	,SVNCFJO  4MPTT 
 MJNJUFE JUT
BQQMJDBUJPOT POMZ UP SFHJPOBMTDBMF TUSBUJHSBQIJD TUVEJFT 4FDPOE UIF JEFB PG VUJMJ[JOH VODPOGPSNJ
UJFT BT UIF POMZ CPVOEBSZ PG TFRVFODFT MJNJUFE UIF MBUFSBM FYUFOU PG TFRVFODFT BOE UIFSFGPSF UIF
DPSSFMBUJPOT PG TFRVFODFT BDSPTT UIF FOUJSF TFEJNFOUBSZ CBTJO 8IFFMFS VTFE WFSUJDBM DVUPêT UP
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  #BSSFMMT 	
 JEFB PG TFEJNFOUBSZ SFTQPOTF UP CBTF MFWFM DIBOHFT 	2BZZVN FU BM 

DMPTF UIF TFRVFODFT BU UIF QPJOU XIFSF UIF VODPOGPSNJUZ TUPQQFE 	'JH 
 XIJDI NJTMFE JOUP
JODSFBTJOH UIF OVNCFS PG TFRVFODFT 'PS FYBNQMF BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JHVSF B UIF TFRVFODFT BU
UIF CBTJO NBSHJO 	TFRVFODFT "%
 DBOOPU CF DPSSFMBUFE XJUI UIF TFRVFODFT UPXBSET UIF CBTJO DFOUSF
	TFRVFODFT &' BOE UIFO TFRVFODF (

*O BEEJUJPO UP UIF JTTVFT SFMBUFE XJUI UIF PSJHJOBM EFëOJUJPO PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD SFTFBSDI
GPDVTFE PO MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIJD OPNFODMBUVSF 	FH GPSNBUJPO NFNCFS HSPVQ
 JO UIF  BOE 
	8IFFMFS  .BMMPSZ  
 BT QBSU PG XIJDI MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT XFSF OPU EFëOFE XJUIJO
B DISPOPMPHZ GSBNFXPSL CVU CZ BSCJUSBSZ WFSUJDBM DVUPêT UIBU DPVME TFQBSBUF UIF SPDLT XJUI UIF
TBNF MJUIPGBDJFT BOE UIF TBNF CJPTUSBUJHSBQIJD BHF JOUP EJêFSFOU MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT
ɨF FêFDUJWF BQQMJDBUJPO PG 8IFFMFST UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ 	
 UP TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT XBT CZ
4MPTT 	
 XIP TVCEJWJEFE UIF 1IBOFSP[PJD TVDDFTTJPO PG UIF /PSUI "NFSJDB DSBUPO JOUP TJY
NBKPS VODPOGPSNJUZCPVOEFE TFRVFODFT 	'JH C
 4MPTT BMTP DPSSFMBUFE UIFTF TFRVFODFT XJUI
NBKPS UFDUPOJD FWFOUT 0OF ZFBS MBUFS 8IFFMFS 	
 FYUFOEFE UIF CBTF MFWFM DPODFQU PG #BSSFMM
	
 BT B OPOIPSJ[POUBM TVSGBDF BOE B DPOUSPMMJOH GBDUPS PG FSPTJPO BOE EFQPTJUJPO
4FRVFODF 4USBUJHSBQIZ &SB
ɨF JODSFBTJOHMZ FYUFOTJWF TVCTVSGBDF TUVEJFT EVSJOH BOE BGUFS UIF 8PSME 8BS ** TQFDJBMMZ QSPNPUFE
UIF DPMMFDUJPO BOE BOBMZTJT PG TFJTNJDSFìFDUJPO EBUB *O UIF T 4MPTTT BOE 8IFFMFST JEFB PG
TFRVFODF BOE UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ XFSF TVDDFTTGVMMZ BQQMJFE UP TFJTNJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT XIJDI TUJNV
MBUFE UIF FNFSHFODF PG B OFX TUSBUJHSBQIJD NFUIPEPMPHZ− TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ 	7BJM FU BM BC

ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  8IFFMFST UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ EJBHSBN 	
 " ɨF TUSVDUVSBM TFDUJPO XJUI OJOF VOJUT EFMJOFBUFE #
&YQMBOBUJPO PG EFëOJOH UIF CPVOEBSZ CFUXFFO VOJU $ BOE VOJU % $ ɨF DPOTUSVDUFE UJNF TUSBUJHSBQIZ BDSPTT UIF
TFDUJPO JO "
0OF TJHOJëDBOU BEWBOUBHF PG TFJTNJD EBUB JT UIF BCJMJUZ PG JNBHJOH DPSSFMBUJWF DPOGPSNJUJFT BOE UIF
MBQPVUT 	FH POMBQ PðBQ USVODBUJPO
 CPUI PG XIJDI IFMQ UP EFMJOFBUF B TFRVFODF ɨF EFëOJUJPO
PG TFRVFODF XBT UIFO SFëOFE UP CF B SFMBUJWFMZ DPOGPSNBCMF TVDDFTTJPO PG HFOFUJDBMMZSFMBUFE TUSBUB
CPVOEFE CZ VODPOGPSNJUJFT BOE UIFJS DPSSFMBUJWF DPOGPSNJUJFT 	.JUDIVN 
 ɨJT NBEF JU
QPTTJCMF UP NBQ TFRVFODFT CFZPOE UIF UFSNJOBUJPO PG TFRVFODFCPVOEJOH VODPOGPSNJUJFT BOE BU
TDBMFT TNBMMFS UIBO PSJHJOBMMZ QSPNPUFE CZ 4MPTT 	
 'PS JOTUBODF UIF FYBNQMF JO 'JHVSF 
EFëOFT GPVS TFRVFODFT XJUI .JUDIVNT EFëOJUJPO 	"% 'JH C
 SBUIFS UIBO TFWFO TFRVFODFT
XJUI 4MPTTT 	"( 'JH B
 &BSMZ TFJTNJD JOUFSQSFUFST BMTP OPUJDFE UIBU wQSJNBSZ TFJTNJD SFìFD
UJPOT BSF HFOFSBUFE CZ TUSBUBM TVSGBDFT XIJDI BSF DISPOPTUSBUJHSBQIJD SBUIFS UIBO CZ CPVOEBSJFT PG
BSCJUSBSJMZ EFëOFE MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUTw 	7BJM FU BM C
 ɨJT MFE UP B DSVDJBM EJêFSFODF
CFUXFFO USBEJUJPOBM MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIZ BOE TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ UIBU USBEJUJPOBM MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIZ
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'JHVSF  3FëOFNFOU PG UIF DPODFQU PG TFRVFODF 	B
 ɨF PSJHJOBM EFëOJUJPO PG TFRVFODF CPVOEFE CZ VODPOGPS
NJUJFT 	4MPTT  8IFFMFS 
 BOE WFSUJDBM DVUPêT 	8IFFMFS 
 4FWFO TFRVFODFT 	"(
 BSF NBQQFE XJUI
EFDSFBTJOH OVNCFS PG TFRVFODFT GSPN CBTJO NBSHJO UPXBSET UIF CBTJO DFOUSF 	C
 ɨF DPODFQU PG TFRVFODF BT EFëOFE JO
TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ CPVOEFE CZ VODPOGPSNJUJFT BOE UIFJS DPSSFMBUJWF DPOGPSNJUJFT 	.JUDIVN 
 'PVS TFRVFODFT
	"%
 BSF NBQQFE XIJDI DBO CF USBDFE BDSPTT UIF XIPMF CBTJO
VTFT GBDJFT CPVOEBSJFT GPS SFHJPOBM DPSSFMBUJPOT XIJMF TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ VTFT TUSBUBM TVSGBDFT GPS
SFHJPOBM DPSSFMBUJPOT 	'JH 

'JHVSF  3FHJPOBM DPSSFMBUJPOT CBTFE PO MJUIPMPHZ JO MJUIPTUSBUJHSBQIZ 	B
 BOE CBTFE PO TUSBUBM TVSGBDFT JO TFJTNJD
TUSBUJHSBQIZ 	C

4FJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ JEFOUJëFT UIF TUSBUBM UFSNJOBUJPOT 	FH POMBQ PðBQ EPXOMBQ
 PO TFJTNJD
QSPëMFT BOE JOUFSQSFUT UIF SFHJPOBM TVSGBDFT PG FSPTJPO PS OPOEFQPTJUJPO BT VODPOGPSNJUJFT PS
TFRVFODF CPVOEBSJFT XIJDI GPSNT EVSJOH UIF TFB MFWFM GBMM XJUI TIJGUJOH PG TFEJNFOUBUJPO QBUUFSOT
7BJM FU BM 	B
 DPOTUSVDUFE B DIBSU PG SFMBUJWF DIBOHFT JO DPBTUBM POMBQ GSPN MBOEXBSE 	VQXBSE

BOE CBTJOXBSE 	EPXOXBSE
 TIJGUT JO DPBTUBM POMBQ BOE JOUFSQSFUFE UIF VODPOGPSNJUJFT 	'JH 

ɨFZ TVHHFTUFE UIBU NBOZ SFHJPOBM VODPOGPSNJUJFT JO EJêFSFOU QBSUT PG UIF XPSME BSF GPSNFE XJUI
UIF TBNF BHF BOE UIFSFGPSF TIPVME CF JOEVDFE CZ B HMPCBM QSPDFTT − FVTUBTZ ɨFZ BMTP RVBOUJëFE
UIF BNQMJUVEF PG TFB MFWFM DIBOHFT CBTFE PO UIF TBXUPPUI QBUUFSOT PG POMBQ DIBSU BOE UIFO QSPEVDFE
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
UIF GBNPVT DVSWF PG HMPCBM TFB MFWFM DIBOHFT BGUFS DPNQBSJOH UIF DPOTUSVDUFE POMBQ DIBSUT GSPN
EJêFSFOU CBTJOT ɨPVHI UIJT PSJHJOBM FVTUBUJD DVSWF XBT MBUFS JNQSPWFE CZ JODPSQPSBUJOH SFTVMUT
GSPN NPSF PVUDSPQ BOE XFMMMPH TUVEJFT 	)BR FU BM  7BJM FU BM 
 MJNJUBUJPOT FYJTU JO JUT
DPOTUSVDUJPO JO UFSNT PG UIF NFUIPE BOE UIF BTTVNQUJPOT
'JHVSF  	B
 4USBUBM TUBDLJOH QBUUFSO JOUFSQSFUFE GSPN TFJTNJD QSPëMFT XJUI DPBTUBM BHHSBEBUJPO BOE EFHSBEBUJPO
EFOPUFE 	C
 $POTUSVDUFE DISPOPTUSBUJHSBQIJD DIBSU DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP 	B
 	D
 $PBTUBM POMBQ DIBSU 	PS SFMBUJWF TFB MFWFM

JOUFSQSFUFE GSPN 	B
 "GUFS 7BJM FU BM 	B

4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ XBT EFWFMPQFE XIFO UIF QSJODJQMFT BOE DPODFQUT GSPN TFJTNJD TUSBUJH
SBQIZ XFSF BQQMJFE UP PVUDSPQT XFMM MPH EBUB DPSFT BOE IJHISFTPMVUJPO TFJTNJD EBUB 	1PTBNFOUJFS
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
FU BM  1PTBNFOUJFS  7BJM  7BO 8BHPOFS FU BM 
 *OTJHIUT XFSF BMTP JODPSQPSBUFE
GSPN EJêFSFOU EJTDJQMJOFT PG EBUB BOBMZTJT ɨJT JO UVSO MFE UP B NPSF SJHPSPVT DPSSFMBUJPO PG HFOFU
JDBMMZ SFMBUFE TUSBUJHSBQIJD VOJUT BOE B NPSF UIFPSFUJDBM VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF DPOUSPM PG GPSDJOH
QBSBNFUFST 	FH TFB MFWFM DIBOHFT UFDUPOJDT TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ
 PO UIF FWPMVUJPO PG EFQPTJUJPOBM
TZTUFNT 4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD DPODFQUT DBO VTVBMMZ CF BQQMJFE UP B XJEFS WBSJFUZ PG TQBUJBM BOE
UFNQPSBM TDBMFT UIBO TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ 	$BUVOFBOV FU BM 
 )PXFWFS UIF BWBJMBCMF EBUB
TFUT TJHOJëDBOUMZ EFUFSNJOF UIF SFTPMVUJPO PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT " OPUBCMF
FYBNQMF JT UIF HMPCBM DISPOPMPHZ PG ìVDUVBUJOH TFB MFWFMT TJODF UIF 5SJBTTJD 	)BR FU BM 
 JO
XIJDI UIF PSEFS PG TFRVFODFT EFëOFT UIF PSEFS PG TFB MFWFM DZDMFT
ɨF EFëOJUJPOT UFSNJOPMPHJFT BOE XPSLìPX PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ IBWF CFFO SFWJTJUFE PWFS
UJNF *O UIJT UIFTJT * BEPQU UIF EFëOJUJPOT JO $BUVOFBOV FU BM 	
 'JHVSF  TIPXT CBTJD EFë
OJUJPOT JO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD JODMVEJOH TUSBUBM UFSNJOBUJPOT TUBDLJOH QBUUFSOT TZTUFNT USBDUT
BOE TUSBUJHSBQIJD TVSGBDFT ɨF XPSLìPX PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPO JODMVEFT PCTFSWBUJPO PG
TUSBUBM UFSNJOBUJPOT JEFOUJGZJOH TUBDLJOH QBUUFSOT ìPPEJOH TVSGBDFT BOE VODPOGPSNJUJFT JEFOUJ
GZJOH TZTUFNT USBDUT BOE UIFJS CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT %FUBJMFE EFëOJUJPO PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD
DPODFQUT DBO CF GPVOE JO SFWJFX QBQFST 	$BUVOFBOV FU BM 
 BOE POMJOF SFTPVSDFT TVDI BT UIF
4&1. BOE ""1( XFCTJUFT
4FRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ BMTP JOIFSJUFE UIF FVTUBTZ NPEFM GSPN TFJTNJD TUSBUJHSBQIZ CBTFE PO
XIJDI NBOZ EJêFSFOU TFRVFODF NPEFMT XFSF EFWFMPQFE *O UIF FVTUBTZ NPEFM 	7BJM FU BM B

HMPCBM TFB MFWFM XBT DPOTJEFSFE UP CF UIF QSJNBSZ DPOUSPM PO BMM MFWFMT PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD DZDMJDJUZ -BUFS
PO UFDUPOJD QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT CBTFNFOU TVCTJEFODF XFSF SFDPHOJ[FE UP BMTP DPOUSJCVUF UP TFRVFODF
GPSNBUJPOT ɨFSFGPSF SFMBUJWF TFB MFWFM− UIF DPNCJOFE FêFDU PG FVTUBTZ BOE UFDUPOJDT− SFQMBDFE
FVTUBTZ BT UIF NBJO ESJWJOH GPSDF 	)VOU  5VDLFS  7BO 8BHPOFS FU BM  8FJNFS 
1PTBNFOUJFS 
 +FSWFZ 	
 ëSTU EFëOFE UIF UFSN BDDPNNPEBUJPO UP EFTDSJCF UIF TQBDF
BWBJMBCMF GPS QPUFOUJBM TFEJNFOU BDDVNVMBUJPO JO CPUI NBSJOF BOE OPONBSJOF SFBMNT BOE 4DIMBHFS
FU BM 	
 SFDPHOJ[FE UIF SPMF PG TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ JO TIBQJOH TFRVFODF CPVOEBSJFT &WFS TJODF
UIF JOUFSQMBZ CFUXFFO UIF SBUF PG DIBOHF JO BDDPNNPEBUJPO 	"
 BOE UIF SBUF PG TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ
	4
 IBT CFFO XJEFMZ BDDFQUFE BT UIF DPOUSPM PG UIF TUSBUJHSBQIJD BSDIJUFDUVSF EFWFMPQNFOU
"T JMMVTUSBUFE FBSMJFS UIF PSJHJOBM DPODFQU PG TFRVFODF XBT NPEJëFE XJUI UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO
PG DPSSFMBUJWF DPOGPSNJUJFT BT FYUFOTJPOT PG VODPOGPSNJUJFT UIBU CPVOE TFRVFODFT ɨJT MFE UP B
NBKPS GPDVT PO UIF OBUVSF NBQQJOH BOE UJNJOH PG UIFTF DPSSFMBUJWF DPOGPSNJUJFT UIBU SFTVMUFE
JO EJêFSFOU NFUIPET PG EFëOJOH TZTUFNT USBDUT BOE UIFJS CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT BOE UIVT EJêFSFOU
TFRVFODF NPEFMT 	&NCSZ  (BMMPXBZ  )BR FU BM  )FMMBOE)BOTFO  (KFMCFSH
 )VOU  5VDLFS  .JUDIVN  7BO 8BHPOFS FU BM 
 "MM PG UIFTF NPEFMT
SFDPHOJ[F UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG B TFRVFODF BT UIF QSPEVDU PG TFEJNFOUBUJPO EVSJOH B GVMM CBTF MFWFM
DZDMF IPXFWFS EJêFS JO UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG TFRVFODF CPVOEBSJFT XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF CBTF MFWFM
DIBOHF ɨF FYJTUFODF PG DPOUSBTUFE TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMT SFìFDUFE UIF IJHI EFHSFF PG
WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UBSHFU DBTFT JO UFSNT PG EFQPTJUJPOBM TFUUJOH UFDUPOJD TFUUJOH TFEJNFOU UZQFT TDBMFT
PG PCTFSWBUJPO BOE EBUB TFUT BWBJMBCMF PG BOBMZTJT 	$BUVOFBOV FU BM 
 *O BEEJUJPO UIFZ BMTP
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
MJNJUFE UIF DPNNVOJDBUJPOT PG JEFBT BOE SFTVMUT CFUXFFO EJêFSFOU TDIPPMT PG UIPVHIU
'JHVSF  	B
 5ZQFT PG TUSBUBM UFSNJOBUJPOT 	C
 'PVS UZQFT PG TUBDLJOH QBUUFSOT JODMVEJOH BHHSBEBUJPO QSPHSBEBUJPO
EFHSBEBUJPO BOE SFUSPHSBEBUJPO 	D
 'PVS UZQFT PG TZTUFN USBDUT BOE UIFJS CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT )FSF UIF EFëOJUJPO
PG TZTUFNT USBDUT BOE UIFJS CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT SFGFST UP UIF TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFM PG )VOU  5VDLFS 	

"CCSFWJBUJPOT -45 − MPXTUBOE TZTUFNT USBDU 545 − USBOTHSFTTJWF TZTUFNT USBDU )45 − IJHITUBOE TZTUFNT USBDU
'445 − GBMMJOHTUBHF TZTUFNT USBDU .'4 − NBYJNVN ìPPEJOH TVSGBDF .34 − NBYJNVN SFHSFTTJWF TVSGBDF 4# −
TFRVFODF CPVOEBSZ
 4UBOEBSEJ[BUJPO PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ
ɨF JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG TZTUFNT USBDUT BOE TFRVFODFT CBTFE PO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMT FYIJCJUFE
TIPSUDPNJOHT TVDI BT CFJOH OPOPCKFDUJWF BOE OPOVOJRVF 	#VSHFTT FU BM  #VSHFTT  1SJODF

 BOE VOSFBMJTUJD BTTVNQUJPOT TVDI BT DPOTUBOU SBUF PG TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ BOE VOJGPSN BOE
IJOHFE CBTFNFOU TVCTJEFODF $POTFRVFOUMZ B SFFWBMVBUJPO PG UIF NPEFMT DBNF PVU JO T
SFQSFTFOUFE CZ XPSL GSPN )FMMBOE)BOTFO FU BM 	
 XIP BQQSPBDIFE UIF DPODFQUVBM CBTJT BOE
WBSJBCJMJUZ JO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ GSPN B EJêFSFOU QFSTQFDUJWF ɨFZ FNQMPZFE TIPSFMJOF BOE TIFMG
FEHF USBKFDUPSJFT BT DSJUFSJB PG EFëOJOH TZTUFNT USBDUT ɨPVHI CPUI SFQSFTFOU UIF CSFBLJOTMPQF PG
DMJOPGPSNT 	'JH 
 TIPSFMJOF BOE TIFMGFEHF TIPX EJêFSFOU DIBSBDUFST SFHBSEJOH PG UIF TQBUJBM
BOE UFNQPSBM TDBMFT XIJDI NBLFT UIFN FBTZ UP CF SFDPHOJ[FE BOE EJTUJOHVJTIFE PO TFJTNJD QSPëMFT
ǫǬ ăõāąõþóõ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøĉ 
'PS FYBNQMF UIF TIPSFMJOF JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI EFMUBJD PS TIPSFGBDF DMJOPGPSNT XJUIJO TFWFSBM UFOT PG
NFUFST JO IFJHIU XIJMF UIF TIFMGFEHF JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI TIFMGTMPQF DMJOPGPSNT XJUIJO IVOESFET PG
NFUFST JO IFJHIU 	)BNQTPO FU BM  1BUSVOP FU BM 

'JHVSF  	B
 " TJNQMJëFE EFQPTJUJPOBMEJQ UPQPHSBQIJD QSPëMF XJUI QIZTJPHSBQIJD QSPWJODFT BOE UIFJS TMPQFT BOE
EJNFOTJPOT IJHIMJHIUFE ɨF TIPSFMJOF DMJOPGPSNT DBO PDDVS FJUIFS XJUI B TJOHMF 	B
 PS B DPNQPVOE 	C
 DMJOPGPSN TFU
.PEJëFE BGUFS )FMMBOE)BOTFO  )BNQTPO 	

)FMMBOE)BOTFO FU BM QSPQPTFE UIF TIPSFMJOF BOE TIFMGFEHF USBKFDUPSZ BOBMZTJT UFDIOJRVF
	 
 UIBU EJWJEFE UIF EFQPTJUJPOBM DZDMFT JOUP USBKFDUPSZ DMBTTFT 	FRVJWBMFOU UP TZTUFNT
USBDUT
 CBTFE PO UIF NJHSBUJPO EJSFDUJPO PG UIF DSPTTTFDUJPOBM TIPSFMJOF BOE TIFMGFEHF 	'JH 

ɨF NBKPS BEWBOUBHF PG USBKFDUPSZ BOBMZTJT UFDIOJRVF JT UIBU UIF TFRVFODF JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT SFMZ PO
PCKFDUJWF PCTFSWBUJPOT XIJDI JT B SFBTPO UIJT UFDIOJRVF JT XJEFMZ VTFE 	"OFMM FU BM  #VMMJNPSF
 )FMMBOE)BOTFO  %JYPO FU BM  )BNQTPO FU BM  )FOSJLTFO FU BM  
1BVNBSE FU BM BC

" NPSF SFDFOU UFDIOJRVF − UIF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPE XIJDI XBT QSPQPTFE CZ
/FBM FU BM 	/FBM  "CSFV  /FBM FU BM 
− FNQIBTJ[FT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG EJTUJOHVJTIJOH
NFUIPE GSPN NPEFM 	#VSHFTT FU BM 
 ɨF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPE EFUBJMT B XPSL
ìPX PG NBLJOH PCTFSWBUJPOT 	FH TUSBUBM UFSNJOBUJPOT EFQPTJUJPOBM USFOET BOE TFEJNFOUBSZ GBDJFT

CBTFE PO XIJDI BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPOT 	FRVJWBMFOU UP TZTUFNT USBDUT
 BOE CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT
BSF EFëOFE 	'JH 
 ɨF EFëOFE TZTUFNT USBDUT BSF UIFO FNQMPZFE UP SFWFBM UIF SFMBUJWF DIBOHFT
JO UIF SBUF PG BDDPNNPEBUJPO DSFBUJPO BOE UIF SBUF PG TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ 	'JH 
 ɨJT BQQSPBDI
XIJDI CVJMET B QIZTJDBM GSBNFXPSL UP QSPWJEF PCKFDUJWF SFQFBUBCMF PCTFSWBUJPOCBTFE JOUFSQSFUB
UJPO PG TFEJNFOUBSZ TVDDFTTJPOT IBT CFFO TVDDFTTGVMMZ BQQMJFE UP UIF /FX +FSTFZ TIBMMPX DPOUJOFOUBM
TIFMG UIF 1MFJTUPDFOF -BHOJBQQF EFMUB JO UIF (VMG PG .FYJDP UIF PVUDSPQ TUSBUB PG UIF 6QQFS $SFUB
DFPVT 'FSSPO 4BOETUPOF 	/FBM FU BM 
 BOE JU IBT BMTP CFFO FYUFOEFE UP ìVWJBM TUSBUJHSBQIJD
BOBMZTJT 	.BSUJOJVT FU BM 

ɨPVHI XJUI QSPHSFTTFT PO UIF TUBOEBSEJTBUJPO PG TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ SFDFOU XPSL PG #VSHFTT
FU BM C .BEPG FU BM  BOE 1BVNBSE FU BM  QPJOUFE PVU UIF DVSSFOU MJNJUBUJPO PG
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
'JHVSF  %JêFSFOU EFQPTJUJPOBM QBUUFSOT UIBU BSF EFëOFE BT USBKFDUPSZ DMBTTFT CBTFE PO UIF NJHSBUJPO PG TIPSFMJOF
BOE TIFMGFEHF /PUF UIBU IFSF UIF NJHSBUPSZ USBKFDUPSJFT POMZ SFQSFTFOU UIF NPTU DPNNPO BOE TJNQMF POFT 3FBM
XPSME FYBNQMFT DBO IBWF DPNQMFY BSSBOHFNFOUT PG USBKFDUPSJFT .PEJëFE GSPN 'JH  PG )FMMBOE)BOTFO  )BNQTPO
	

TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMT BOE NFUIPET PO DPOTUSBJOJOH UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM CBTJO FWPMVUJPO
XIJDI DPOTUJUVUFT POF JTTVF UIBU SFRVJSFT GVSUIFS FYQMPSBUJPO UPXBSET TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ 
'PSXBSE OVNFSJDBM NPEFMMJOH TFSWFT BT POF QPXFSGVM UPPM PG JOWFTUJHBUJOH UIF UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM
JTTVFT XJUIJO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ *O UIF GPMMPXJOH TFDUJPO * SFWJFX UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD GPSXBSE NPEFMMJOH 	4'.
 XIJDI JT DPNNPOMZ VTFE UP TJNVMBUF UIF GPSNBUJPO PG TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD BSDIJUFDUVSFT VOEFS DFSUBJO CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷
4USBUJHSBQIJD 'PSXBSE .PEFMMJOH 	4'.
 JT UIF TVJUF PG OVNFSJDBM NPEFMMJOH UFDIOJRVFT BQQMJFE
JO TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ BOE CBTJO BOBMZTJT UP HFOFSBUF TZOUIFUJD TUSBUB BOE UP GPSXBSE QSFEJDU UIF
FWPMVUJPO PG EFQPTJUJPOBM TZTUFNT XJUI HJWFO QSJPS CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT *U JT VTFGVM UP HBJO JOTJHIUT
JO UIF LFZ GBDUPST 	FH TFB MFWFM DIBOHF UFDUPOJD VQMJGUTVCTJEFODF TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ
 DPOUSPMMJOH UIF
EFWFMPQNFOU PG TFEJNFOUBSZ BSDIJUFDUVSFT 4USBUJHSBQIJD GPSXBSE NPEFMMJOH QSPWJEFT B QMBUGPSN UP
WBMJEBUF RVBMJUBUJWF DPODFQUVBM NPEFMT BOE UP EFWFMPQ RVBOUJUBUJWF FYQSFTTJPOT PG UIF CFIBWJPVS PG
EFQPTJUJPOBM TZTUFNT 4USBUJHSBQIJD GPSXBSE NPEFMMJOH BMTP NBLFT JU QPTTJCMF UP CFUUFS WJTVBMJ[F UIF
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
'JHVSF  4USBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT CZ UIF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPE 	B
 ɨSFF UZQFT PG TUSBUBM TUBDLJOH
QBUUFSOT 	JF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPOT
 BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DIBOHJOH SBUFT PG BDDPNNPEBUJPO DSFBUJPO 	E"
 BOE TFEJ
NFOU ëMM 	E4
 JODMVEJOH QSPHSBEBUJPO UP BHHSBEBUJPO 	1"
 SFUSPHSBEBUJPO 	3
 BOE BHHSBEBUJPO UP QSPHSBEBUJPO UP
EFHSBEBUJPO 	"1%
 	C
 %FëOFE BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPOT BOE UIFJS CPVOEJOH TVSGBDFT .PEJëFE GSPN /FBM 
"CSFV 	

JOUFSOBM EZOBNJDT BOE TUSVDUVSF PG UIF TUSBUBM BSDIJUFDUVSFT *O TPNF DBTFT 4'. FWFO GBDJMJUBUFE UIF
EFWFMPQNFOU PG TFEJNFOUBSZ HFPMPHZ 	#VSHFTT FU BM 
 'PS FYBNQMF .VSSBZ  1BPMB 	

 TIPXFE UIBU UIF JOJUJBM VOJGPSN SJWFS ìPX EFWFMPQT JOUP B CSBJEJOH QBUUFSO BT B SFTVMU PG
CFE MPBE TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU BOE GSFFTVSGBDF ìPX XJUIPVU MBUFSBM DPOTUSBJOUT XIJDI DPOUSJCVUFE
UP BEWBODJOH UIF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG CSBJEFE ìVWJBM TZTUFNT GSPN PCTFSWBUJPOT
#FMPX * ëSTU QSPWJEF B CSJFG PWFSWJFX PG UIF IJTUPSZ BOE EFWFMPQNFOU PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD GPSXBSE
NPEFMMJOH BOE BTTPDJBUFE DPEFT 'PS NPSF DPNQMFUF SFWJFXT PO UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG 4'. UIF
SFBEFS JT SFGFSSFE UP 8BUOFZ FU BM 	
 1BPMB 	
 4IBëF  .BEPO 	
 #VSHFTT FU BM
	
 BOE )VBOH FU BM 	
 * UIFO QSFTFOU UIF OVNFSJDBM UPPM QZ#BEMBOET UIBU JOUFHSBUFT 4'.
XJUI TVSGBDF QSPDFTT NPEFMMJOH 	PS MBOETDBQF FWPMVUJPO NPEFMMJOH
 UP NPEFM TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU JO
B TPVSDFUPTJOL TZTUFN
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
 )JTUPSZ BOE EFWFMPQNFOU PG 4USBUJHSBQIJD 'PSXBSE .PEFMMJOH
ɨF EFWFMPQNFOU PG 4'. EBUFT CBDL UP UIF T 4MPTT 	
 QSPQPTFE UIF ëSTU NPEFSO TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD NPEFM JO XIJDI UIF GPSNBUJPO PG B TFEJNFOUBSZ BSDIJUFDUVSF XBT EFNPOTUSBUFE UP CF
DPOUSPMMFE CZ GPVS WBSJBCMFT 	
 UIF RVBOUJUZ PG TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ QFS VOJU UJNF 	FRVJWBMFOU UP TFEJ
NFOU ìVY JO DVSSFOU NPEFMT
 	
 UIF SBUF PG TVCTJEFODF SFMBUJWF UP CBTF MFWFM 	FRVJWBMFOU UP UIF SBUF
PG BDDPNNPEBUJPO DIBOHF
 	
 UIF EJTQFSTBM PG TFEJNFOU XIJDI EFTDSJCFT UIF UPUBM FêFDU PG TFEJ
NFOU USBOTQPSU QSPDFTTFT BOE 	
 UIF DPNQPTJUJPO BOE UFYUVSF PG TVQQMJFE TFEJNFOU 4DIXBS[BDIFS
	
 GPSNBMJ[FE 4MPTTT JEFB BOE QSPQPTFE B POFEJNFOTJPOBM TFEJNFOUBUJPO NPEFM UP JMMVTUSBUF
UIF QPTJUJWF DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO TFEJNFOUBUJPO SBUF BOE XBUFS EFQUI 4MPTTT XPSL BMTP JOTQJSFE UIF
DMBTTJD CPPL CZ )BSCBVHI  #POIBN$BSUFS 	
 UIBU QSFTFOUFE UIF XBZ UP CVJME DPNQVUBUJPOBM
TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMT JODMVEJOH JOUSPEVDJOH HFOFSBM TPMVUJPO NFUIPET TFEJNFOUBUJPO BMHPSJUINT
BOE B SFNBSLBCMF SBOHF PG NPEFMT GPS EJêVTJPO QPUFOUJBM ìPX EFMUB FWPMVUJPO BOE DBSCPOBUF
EFQPTJUJPO
ɨF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UFDUPOJDT CFOFëUFE TFEJNFOUBSZ HFPMPHZ BT JU EJE UP NPTU BTQFDUT PG &BSUI
TDJFODFT *NQMFNFOUJOH QMBUF UFDUPOJDT BOE FTQFDJBMMZ UFDUPOJD TVCTJEFODF JO TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMT
NBSLFE B TJHOJëDBOU TUBHF JO 4'. EFWFMPQNFOU XJUI TPNF LFZ TVCTJEFODF NPEFMT DPOUSJCVUFE
CZ )BYCZ FU BM 	
 GPS ìFYVSBM TVCTJEFODF CZ .D,FO[JF 	
 GPS UIFSNBM TVCTJEFODF CZ
#FBVNPOU 	 
 BOE +PSEBO 	
 GPS CBTJO TVCTJEFODF BCPWF BO FMBTUJD PS WJTDPFMBTUJD
MJUIPTQIFSF BOE 8BUUT 	
 GPS MJUIPTQIFSJD ìFYVSF ɨF NPEFMT PG #FBVNPOU 	 

+PSEBO 	
 BOE 8BUUT 	
 JOUSPEVDFE UIF JEFB UIBU TUSBUJHSBQIJD QBUUFSOT NBZ CFBS UIF TJHOB
UVSF PG UIF SIFPMPHZ PG UIF VOEFSMZJOH MJUIPTQIFSF *U JT XPSUI OPUJOH UIBU TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH
DPVQMFE XJUI HFPEZOBNJD DPNQPOFOUT VTVBMMZ GPDVTFT PO MBSHFTDBMF TFEJNFOUBSZ TZTUFNT 'VSUIFS
NPSF JO NPEFMT UFSNFE SJHJEMJE NPEFMT 	1BPMB 
 TFEJNFOU ëMM JT VTVBMMZ SFQSFTFOUFE CZ B
IPSJ[POUBM TVSGBDF BOE UIF WBSJBCMF TUSBUBM HFPNFUSZ SFìFDUT EJêFSFODFT JO CBTFNFOU TVCTJEFODF PS
SPUBUJPO
ɨF OFYU JNQSPWFNFOU JO TUSBUJHSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH XBT ESJWFO CZ SFëOJOH UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO
PG UIF TFEJNFOU TVSGBDF 1SFTQFDJëFE HFPNFUSJFT PG TVSGBDFT XJUI ëYFE TMPQFT XFSF QSPQPTFE UP
SFQMBDF UIF IPSJ[POUBM TVSGBDFT PG SJHJEMJE NPEFMT 	1BPMB 
 ɨF TVSGBDF TMPQF XBT CBTFE PO
UIF EFQPTJUJPOBM FOWJSPONFOUT 	FH ìVWJBM TVCNBSJOF
 XJUI B TUFFQFS TMPQF JO TVCNBSJOF FOWJ
SPONFOUT UIBO JO TVCBFSJBM FOWJSPONFOUT ɨFTF NPEFMT BSF UFSNFE HFPNFUSJD NPEFMT 	1BPMB

 ɨF ëSTU XFMMLOPXO BQQMJDBUJPO PG UIF HFPNFUSJD NPEFM XBT CZ 1JUNBO 	
 XIP JOWFT
UJHBUFE TIPSFMJOF SFTQPOTFT UP FVTUBUJD WBSJBUJPOT 4VCTFRVFOUMZ HFPNFUSJD NPEFMT XFSF XJEFMZ
VTFE JO 	DMBTUJD
 TFRVFODF TUSBUJHSBQIZ UP FYQMPSF UIF FêFDUT PG BDDPNNPEBUJPO DIBOHF BOE TFEJ
NFOU TVQQMZ PO TUSBUJHSBQIJD EFWFMPQNFOU 	+FSWFZ  7BO 8BHPOFS FU BM  8FJNFS 
1PTBNFOUJFS 
 ɨF OVNFSJDBM DPEFT 4&%1", 	,FOEBMM FU BM BC 4USPCFM FU BM 

4&26&/$& 	4UFDLMFS FU BM 
 BOE UIF 4IFMM NPEFM 	-BXSFODF FU BM 
 XFSF EFWFMPQFE
CBTFE PO HFPNFUSJD NPEFMT BOE XFSF VTFE UP UFTU UIF DPOUSPM PG GPSDJOH GBDUPST PO TFRVFODF GPSNB
UJPOT 	3FZOPMET FU BM  3PTT  4DPUFTF  4UFDLMFS FU BM 
 "MUIPVHI HFPNFUSJD
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
NPEFMT JNQSPWFE PVS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TUSBUJHSBQIJD BSDIJUFDUVSF UIFZ GBJMFE
UP JODPSQPSBUF QSPDFTTCBTFE DPOTUSBJOUT PO UIF EZOBNJDT PG TFEJNFOUBSZ TZTUFNT ɨF QSFTQFDJëFE
HFPNFUSZ PG B TVSGBDF XJUI B ëYFE TMPQF BMTP MJNJUFE UIF BCJMJUZ PG QSPEVDJOH TPNF TUSBUBM GFBUVSFT
SFMBUFE UP DIBOHFT JO UIF TMPQF PG UIF TFEJNFOUBSZ TZTUFNT 	FH UIF ìVWJBM TMPQF

ɨF TIPSUDPNJOHT PG HFPNFUSJD NPEFMT XFSF PWFSDPNF JO EZOBNJD NPEFMT BMTP DBMMFE QSPDFTT
CBTFE NPEFMT 	1BPMB 
 JO XIJDI UIF TFEJNFOU TVSGBDF FWPMWFT JO SFTQPOTF UP JOUFSBDUJPOT
CFUXFFO TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU BOE EFQPTJUJPO BOE CBTFNFOU VQMJGU BOE TVCTJEFODF %ZOBNJD TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD NPEFMT TUFNNFE GSPN UIF NPEFMMJOH PG ìVWJBM TZTUFNT VTJOH UIF EJêVTJPO FRVBUJPO 'MFN
JOHT  +PSEBO 	
 ëSTU DPVQMFE EJêVTJPO XJUI ìFYVSF TVCTJEFODF UP NPEFM UIF GPSFMBOECBTJO
ëMMJOH IJTUPSZ BOE TUSBUJHSBQIJD GPSNBUJPOT ɨJT EJêVTJPO NPEFM XBT UIFO BMTP BQQMJFE UP TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD NPEFMMJOH BU DPOUJOFOUBM NBSHJOT XJUI BEEJOH NPEJëDBUJPOT PS DPNQMFYJUJFT BDDPSEJOH
UP UIF UBSHFU EFQPTJUJPOBM FOWJSPONFOUT 	FH EFMUB TIBMMPX NBSHJO TIFMG TMPQF
 ɨF BQQMJDBUJPO
PG UIF ìVWJBM EJêVTJPO NPEFM UP NBSJOF SFBMN FOBCMFE UIF DPVQMFE NPEFMMJOH CFUXFFO EJêFSFOU
TZTUFNT TVDI BT UIF ìVWJBM TZTUFN BOE DPOUJOFOUBM TIFMG 	+PSEBO  'MFNJOHT 
 ɨF %BMIPVTJF
HFPEZOBNJDT HSPVQ EFWFMPQFE B GVMMZ EZOBNJD % DPVQMFE NPEFM XIJDI NBEF JU QPTTJCMF UP JOWFT
UJHBUF UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO DMJNBUF 	FH PSPHSBQIJD QSFDJQJUBUJPO
 UFDUPOJDT 	FH ìFYVSF
MPBEJOH
 FSPTJPO BOE EFQPTJUJPO JO ìVWJBM BOE TVCNBSJOF TZTUFNT 	,PPJ  $MPFUJOHI  ,PPJ
FU BM 
 4FWFSBM OVNFSJDBM DPEFT IBWF CFFO EFWFMPQFE CBTFE PO UIF EJêVTJPO NPEFM TVDI BT
453"5" 	'MFNJOHT FU BM 
 %*0/*404 	(SBOKFPO FU BM 
 BOE %*#"'*-- 	2VJRVFSF[
FU BM 

ɨF BQQSPQSJBUFOFTT PG VTJOH UIF EJêVTJPO QSPDFTT UP EFTDSJCF TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU IBT CFFO RVFT
UJPOFE EVF UP UIF OPOVOJRVFOFTT BOE TPNF CBTJD BTTVNQUJPOT 	1BPMB 
 " NPSF DPNQSFIFO
TJWF NPEFM UIF IZESBVMJD NPEFM IBT CFFO EFWFMPQFE CZ JODPSQPSBUJOH TFEJNFOUT JOUP NPWJOH ìVJE
ɨF IZESBVMJD NPEFM TBUJTëFT UIF DPOTFSWBUJPO PG NBTT BOE NPNFOUVN XJUI ìVJE ìPX EFTDSJCFE
CZ UIF /BWJFS4UPLFT FRVBUJPO BOE JU BEPQUT UIF NBSLFSJODFMM UFDIOJRVF UP SFQSFTFOU UIF ìPX
WFMPDJUZ BOE UP NPWF QPJOU TFEJNFOU MPBET XJUI UIF ìVJE 	5FU[MBê 
 ɨF IZESBVMJD NPEFM
JNQSPWFT UIF QBUUFSO PG TUSFBN ìPX BOE UPQPHSBQIJD EFWFMPQNFOU CFDBVTF ìVJE ìPX FSPTJPO
BOE EFQPTJUJPO EFQFOE PO JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI UPQPHSBQIZ /VNFSJDBM DPEFT CBTFE PO UIF IZESBVMJD
NPEFM JODMVEF 4&%4*. 	(SJïUIT FU BM  5FU[MBê 
 4*.4"'"%*.$-"45*$ 	(SBU
BDØT 
 BOE 4&%'-69 % 	)VUUPO  4ZWJUTLJ 

" EJêFSFOU UZQF PG 4'. GV[[Z MPHJD NPEFMT XBT QSPQPTFE CZ 	5JQQFS  
 BOE
EFWFMPQFE CZ 	1FMMFUJFS  5VSDPUUF 
 ɨFTF NPEFMT BQQMZ GV[[Z MPHJD 	NBOZWBMVFE MPHJD
BT PQQPTFE UP #PPMFBO MPHJD
 UP DPOUSPM TFEJNFOU EJTUSJCVUJPOT BOE SFWJFXT PG GV[[Z MPHJD NPEFMT
DBO CF GPVOE JO 	/PSEMVOE  
 '6;;*. 	/PSEMVOE 
 BOE QZ3FFG 	4BMMFT FU BM
C
 BSF FYBNQMFT PG GV[[Z MPHJD NPEFMT QZ3FFG VTFT GV[[Z MPHJD SVMFT UP TJNVMBUF DBSCPOBUF GBDJFT
CBTFE PO XBWF FOFSHZ TFEJNFOUBUJPO BOE EFQUI BT XFMM BT UFDUPOJD BOE PDFBOJD 	PDFBO UFNQFSBUVSF
BOE TBMJOJUZ FVTUBTZ
 DPOUSPMT
ɨF TQBUJBM EJNFOTJPO PG 4'. IBT OBUVSBMMZ EFWFMPQFE GSPN POFEJNFOTJPOBM 	UIF WFSUJDBM
TVDDFTTJPO
 UP UXPEJNFOTJPOBM BOE FWFOUVBMMZ UP UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM CZ BEEJOH IPSJ[POUBM TQBUJBM
ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
EJNFOTJPOT QBSBMMFM UP UIF TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU EJSFDUJPO
5P DPODMVEF QSPHSFTTFT PO 4'. PWFS UIF MBTU UISFF EFDBEFT IBWF JODMVEFE 	
 JOUSPEVDJOH
NPSF TPQIJTUJDBUFE NPEFMT UP EFTDSJCF TFEJNFOU SPVUJOH TZTUFNT 	
 DPOTJEFSJOH NPSF TFRVFODF
DPOUSPMMJOH QSPDFTTFT 	FH BMMPHFOJD BOE BVUPHFOJD QSPDFTTFT
 	
 DPVQMJOH EJêFSFOU EFQPTJUJPOBM
TZTUFNT 	FH TJMJDJDMBTUJD BOE DBSCPOBUF BMMVWJBM UP EFFQNBSJOF TPVSDF UP TJOL TZTUFNT
 UP JNQSPWF
UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG OBUVSBM TZTUFNT
 QZ#BEMBOET "O PQFOTPVSDF TPVSDF UP TJOL MBOETDBQF FWPMVUJPO GSBNFXPSL
*O UIJT UIFTJT * VTF UIF OVNFSJDBM DPEF QZ#BEMBOET UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF MBOETDBQF FWPMVUJPO BOE TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD EFWFMPQNFOU JO SFTQPOTF UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BOE TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU QZ#BEMBOET JT
UIF QZUIPO WFSTJPO PG #BEMBOET XIJDI JT BO PQFOTPVSDF QBSBMMFM USJBOHVMBUFE JSSFHVMBS OFUXPSLT
	5*/
 CBTFE MBOETDBQF FWPMVUJPO NPEFM 	4BMMFT  4BMMFT FU BM B 4BMMFT  )BSEJNBO

 *U SFQSFTFOUT TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIJD FWPMVUJPO PWFS SFHJPOBM UP DPOUJOFOUBM TDBMFT BOE UIPV
TBOET UP NJMMJPOT PG ZFBST *O BEEJUJPO UP NPTU GVOEBNFOUBM HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT QZ#BE
MBOETNPEFMT TFEJNFOU EFQPTJUJPO JO CPUI TJMJDJDMBTUJD BOE DBSCPOBUF FOWJSPONFOUT CBTJO FWPMVUJPO
BOE TUSBUBM GPSNBUJPO JO SFTQPOTF UP UIF JOUFSQMBZ CFUXFFO NVMUJQMF ESJWJOH NFDIBOJTNT TVDI BT
DMJNBUF TFB MFWFM DIBOHF UFDUPOJDT BOE TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU 	'JH 

'JHVSF  4DIFNBUJD PG TPNF CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT BOE WBSJBCMFT JO QZ#BEMBOET NPEFMMJOH 	4BMMFT FU BM B
 S
SFQSFTFOUT UIF SBJOGBMM X UIF XBWF CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT TM UIF TFBMFWFM ME UIF MPOHTIPSF ESJGU V UIF UFDUPOJD VQMJGU
BOE G UIF ìFYVSBM JTPTUBTZ ɨF TVSGBDF UPQPHSBQIZ BOE EFQPTJUJPOBM QBUUFSOT BSF DPNQVUFE UISPVHI UJNF
'VOEBNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT BOE FRVBUJPOT
ɨF NBTT DPOTFSWBUJPO JO QZ#BEMBOET JT BDIJFWFE VOEFS UIF JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO FSPTJPO EFQP
TJUJPO BOE UFDUPOJDT UBLJOH UIF GPSN PG
∂[
∂U = −∇ ·2T + V 	

ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
XIFSF 2T JO Nǡ/ZS JT EFQUIJOUFHSBUFE CVML WPMVNFUSJD TFEJNFOU ìVY QFS VOJU XJEUI V JO N/ZS JT
B TPVSDF UFSN BOE SFQSFTFOUT UFDUPOJD VQMJGU ɨJT FRVBUJPO JT TPMWFE VTJOH B ëOJUF WPMVNF BQQSPBDI
BOE UIF NFUIPE EFTDSJCFE JO 5VDLFS FU BM 	

ɨF TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU JO QZ#BEMBOET JOWPMWFT UXP QSPDFTTFT DIBOOFMMJOH BOE IJMMTMPQF EJêV
TJPO *O UFSNT PG TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU CZ DIBOOFMMJOH ìPX EJêFSFOU ìVWJBM JODJTJPO MBXT BSF JNQMF
NFOUFE TVDI BT EFUBDINFOUMJNJUFE NPEFM BOE USBOTQPSUMJNJUFE NPEFM 	5VDLFS  )BODPDL

 ɨFTF NPEFMT BSF FYQSFTTFE XJUI B GPSN PG TUSFBN QPXFS MBX 	4BMMFT FU BM B
 BOE
EFTDSJCF EJêFSFOU FSPTJPOBM CFIBWJPVST XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF DPNQFUJOH CFUXFFO SJWFS USBOTQPSU DBQBDJUZ
	2U
 BOE TFEJNFOU ìVY 	2T
 GSPN VQTUSFBN 	'JH 
 .PEFMT JO UIJT UIFTJT VTF UIF EFUBDINFOU
MJNJUFE JODJTJPO MBX ɨFSFGPSF * QSFTFOU NPSF EFUBJMT PG UIJT JODJTJPO MBX BOE CSJFìZ JOUSPEVDF
PUIFST JODJTJPO MBXT
*O B EFUBDINFOUMJNJUFE NPEFM UIF USBOTQPSU DBQBDJUZ PG DIBOOFM ìPX JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ CFE
SFTJTUBODF UP FSPTJPO ɨF FSPTJPO SBUF ϵ JT NPEFMMFE BT B QPXFS GVODUJPO PG ESBJOBHF BSFB " OFU
QSFDJQJUBUJPO 1 BOE MPDBM TMPQF 4 BOE UBLFT UIF GPSN
ϵ = ∇ ·2T = κE1M(1")N4O 	

κE EFTDSJCFT UIF FSPEJCJMJUZ PG UIF DIBOOFM CFE BOE JT B GVODUJPO PG DMJNBUF CFE SPVHIOFTT BOE SPDL
TUSFOHUI 	$IFO FU BM 
 M N BOE O BSF EJNFOTJPOMFTT QPTJUJWF DPOTUBOUT ɨF QSFDJQJUBUJPO
FYQPOFOU M BMMPXT UP NPEFM DMJNBUFEFQFOEFOU DIFNJDBM XFBUIFSJOH PG SJWFS CFE 	.VSQIZ FU BM

 ɨJT MBX JT BQQSPQSJBUF UP NPEFM UIF DIBOOFM JODJTJPO XIFO UIF TFEJNFOU DBSSZJOH DBQBDJUZ
PG B SJWFS HSFBUMZ FYDFFET UIF TFEJNFOU ìVY GSPN JUT VQTUSFBN 	2U ≫ 2T
 BOE UIF SJWFS JODJTJPO
SBUF JT JOEFQFOEFOU PG TFEJNFOU ìVY 	QVSF EFUBDINFOU JO 'JH 
 4FEJNFOU EFQPTJUJPO PDDVST
POMZ JO UPQPHSBQIJDBMMZ DMPTFE EFQSFTTJPO BOE PêTIPSF SFHJPOT
'JHVSF  'MVWJBM JODJTJPO NPEFMT JNQMFNFOUFE JO QZ#BEMBOET XIJDI TIPXT UIF EFQFOEFODF PG SJWFS JODJTJPO SBUF
PO TFEJNFOU ìVY 	4BMMFT FU BM B

ǫǭ ăĄĂñĄù÷ĂñĀøùó öÿĂćñĂô ýÿôõüüùþ÷ 
ɨF USBOTQPSUMJNJUFE NPEFM DPOTJEFST UIF TDFOBSJP UIBU UIF TFEJNFOU ìVY GSPN SJWFS VQTUSFBN
FYDFFET UIF USBOTQPSU DBQBDJUZ 	2U < 2T
 BOE UIFSFGPSF UIF SJWFS JODJTJPO SBUF JT EFQFOEFOU PO
TFEJNFOU ìVY
ɨSFF BEEJUJPOBM NPEFMT BSF JODMVEFE UP EFTDSJCF EJêFSFOU MFWFMT PG SJWFS JODJTJPO EFQFOEFODZ
PO TFEJNFOU ìVY
ɨF MJOFBS EFDMJOF NPEFM BTTVNFT UIBU UIF QSJNBSZ JOìVFODF PG TFEJNFOU ìVY JT UP JOIJCJU
FSPTJPO CZ DPOTVNJOH MBSHF GSBDUJPO PG TUSFBN FOFSHZ 	8IJQQMF  5VDLFS 
 ɨF SJWFS JODJ
TJPO SBUF EFDSFBTFT MJOFBSMZ GSPN B NBYJNVN XIFSF TFEJNFOU ìVY JT OFHMJHJCMF UP [FSP XIFSF TFEJ
NFOU ìVY FRVBMT USBOTQPSU DBQBDJUZ 	QVSF DPWFS JO 'JH 
 ɨF BMNPTU QBSBCPMJD NPEFM IPMET
UIBU TFEJNFOU ìVY IBT B EVBM SPMF JO SJWFS CFE JODJTJPO 	(BTQBSJOJ FU BM  4LMBS  %JFUSJDI

 8IFO TFEJNFOU ìVY JT MPX SFMBUJWF UP USBOTQPSU DBQBDJUZ FSPTJPO QPUFOUJBM JODSFBTFT XJUI
TFEJNFOU ìVY BT TFEJNFOUT QSPWJEF UIF UPPMT GPS CFESPDL BCSBTJPO BOE QFSIBQT BMTP GPS DSFBUJOH UIF
GSBDUVSFT SFRVJSFE GPS QMVDLJOH 	UPPM FêFDU
 8JUI UIF JODSFBTF JO TFEJNFOU ìVY JU JOIJCJUT FSPTJPO
BT TFEJNFOU TXBNQT UIF TZTUFN BOE CFHJOT UP QSPUFDU UIF CFE GSPN JNQBDUT CZ TBMUBUJOH QBSUJDMFT
	DPWFS FêFDU
 	wUPPM  DPWFSw JO 'JH 
 ɨF EZOBNJD DPWFS NPEFM JT NPEJëFE GSPN UIF BMNPTU
QBSBCPMJD NPEFM CZ UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU UIF SPMF PG TFEJNFOUT JO UIF BSNPVSJOH PG UIF SJWFS CFE
	wEZOBNJD DPWFSw JO 'JH 
 	4LMBS  %JFUSJDI  5VSPXTLJ FU BM 

'PS IJMMTMPQF QSPDFTTFT CPUI MJOFBS BOE OPOMJOFBS EJêVTJPO MBXT BSF DPOTJEFSFE JO QZ#BEMBOET
XJUI TFEJNFOU ìVY QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UPQPHSBQIJD HSBEJFOU 	4BMMFT FU BM B 5VDLFS  )BODPDL

 ɨF MJOFBS EJêVTJPO QSPDFTT JT EFTDSJCFE VTJOH B TJNQMF EPXOTMPQF DSFFQ MBX CZ TUBUJOH UIBU
UIF FMFWBUJPO DIBOHF EFQFOET MJOFBSMZ PO UPQPHSBQIJD HSBEJFOU
∂[
∂U = κIM∇
ǡ[ 	

JOXIJDIκIMJONǡ/ZSJTTDBMFEFQFOEFOUBOEJUTWBMVFEFQFOETPOMJUIPMPHZBOENFBOQSFDJQJUBUJPO
	$IFOFUBM
κIMDBOCFEFëOFEXJUIEJêFSFOUWBMVFTGPSTVCBFSJBMBOENBSJOFFOWJSPONFOUT
ɨFOPOMJOFBSEJêVTJPOMBXJTQSPQPTFECBTFEPOUIFMJOFBSEJêVTJPOMBXBOEBTTVNFTUIBUUIF
SBUFPGTFEJNFOUìVYDBOJODSFBTFUPJOëOJUZJGUIFWBMVFPGMPDBMTMPQFBQQSPBDIFTBDSJUJDBMTMPQF
	3PFSJOHFUBM

4FEJNFOUUSBOTQPSUJONBSJOFSFBMNJTEFöùOFECBTFEPOBEJööVTJPOMBXUIBUIBTCFFOXJEFMZ
VTFEUPTJNVMBUFTFEJNFOUBSZTZTUFNTCFIBWJPVSPWFSMBSHFTQBUJBMBOEUFNQPSBMTDBMF	(SBOKFPO
+PTFQI.FJKFS1BPMBFUBM
0ODFTFEJNFOUTFOUFSUIFNBSJOFSFBMNUIFZBSF
USBOTQPSUFEVTJOHBNVMUJQMFöMPXEJSFDUJPOTBQQSPBDI "EJNFOTJPOMFTTQBSBNFUFSEJGGQSPQJT
BQQMJFEUPDPOUSPMUIFQSPQPSUJPOPGMPDBMEFQPTJUJPOPGNBSJOFTFEJNFOUT*OBMMNPEFMTQSFTFOUFE
JOUIJTUIFTJTEJGGQSPQ= ǟXǨXIJDISFQSFTFOUTUIBUNBSJOFTFEJNFOUTöùMMUIFBWBJMBCMF
BDDPNNPEBUJPOVOUJMTFEJNFOUTVQQMZSVOTPVU4VCNBSJOFFSPTJPOEPFTOPUPDDVSJOPVSNPEFMT
BTQSPDFTTFTMJLFXBWFTBOEPDFBODVSSFOUTBSFJHOPSFE
QZ#BEMBOETDPVQMFTìFYVSBMNPEFMTUPEFTDSJCFMJUIPTQIFSJDSFTQPOTFUPFSPTJPOBOETFEJNFOU
MPBEJOHɨFMJUIPTQIFSFJTBTTVNFEBTBDPNQPTJUFMBZFSFECPEZXJUIUIFVQQFSDSVTUTJNJMBSUPBO
ǫǮ ăóÿĀõ ÿö Ąøùă Ąøõăùă 
FMBTUJD QMBUF BOE UIF MPXFS DSVTU BOE VQQFS NBOUMF CFIBWJOH MJLF B WJTDPVT ìVJE 	4BMMFT  )BSEJNBO

 ɨF MJUIPTQIFSJD EFGPSNBUJPO UBLFT UIF GPSN PG
%∇ǡ∇ǡω+∆ρHω = ρMHIM 	

XIFSFω JO N JT UIF WFSUJDBM EFìFDUJPO PG UIF QMBUF∆ρ = ρN−ρG JO LH/NǢ JT UIF EFOTJUZ EJêFSFODF
CFUXFFO UIF NBOUMF BOE UIF ëMMJOH NBUFSJBM 	FH TFEJNFOUT BJS XBUFS
 ρMHIM JO 1B JT UIF OFU GPSDF
QFS VOJU BSFB FYFSUFE CZ UIF BQQMJFE MPBE XJUI ρM 	LH/NǢ
 BOE IM 	N
 UIF EFOTJUZ BOE IFJHIU PG UIF
MPBE BOE H 	N/Tǡ
 UIF HSBWJUBUJPOBM BDDFMFSBUJPO
% JT UIF ìFYVSBM SJHJEJUZ PG BO FMBTUJD QMBUF BOE JT FYQSFTTFE BT
% = &5F
Ǣ
Ǡǡ(Ǡ− υǡ) 	

JO XIJDI & JO 1B JT :PVOHT NPEVMVT 5F JO LN JT UIF FêFDUJWF UIJDLOFTT PG UIF FMBTUJD QMBUF BOE υ
JT 1PJTTPOT SBUJP 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ ìFYVSF JT OPU JODMVEFE JO BMM NPEFMT QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT UIFTJT
QZ#BEMBOET DBO BMTP TJNVMBUF NBSJOF TFEJNFOU SFEJTUSJCVUJPO CZ XBWFJOEVDFE MPOHTIPSF ESJGU
BOE HSPXUI PG DBSCPOBUF QMBUGPSNT 	4BMMFT FU BM B
 ɨF XBWF NPUJPO JT FYQSFTTFE CZ UIF MJOFBS
XBWF UIFPSZ BOE ìPX DJSDVMBUJPO JT BTTVNFE UP CF NBJOMZ ESJWFO CZ XBWFT XJUI PUIFS QSPDFTTFT
	FH UJEBM DPBTUBM VQXFMMJOH PDFBO PS XJOEESJWFO DVSSFOUT
 JHOPSFE ɨF XBWFESJWFO MPOHTIPSF
DVSSFOU SVOT QBSBMMFM UP UIF TIPSF JO OFBSTIPSF FOWJSPONFOU BOE SFEJTUSJCVUFT TFEJNFOUT FOUSBJOFE
GSPN UPQ TFEJNFOUBSZ MBZFS #PUI MPOHTIPSF ESJGU BOE DBSCPOBUF QSPEVDUJPO BSF OPU DPOTJEFSFE JO
BMM NPEFMT QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT UIFTJT
ǫǮ ăóÿĀõ ÿö Ąøùă Ąøõăùă
*O UIJT UIFTJT * VTF UIF OVNFSJDBM DPEF QZ#BEMBOET UP NPEFM UIF MPOHUFSN 	∼T .ZS
 MBOETDBQF
BOE ESBJOBHF FWPMVUJPO BOE UIF CVJMEVQ PG TFDPOE BOE UIJSEPSEFS TUSBUJHSBQIJD DZDMFT VOEFS UIF
JOUFSQMBZ CFUXFFO DMJNBUF FVTUBTZ TFEJNFOU USBOTQPSU BOE EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ XJUI UIF BJN UP
HBJO JOTJHIUT JOUP JEFOUJGZJOH UIF TJHOBM PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ GSPN HFPNPSQIJD BOE TUSBUJHSBQIJD
SFDPSE
*O $IBQUFS  * QSFTFOU TZOUIFUJD TPVSDFUPTJOL NPEFMMJOH BOE UIF BTTPDJBUFE RVBOUJUBUJWF TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT " TFU PG QPTUQSPDFTTJOH OVNFSJDBM UPPMT BSF JNQMFNFOUFE JO QZ#BEMBOET UP
RVJDLMZ FYUSBDU UIF TUSBUBM TUBDLJOH QBUUFSO 8IFFMFS EJBHSBN BOE TZOUIFUJD DPSFT BU BOZ MPDBUJPOT
XJUIJO UIF NPEFM EPNBJO 5XP XFMMFTUBCMJTIFE TUSBUJHSBQIJD BOBMZTJT UFDIOJRVFT − UIF USBKFD
UPSZ BOBMZTJT NFUIPE BOE UIF BDDPNNPEBUJPO TVDDFTTJPO NFUIPE − BSF BQQMJFE UP JOUFSQSFU UIF
QSFEJDUFE TUSBUJHSBQIJD BSDIJUFDUVSFT XJUI UIF BJN UP BDDFTT UIF SFTQFDUJWF QFSGPSNBODF PG UIFTF
UXP BQQSPBDIFT ɨF QPTUQSPDFTTJOH UPPMT BMTP DBMDVMBUF UIF UJNFEFQFOEFOU TIPSFMJOF BOE TIFMG
FEHF USBKFDUPSJFT BOE UIF UFNQPSBM FWPMVUJPO PG DIBOHFT JO BDDPNNPEBUJPO BOE TFEJNFOUBUJPO SBUF
ǫǮ ăóÿĀõ ÿö Ąøùă Ąøõăùă 
XIJDI NBLFT JU QPTTJCMF UP HFOFSBUF BVUPNBUJD TUSBUJHSBQIJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT CBTFE PO UIF DSJUFSJB JO
UIPTF UXP NFUIPET
$IBQUFS  BOE $IBQUFS  GPDVT PO UIF MBOETDBQF BOE TFEJNFOUBSZ SFTQPOTFT UP JOUFSBDUJPOT
CFUXFFO TVSGBDF QSPDFTTFT BOE EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ *O $IBQUFS  B NJHSBUJOH XBWF PG QPTJUJWF
EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ 	EZOBNJD VQMJGU GPMMPXFE CZ EZOBNJD TVCTJEFODF
 JT GPSDFE UP BêFDU UIF MBOE
TDBQF BOE ESBJOBHF FWPMVUJPO *UT JNQBDUT PO TUSBUJHSBQIJD EFWFMPQNFOU BSF BMTP QSFTFOUFE CZ SFDPO
TUSVDUJOH UIF TUSBUBM TUBDLJOH QBUUFSOT *O $IBQUFS  B NJHSBUJOH XBWF PG OFHBUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPH
SBQIZ 	EZOBNJD TVCTJEFODF GPMMPXFE CZ EZOBNJD VQMJGU
 JT UFTUFE XJUI FNQIBTJT PO JUT DPOUSJCVUJPO
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Abstract. The sedimentary architecture at continental mar-
gins reflects the interplay between the rate of change of
accommodation creation ( A) and the rate of change of
sediment supply ( S). Stratigraphic interpretation increas-
ingly focuses on understanding the link between deposition
patterns and changes in  A/ S, with an attempt to recon-
struct the contributing factors. Here, we use the landscape
modelling code pyBadlands to (1) investigate the develop-
ment of stratigraphic sequences in a source-to-sink context;
(2) assess the respective performance of two well-established
stratigraphic interpretation techniques: the trajectory analy-
sis method and the accommodation succession method; and
(3) propose quantitative stratigraphic interpretations based
on those two techniques. In contrast to most stratigraphic for-
ward models (SFMs), pyBadlands provides self-consistent
sediment supply to basin margins as it simulates erosion,
sediment transport and deposition in a source-to-sink con-
text. We present a generic case of landscape evolution that
takes into account periodic sea level variations and passive
margin thermal subsidence over 30 million years, under uni-
form rainfall. A set of post-processing tools are provided to
analyse the predicted stratigraphic architecture. We first re-
construct the temporal evolution of the depositional cycles
and identify key stratigraphic surfaces based on observations
of stratal geometries and facies relationships, which we use
for comparison to stratigraphic interpretations. We then ap-
ply both the trajectory analysis and the accommodation suc-
cession methods to manually map key stratigraphic surfaces
and define sequence units on the final model output. Finally,
we calculate shoreline and shelf-edge trajectories, the tempo-
ral evolution of changes in relative sea level (proxy for  A)
and sedimentation rate (proxy for  S) at the shoreline, and
automatically produce stratigraphic interpretations. Our re-
sults suggest that the analysis of the presented model is more
robust with the accommodation succession method than with
the trajectory analysis method. Stratigraphic analysis based
on manually extracted shoreline and shelf-edge trajectory re-
quires calibrations of time-dependent processes such as ther-
mal subsidence or additional constraints from stratal termina-
tions to obtain reliable interpretations. The 3-D stratigraphic
analysis of the presented model reveals small lateral vari-
ations of sequence formations. Our work provides an effi-
cient and flexible quantitative sequence stratigraphic frame-
work to evaluate the main drivers (climate, sea level and tec-
tonics) controlling sedimentary architectures and investigate
their respective roles in sedimentary basin development.
1 Introduction
Since its introduction in 1970s, sequence stratigraphy has
been widely used to interpret depositional architectures in
terms of variations in eustatic sea level or relative sea level
(i.e. accommodation) (Vail et al., 1977a; Pitman, 1978; Posa-
mentier et al., 1988; Posamentier and Vail, 1988; Jervey,
1988). With recognition of the role of sediment supply in
affecting stratal stacking patterns, the rate of change of ac-
commodation creation ( A) versus the rate of change of sed-
iment supply ( S) – the  A/ S ratio – has been widely ac-
cepted as the main control of sequence formations (Schlager,
1993; Muto and Steel, 1997; Catuneanu et al., 2009; Neal
and Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016). The  A/ S concept
offers several advantages compared to conventional strati-
graphic models as it directly relates depositional patterns to
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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the main contributing geological drivers (e.g. eustasy, tecton-
ics and sediment supply). Yet, the inherent difficulties in ac-
curately describing accommodation and reconstructing sedi-
ment supply limit the quantification of the  A/ S ratio and,
as a result, the practical application of the  A/ S concept in
stratigraphic interpretations (Muto and Steel, 2000; Burgess
et al., 2016).
Experimental stratigraphy (e.g. analogue experiments,
stratigraphic forward modelling, SFM) plays a significant
role in exploring the development of sedimentary architec-
ture under various forcing conditions (Martin et al., 2009;
Burgess et al., 2012; Muto et al., 2016). Over the past few
decades, SFM has been widely used to investigate the in-
terplay between major sequence-controlling factors (e.g. eu-
stasy, tectonics, flexural isostasy, sediment supply, sediment
compaction, basin physiography) and their influences in the
formation of stratigraphic sequences (Reynolds et al., 1991;
Posamentier and Allen, 1993; Steckler et al., 1993; Carvajal
and Steel, 2009; Burgess et al., 2012; Granjeon et al., 2014;
Csato et al., 2014; Sylvester et al., 2015; Harris et al., 2015,
2016). SFM can therefore provide insights into the quantifi-
cation of links between sequence formation and the chang-
ing  A/ S ratio. Here we use SFM as a tool to investigate
the development of stratigraphic architecture under the inter-
play between accommodation variations and sediment sup-
ply. We use the landscape evolution code pyBadlands that
describes sediment transport from source to sink in a self-
consistent manner (Salles, 2016; Salles and Hardiman, 2016;
Salles et al., 2018). In pyBadlands, the erosion from up-
stream catchments is linked to the sedimentation on basin
margins through sediment routing resulting from a combi-
nation of channelling and hillslope processes. As a conse-
quence, sediment supply to basin margins is dynamically de-
termined without user control; it results from the interaction
of imposed tectonics, climatic and eustatic variations as well
as autogenic changes in upstream catchment physiography.
We then apply the rules of sequence stratigraphy to inter-
pret predicted depositional cycles. In sequence stratigraphy,
various sequence models exist and subdivide the stratal suc-
cessions into unconformity- and/or correlated-conformity-
bounded stratigraphic units (Galloway, 1989; Mitchum Jr.,
1977; Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Helland-Hansen and Gjel-
berg, 1994). These models have been proved to be useful for
a number of cases. However, the interpretation of systems
tracts and sequences based on these sequence models can be
non-objective and non-unique (Burgess et al., 2016; Burgess
and Prince, 2015). Observation-based methods to interpret
stratigraphic sequences have the advantage of being objec-
tive and independent of spatial and temporal scales. Hence,
over the years, it has been recognized that stratigraphic in-
terpretations should be guided by physical observations and
be independent of depositional models and associated as-
sumptions (Abreu et al., 2014; Burgess et al., 2016; Neal
et al., 2016). Here, we focus on two such methods: the tra-
jectory analysis and the accommodation succession method.
Helland-Hansen and Gjelberg (1994), Helland-Hansen and
Martinsen (1996), and Helland-Hansen and Hampson (2009)
proposed the trajectory analysis method that correlates de-
positional units with the lateral and vertical migrations of
the shoreline and shelf-edge trajectories. Neal and Abreu
(2009) and Neal et al. (2016) proposed a refined sequence
stratigraphic framework known as the accommodation suc-
cession method in which sequence sets are interpreted based
on offlap break trajectory and stratal geometries. The tempo-
ral evolution of accommodation change and sediment supply
can then be derived from interpreted sequence sets and key
stratigraphic bounding surfaces.
This study also attempts to evaluate the performance of
these two approaches to interpret the stratal architecture pre-
dicted with pyBadlands. To illustrate the workflow, we build
a synthetic source-to-sink model that includes a mountain
range (sediment source), an alluvial plain (sediment transfer
zone) and a passive continental margin (sink area) where rel-
atively well understood sequence-controlling drivers such as
eustasy and thermal subsidence (Watts and Steckler, 1979;
Bond et al., 1989; Steckler et al., 1993) are imposed. We
first present the temporal evolution of predicted stratal stack-
ing patterns and map out key stratigraphic surfaces, which
serves as a reference for comparison to stratigraphic inter-
pretations. We then follow the trajectory analysis and the ac-
commodation succession method to interpret the predicted
stratal architecture. Finally, we design a suite of numeri-
cal tools to extract of shoreline and shelf-edge trajectories,
as well as accommodation change and sedimentation evolu-
tion over space and time, with the aim to integrate the tra-
jectory analysis method and the accommodation succession
method within pyBadlands to derive quantitative interpre-
tations. These new capabilities make it possible to quickly
interpret synthetic depositional cycles in a consistent man-
ner using either the trajectory analysis or the accommodation
succession method.
2 Quantitative stratigraphic analysis in pyBadlands
The workflow to build a quantitative framework of strati-
graphic analysis in pyBadlands is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
this study, we focus on the post-processing of model outputs.
pyBadlands records the depth, relative elevation (depth rel-
ative to sea level) and thickness of each stratigraphic layer
through time. With this information, we are able to extract
cross sections and to reconstruct the temporal evolution of
stratal stacking patterns and 3-D Wheeler diagrams at any
location. The 3-D Wheeler diagram contains information of
distance along the cross section, time and deposited sediment
thickness. This allows us to identify key stratigraphic sur-
faces based on observations of stratal geometry and facies
relationships.
We then interpret the synthetic depositional cycles in two
ways. First, we follow the workflow proposed in the tra-
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Figure 1.Workflow to build the stratigraphic architecture in pyBad-
lands. We present three different ways of stratigraphic interpreta-
tion. The new post-processing workflows designed to automatically
interpret stratigraphic sequences are shown in the blue boxes.
jectory analysis and the accommodation succession method
to subdivide the stratigraphic record. The trajectory analy-
sis technique defines different trajectory classes based on the
trajectories recorded at either shoreline or shelf-edge posi-
tions (Helland-Hansen and Gjelberg, 1994; Helland-Hansen
and Martinsen, 1996; Helland-Hansen and Hampson, 2009).
Though both represents a break in slope, the shelf edge
evolves at larger spatial (Fig. 2) and over longer tempo-
ral scales than the shoreline, making it easier to define the
shelf edge on seismic data. By investigating the migration
direction of the shoreline and the shelf edge, four shore-
line trajectory classes and three shelf-edge trajectory classes
are used to characterize the successive depositional pack-
ages. The shoreline trajectory classes include the transgres-
sive trajectory class (TTC), the ascending regressive trajec-
tory class (ARTC), the descending regressive trajectory class
(DRTC) and the stationary (i.e. non-migratory) shoreline tra-
jectory class. The shelf-edge trajectory classes include de-
scending trajectory class (DTC), ascending trajectory class
(ATC), transgressive trajectory class (T) and stationary or flat
trajectory class (Fig. 2).
Neal and Abreu (2009) and Neal et al. (2016) presented a
refined hierarchy framework, known as the accommodation
succession method, in which the subdivision of depositional
units is entirely based on the stratal geometry resulting from
the evolution of accommodation change and sediment infill.
Three stacking patterns and their bounding surfaces are de-
fined and subsequently used to assess the changing history of
accommodation and sediment supply (Fig. 2). These include
the retrogradation stacking (R) for  A/ S > 1, the progra-
dation to aggradation stacking (PA) for  A/ S < 1 and in-
creasing, and the aggradation to progradation (even to degra-
dation) stacking (AP or APD) for  A/ S < 1 and decreas-
ing (and possibly negative). The three key surfaces bounding
these stacking patterns are the sequence boundary (SB), the
maximum transgressive surface (MTS) and the maximum re-
gressive surface (MRS).
We manually mark the shelf-edge (or offlap break) tra-
jectory and stratal terminations on the final output of stratal
stacking pattern reconstructed from a simulated cross sec-
tion. Key stratigraphic surfaces and stacking patterns are then
defined.
Second, a series of post-processing tools are implemented
in pyBadlands to numerically extract the shoreline and shelf-
edge positions, as well as the temporal evolution of  A and
 S through time and space (Fig. 3). The shoreline position
is recorded by tracking the topographic contour that corre-
sponds to sea level. The shelf edge is calculated by assuming
a critical slope of 0.025  in this case. Changes in relative sea
level and sedimentation rate are used as proxies for  A and
 S (Poag and Sevon, 1989; Galloway and Williams, 1991;
Liu and Galloway, 1997; Galloway, 2001). Therefore,  A at
any given location from time T1 to T2 integrates changes
in eustatic sea level and basement subsidence, and  S at
any given location between time T1 and T2 is given by de-
posited strata thickness. In this study, both  A and  S are in
mMyr 1. We then extract  A and  S at shoreline positions
through time. Trajectory classes, stacking patterns and strati-
graphic surfaces are defined automatically based on calcu-
lated shoreline, shelf-edge trajectories, and time-dependent
 A and  S.
3 Experimental setup
We provide an example to illustrate how our workflow can be
used to automatically generate stratigraphic sequences and
analyse them in an integrated numerical toolbox.
We create an initial synthetic landscape of dimensions
300 km by 200 km with a spatial resolution of 0.5 km. The
region includes a mountain range, an alluvial plain and an
adjacent continental margin consisting of a continental shelf,
a continental slope and an oceanic basin. Details of the
geometry are presented in Fig. 4a. The model duration is
30Myr, generating 300 stratigraphic layers with display in-
tervals every 0.1Myr. Our model setting mimics the first-
order, long-term landscape evolution and associated strati-
graphic sequence development along a passive continental
margin, with forcing conditions including climate, eustatic
sea level change and thermal subsidence.
In this study, we use a single flow direction, detachment-
limited stream power law, and a simple downslope creep
law to describe erosion, sediment transport and deposition.
Equations and model parameters are provided in the Supple-
www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/ Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic sequence interpretation approaches used in this study. In the trajectory analysis method, four shoreline trajectory
classes and three shelf-edge trajectory classes are delineated based on the lateral and vertical migrations of shoreline and shelf edge. The
shoreline trajectory classes include descending regressive trajectory class (DRTC), ascending regressive trajectory class (ARTC), transgres-
sive trajectory class (TTC) and stationary trajectory class. The shelf-edge trajectory classes include descending (DTC), ascending (ATC),
transgressive (T) and stationary shelf-edge trajectory classes (Helland-Hansen and Gjelberg, 1994; Helland-Hansen and Martinsen, 1996;
Helland-Hansen and Hampson, 2009). In the accommodation succession method, three types of stacking patterns and their bounding surfaces
are defined based on observations of stratal terminations (e.g. onlap, offlap) and stratal geometries, including aggradation to progradation to
degradation (APD) stacking, progradation to aggradation (PA) stacking and retrogradation (R) stacking. The bounding surfaces are sequence
boundary (SB), maximum transgressive surface (MTS) and maximum regressive surface (MRS). Each stacking pattern reflects changes in
the rate of accommodation creation ( A) with respect to the rate of sediment supply ( S) at the shoreline. APD stacking corresponds to
 A/ S < 1, with a decreasing trend that can be negative; PA stacking represents  A/ S < 1 and increasing; finally, R stacking occurs for
 A/ S > 1 (Neal and Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016).
ment. Considering that this study focuses on long-term strati-
graphic evolution due to sea level change, both climate and
subsidence patterns are considered constant. Climate is as-
sumed to be directly related to precipitation with a spatially
and temporally uniform precipitation rate of 2.0m yr 1 over
30Myr. The sediment input varies through time, depending
on the dynamic evolution of source area.
Sea level fluctuations are a major driver of changes in ac-
commodation and thus stratigraphic sequence development.
They act at different temporal scales, resulting in various
stratigraphic cycles with first-order cycles of duration around
200–300Myr, second-order cycles of duration around 10–
80Myr and third-order cycles of duration around 1–10Myr
(Vail et al., 1977b). Here we consider the effects of long-
term eustatic cycles and assume that eustasy is independent
of climate and local tectonics. For simplicity, eustatic sea
level is modelled using a sinusoidal curve consisting of three
10Myr cycles of 50m amplitude (Fig. 4b), which correspond
to second- to third-order eustatic fluctuations (Vail et al.,
1977b).
Thermal subsidence is an important process leading to
the deepening of the basin floor due to isostatic adjustment
during lithosphere cooling. A simple stretching model from
McKenzie (1978) is applied in this study, in which subsi-
dence is produced by thermal relaxation following an episode
of extension. The equation to derive the subsidence at time t
is
S(t)= E0r  E0 exp( t/⌧ ), (1)
where E0 = 4a⇢0↵T1/⇡2(⇢0  ⇢w), r =  ⇡ sin(⇡  ), a =
125 km is the thickness of lithosphere, ⇢0 = 3300 kgm 3 the
density of the mantle at 0  C, ⇢w = 1000 kgm 3 the density
of seawater, ↵ = 3.28⇥ 10 5 K 1 the thermal expansion
coefficient for both the mantle and the crust, T1 = 1333  C
the temperature of the asthenosphere and ⌧ = 62.8Myr the
characteristic thermal diffusion time. The stretching factor
  characterizes the extension of the lithosphere. These
parameters are taken from McKenzie (1978). In our exper-
iments, thermal subsidence is imposed on the continental
margin, starting from the initial shoreline (Fig. 4a), which
experiences the least subsidence, to the outward edge where
subsidence is maximum. We take   as distance-dependent
and calculate the thermal subsidence accumulated at 10,
20 and 30Myr, respectively (Fig. 4c). The subsidence rate
is constant at each single position but increases along the
x axis. In our model, relative sea level is the combined result
of eustatic sea level and thermal subsidence and thus varies
spatially due to basement subsidence.
Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019 www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the sedimentation from
time 1 (T1) to time 2 (T2) under sea level variation and basement
subsidence. The depth, relative elevation and thickness of strati-
graphic layer are recorded at every time step (dT =T2 T1). Post-
processing tools extract the shoreline and shelf-edge positions and
calculate the rate of accommodation creation ( A) and the rate of
sedimentation ( S) through time. The shoreline position is recorded
by tracing the topographic contour that corresponds to sea level.
The shelf edge is calculated by assuming a critical slope 0.025 .  A
is calculated as changes in relative sea level at shoreline position
over (T2 T1): (sea level change+ subsidence) / (T2 T1);  S is
calculated as deposited strata thickness at shoreline position over
(T2 T1): (strata thickness) / (T2 T1).
4 Results
4.1 Temporal evolution of stratal architecture
Our post-processing tools quickly extract simulated stratal
stacking patterns as well as Wheeler diagrams in any re-
gion of the simulated domain. Figure 5 presents the devel-
opment of stratal stacking pattern generated along a dip-
oriented cross section through the middle of the domain. The
stratal architecture is coloured based on depositional envi-
ronments defined using six paleo-depth windows. We infer
depositional facies, changes in depositional trends, stratal ter-
minations and stratal geometries from the temporal evolution
of stratal stacking patterns. This information is then used to
identify stratigraphic surfaces and to define systems tracts
and sequences (Van Wagoner et al., 1988). Sediment flux is
extracted along the cross section by computing the total vol-
ume of deposited sediments per unit width in 0.5Myr inter-
vals (Fig. 5d). As shown in Fig. 5a, an oblique prograding
clinoform develops due to the falling eustatic sea level, with
strata toplapped by a subaerial unconformity (SU). This sub-
aerial unconformity terminates downdip at the offlap-break
at 4.0Myr and it transfers to a marine correlative conformity
(CC⇤), which together forms a sequence boundary (Fig. 5a).
The shoreline steps back and strata onlap the subaerial un-
conformity from 4.0Myr. The prograding packages then shift
to aggradational pattern until 6.5Myr when the shelf edge
reaches its most basinward location, marked by the maxi-
mum regressive surface at 6.5Myr. Eustatic sea level first
falls and then rises at a relative slow changing rate between
4.0 and 6.5Myr, and the clinoform formed during this period
is characterized by thin topsets and thick foresets. The sed-
iment flux constantly increases from 0.7 to 2.0 km2 Myr 1
over the first 6.5Myr (Fig. 5d), with small variations due to
the lateral shifts in the position of the river mouth. Eustatic
sea level rises from 6.5 to 9.0Myr, and strata continue on-
lapping the subaerial unconformity and fill incised channels
with fluvial sediments to form a maximum flooding surface
(MFS) at 9.0Myr. The clinoform formed during this time
period is characterized by thick topsets and an absence of
foresets. From 9.0 to 10.0Myr, the shoreline steps back and
strata continue onlapping while the stacking pattern changes
from retrogradation to aggradation. During the phase of sea
level rise from 6.5 to 10.0Myr, the sediment flux slightly de-
creases to 1.6 km2 Myr 1 (Fig. 5d). Eustatic sea level falls
from 10 to 13.5Myr and strata stacking changes to progra-
dation, forming a second subaerial unconformity (Fig. 5b).
The surface formed at 10.0Myr that separates aggradation
from progradation is defined as correlative conformity (CC).
Mid-slope sediments start to accumulate within the progra-
dational clinoform between 10.0 and 13.5Myr. The sediment
flux from 10.0 to 13.5Myr reveals a gentle increasing trend
with large variations of up to 0.8 km2 Myr 1, followed by a
significant drop in sediment flux at 13.5Myr (Fig. 5d). The
stratigraphic units accumulated between 4.0 and 13.5Myr
form a complete sequence (no. 2) bounded by two composite
surfaces consisting of subaerial unconformities and correla-
tive conformities.
Following the same criteria for identification of strati-
graphic surfaces, a complete sequence (no. 3) is defined
from 13.5 to 23.5Myr, with the maximum regressive surface
formed at 16.5Myr, the maximum flooding surface formed at
19.0Myr and the correlative conformity formed at 20.0Myr
(Fig. 5b and c). The sediment flux from 13.5 to 23.5Myr
shows an increasing trend with large variations of up to
1.1 km2 Myr 1, followed by a significantly drop from 2.8 to
1.5 km2 Myr 1 at 23.5Myr (Fig. 5d). From 23.5 to 30Myr,
an incomplete sequence (no. 4) develops with a maximum
regressive surface at 26.5Myr and a maximum flooding sur-
face at 28.5Myr. The sediment flux during this time period
shows two anomalous peaks at 24.0 and 26.5Myr (Fig. 5d).
We also reconstructed the final stratal stacking pattern by
computing stratal thickness in 100 kyr increments (Fig. 6a),
which constitutes the basis for a 3-D Wheeler diagram
www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/ Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019
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Figure 4. Model setup. (a) The initial surface elevation of the mountain region ranges from 200 to 1000m over a width of 100 km, while
the elevation of the alluvial plain ranges from 0 to 200m over a width of 50 km. The sink area includes a continental margin in which the
elevation of the continental shelf ranges from  250 to 0m over a width of 80 km, the elevation of the continental slope ranges from  1000
to  250m over a width of 40 km and a flat oceanic basin whose depth is  1000m over a width of 30 km. Black lines are isobaths with
an interval of 100m. The initial elevations of shoreline and shelf edge are 0 and  200m. (b) Eustatic sea level and its rate of change over
30Myr. The eustatic sea level scenario modelled using a sinusoidal curve consisting of three 10Myr cycles of 50m peak-to-peak amplitude.
(c) Distance-dependent stretching factor   and the resulting thermal subsidence at 10, 20 and 30Myr across the continental margin.
(Fig. 6b). The 3-D Wheeler diagram shows the horizon-
tal distribution of depositional environments and the accu-
mulated sediment thickness along the cross section through
time. Deposition hiatuses and condensed sections, which are
essential to recognize bounding surfaces such as subaerial
unconformities or sequence boundaries, are also denoted on
the Wheeler diagram, as well as transgressive and flooding
surfaces (Payton et al., 1977; Miall, 2004). The stratal thick-
ness pattern shows three cycles, with thicker sediment ac-
cumulation during progradational and aggradational stratal
stacking accompanied with a low rate of eustatic sea level
change, and thinner sediment accumulation during retrogra-
dational stratal stacking accompanied with rising eustatic sea
level. The stacking of sequences no. 1 to no. 4 shows an
aggradational progradation pattern, with at least 10 km sea-
ward progradation between successive cycles. Eustatic sea
level fluctuations control sequence formations, as expected,
and the effect of thermal subsidence and offshore sedimenta-
tion can be recognized when taking the stratigraphic pack-
age as a whole: the aggradational stacking reveals contri-
butions of basement subsidence in creating accommodation,
while the progradational stacking reveals the contributions of
offshore sedimentation in decreasing accommodation. When
correlating the formation of stratigraphic surfaces with the
horizontal migration of depositional packages, we find that
the timing of maximum regressive surface agrees well with
the onset of decreasing stratal thickness. Sequence bound-
aries correspond to the shift of shoreline from forestepping
to backstepping, while correlative conformities correspond
to the shift of shoreline from backstepping to forestepping.
4.2 Interpretation of depositional sequences
We now focus on the interpretation of the stratal architecture
using both the trajectory analysis and accommodation suc-
cession methods.
4.2.1 Trajectory analysis
On the stratal stacking pattern extracted from the final output
at 30Myr, we manually pick the break in slope of the shelf-
slope-scale clinoforms as shelf-edge positions (magenta dots
in Fig. 7a). Shoreline positions are difficult to pick on the
cross section because shoreline clinoforms are not well de-
veloped with this model setting. We therefore focus on the
analysis of shelf-edge trajectory evolution. According to lat-
eral and vertical shifts of the shelf edge through time, de-
scending shelf-edge trajectory classes are identified from 0 to
5, 10 to 14, and 20 to 23Myr; ascending shelf-edge trajectory
classes are recognized from 5 to 6.5, 14 to 17, and from 23 to
Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019 www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/
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Figure 5. Temporal evolution of stratal stacking patterns at 10Myr (a), at 20Myr (b) and at 30Myr (c). Light-grey solid lines represent
timelines at 0.5Myr intervals. Coloured solid lines with timing in millions of years (Myr) are identified stratigraphic surfaces. Stratal stacking
patterns are coloured by paleo-depth used to represent different depositional environments. Four sequences, no. 1 to no. 4, are defined.
(d) Inset in (c): eustatic sea level curve and its rate of change. Coloured dots indicate the timing of corresponding stratigraphic surfaces. The
paleo-depth and topography shown in this figure are directly produced by our post-processing tool.
26.5Myr; and transgressive shelf-edge trajectory classes are
defined from 6.5 to 10, 17 to 20, and 26.5 to 30Myr (Fig. 7a).
In addition to manually picking the shelf-edge trajectory
on the final output, we developed post-processing tools to ex-
tract time-dependent shelf-edge and shoreline positions from
successive outputs and interpret predicted depositional cy-
cles accordingly. Figure 7b displays the extracted lateral and
vertical migrations of the shelf-edge position and interpreted
shelf-edge trajectory classes. The descending shelf-edge tra-
jectory class is identified from 0 to 5.5, 10 to 13, and 20 to
22.5Myr; the ascending shelf-edge trajectory class is identi-
fied from 5.5 to 6.5, 13 to 16.5, and from 22.5 to 25.5Myr;
and the transgressive shelf-edge trajectory class is identified
from 6.5 to 10, 16.5 to 20, and 25.5 to 30Myr (Fig. 7b).
The shelf-edge trajectory classes identified through time gen-
erally resemble the ones identified manually from the final
output, with differences in the timing of transition from one
class to another by up to 1.5Myr, which is greater than the
temporal resolution (0.5Myr) used to represent stratigraphic
sequences (Fig. 7a and b).
We now use the post-processing toolbox to identify
changes in shoreline trajectories that are difficult to pick
manually for this case. Figure 7c displays the automatically
detectedlateralandverticalmigrationsoftheshorelineposi-
tionandinterpretedshorelinetrajectoryclassesaccordingly.
Thedescendingregressivetrajectoryclassisidentifiedfrom
0to4,10to13.5,and20to23Myr;thetransgressivetrajec-
toryclass is identifiedfrom5and10,15and20,and25 to
30Myr (Fig.7c).DRTCandTTCareseparatedbyanero-
sional surface and a depositional hiatus,whereas the tran-
sition fromTTC toDRTC is related tocondensedstacking
sectionsinthedistalareainducedbylimitedsedimentsupply
(Fig.5c) .Wenotethatbetween4and5,13.5and15,and23
and 25Myr, the shorelinemigrates landward even though
sealevelisfalling–wecallthistrajectorytypethe“descend-
ing transgressive trajectoryclass”(DTTC)as thisshoreline
evolution is not described in the literature. In ourmodels,
theDTTCoccursbecausethebasementsubsidenceoverrides
the falling sea level and thus createspositive accommoda-
tion(Fig.7e).Thisphenomenonisduetothemodelforcing
conditions,anditsidentificationdirectlylinkedtothetime-
dependentanalysisofshorelinetrajectorycarriedouthere.
4.2.2 Accommodationsuccessionanalysis
Next,we apply the accommodation successionmethod to
analyse the sequence formation in termsof changes in ac-
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Figure 6. (a) Reconstructed stratal stacking pattern at 30Myr showing the stratal thickness at 0.5Myr intervals. (b) The 3-D Wheeler
diagram or chronostratigraphy chart showing the horizontal distribution of depositional environments bounded by black solid lines and the
accumulated sediment thickness through time along the extracted cross section.
commodation and sedimentation. Following the workflow
proposed by Neal et al. (2016), we first manually marked
stratal terminations (i.e. onlap, downlap, toplap) and offlap
breaks on the simulated stratal stacking pattern (Step 1 in
Fig. 8a). Here, the offlap break is defined as the shelf edge
rather than the shoreline as shoreline-scale clinoforms do not
develop with these model settings. Three stacking patterns
and their bounding surfaces are then defined (Steps 2 and 3 in
Fig. 8a). For example, toplaps and downlaps are observed in
the first 3.5Myr and correspond to progradational (P) stack-
ing. The stratal geometry associated with P stacking is char-
acterized by either erosion or by a lack of topset deposi-
tion and relatively thick clinoform front. Though strata keep
downlapping, onlap terminations start replacing toplap ter-
minations after 3.5Myr, which reflects successive phases of
progradation and aggradation. This depositional trend is de-
fined as progradation to aggradation stacking, which is char-
acterized by thin topset deposits and thick clinoform fronts.
The unconformity formed between P and PA stacking is in-
terpreted as a sequence boundary. Retrogradation stacking
corresponds to the onlapping of stratal deposits and landward
shift of offlap break around 6.5Myr. The thick topset deposit
and condensed distal stacking characterize the stratal geome-
try deposited during this stage. Maximum regressive surfaces
are defined at the transition between PA and R stacking. At
10Myr, the offlap break starts migrating seaward and down-
ward. Toplap and downlap terminations are also observed af-
ter this time. The geometry of deposited strata also changes
and is characterized by the formation of thicker clinoform
fronts. This stacking corresponds to the AP class (aggrada-
tion to progradation). Maximum transgressive surfaces sep-
arate R stacking from AP stacking. At 13Myr, onlap termi-
nations are visible and the offlap break starts migrating up-
ward, corresponding to the transition towards PA stacking
just above the SB surface. Following the same criteria, suc-
cessive stacking of PA, R and AP as well as bounding sur-
faces (SB, MTS and MRS) are defined on the cross section
(Fig. 8b). Finally, the interpreted R, AP and PA stacking pat-
terns are used to assess the changing history of  A and  S
(Step 4 in Fig. 8b).
Instead of calculating  A/ S as a ratio (Neal et al., 2016),
we compute  A  S at the shoreline over time (Fig. 8d), be-
cause  S can be equal to zero (Fig. 3). Under this approach,
 A   S > 0 corresponds to R stacking and is equivalent to
 A/ S > 1;  A  S < 0 and decreasing corresponds to APD
stacking and is equivalent to  A/ S < 1 and decreasing; and
 A   S < 0 and increasing corresponds to PA stacking and
is equivalent to  A/ S < 1 and increasing. The stacking pat-
terns can then be defined automatically (Fig. 8c) and are al-
most identical to the manually identified ones: differences
in the timing of the change in stacking pattern are 0.5Myr
at most, which is equal to the temporal resolution (0.5Myr)
with which stratigraphic sequences are represented in Figs. 7
and 8.
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Figure 7. Interpretation of trajectory classes based on analysis of shoreline and shelf-edge trajectories (Helland-Hansen and Hampson,
2009). (a) Shelf-edge trajectory classes based on manually picking the shelf-edge trajectory (magenta dots) on the final output of stratal
stacking pattern. (b) Automatically picking shelf-edge trajectory classes based on calculated time-dependent shelf-edge positions in (d). (c)
Automatically defined shoreline trajectory classes based on calculated time-dependent shoreline positions in (e). Time labels indicate the
timing of each trajectory class formation. See Fig. 2 for abbreviations.
5 Discussion
We compare and contrast the interpretations resulting
from observations of temporal evolving stratal architecture
(Sect. 4.1) with the interpretations resulting from the manual
application of both trajectory analysis and accommodation
succession methods (Sect. 4.2.1) and from quantitative anal-
ysis of these two methods using our post-processing tools
(Sect. 4.2.2).
The manual application of shelf-edge trajectory analysis
presents reliable interpretations of transgressive stratigraphic
units (T) but displays notable discrepancies in separating
descending stratigraphic units (DTC) from ascending strati-
graphic units (ATC) especially during in the early stages of
deposition (Fig. 7a). Note that here we only discuss discrep-
ancies beyond 0.5Myr, which is the time interval of recon-
structing stratal stacking patterns in Sect. 4.2. The imposed
thermal subsidence modifies the position of the shelf-edge
www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/ Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019
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Figure 8. (a–b) Interpretation workflow based on the accommodation succession method (Neal et al., 2016). Step 1 includes marking stratal
terminations (i.e. toplap, onlap and downlap represented using small arrows) and manually picking the break in slope as offlap break. The
refilling of incised channels is shown in red, indicating erosional surfaces. Based on the marked stratal contacts, three stratal stacking trends
(solid arrows) and three stratigraphic surfaces (coloured solid lines) are then defined in Steps 2 and 3. The three interpreted stacking patterns
are filled with different colours, with their bounding times marked (Step 4). Each stacking pattern reflects the evolving ratio between rate
of accommodation creation ( A) and rate of sediment supply ( S). (c) Automatically defined stacking patterns according to the calculated
temporal evolution of  A   S (> 0, < 0 and decreasing, or < 0 and increasing) (d).
positions after its formation (Fig. 9): the shelf-edge trajec-
tory appears to rise between 3.5 and 6.5Myr on the snapshot
at 10Myr (Fig. 9a), whereas it appears to fall between 3.5
and 5Myr on the snapshot at 20Myr (Fig. 9b), because of
ongoing thermal subsidence between 10 and 20Myr. As a
consequence, identifying strata on the final output artificially
extends the duration of descending trajectory class (Figs. 7a
and 9b). This should be kept in mind when identifying shelf-
edge trajectories on seismic profiles, which are by nature
a snapshot of the evolution of a basin. Constraining time-
dependent processes such as thermal subsidence from sedi-
mentary packages would be useful to correct shoreline and
shelf-edge trajectories for these processes.
Geosci. Model Dev., 12, 1–15, 2019 www.geosci-model-dev.net/12/1/2019/
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Figure 9. Stratal stacking pattern extracted at 10Myr (a) and
20Myr (b). Between 3.5 and 5Myr, the shelf-edge trajectory
changes from rising at 10Myr to falling at 20Myr, as a result of
basement subsidence. The descending trajectory class thus extends
to 5Myr.
The quantitative shelf-edge trajectory analysis reveals dis-
crepancies in defining ascending trajectory classes at 5.5,
22.5 and 25.5Myr (Fig. 7b), as extracting the position of the
shelf edge is more uncertain for steep strata. The tool we have
developed can be applied to actual sections as long as seis-
mic timelines are accessible. Again, we emphasize that addi-
tional constraints from observation of stratal geometry would
improve the interpretations of stratigraphic units. In terms of
quantitative shoreline trajectory analysis, the distinction be-
tween the descending transgressive trajectory class and the
transgressive trajectory class is controlled by the eustatic sea
level fluctuations (Fig. 7c). Since the shoreline and the shelf
edge represent the break in slope of clinoforms at different
scales (Patruno et al., 2015, Fig. 2), it is not appropriate to
apply shoreline trajectory analysis to shelf-slope clinoforms.
However, the numerical tools we provided to extract time-
dependent shoreline positions based on a given sea level forc-
ing would also be useful and applicable to short-term numer-
ical and analogue experiments (Martin et al., 2009; Granjeon
et al., 2014).
The stratigraphic interpretations from the accommodation
succession method indicate that there is no significant differ-
ence between analysing the final output and time-dependent
outputs (Figs. 8b and 5). Therefore, the analysis of the pre-
sented model is more robust with the accommodation suc-
cession method than with the trajectory analysis method.
The quantitative accommodation succession analysis also
shows largely consistent interpretations (Figs. 8c and 5), ex-
cept for a 1Myr discrepancy in demarcating aggradation
to progradation to degradation stacking and progradation to
aggradation stacking at 3Myr. We find that the  A  S curve
(Fig. 8d) presents trends similar to the rate of eustatic sea
level change (Fig. 4b). This suggests that the evolution of
 A   S is a proxy for the derivative of sea level change
with respect to time rather than a direct proxy for sea level
change. However, a difference exists between the  A   S
curve and the rate-of-sea-level-change curve: the  A   S
curve shows asymmetrical fluctuations with larger amplitude
below zero than above zero, which is attributed to the sed-
iment supply. Discrepancies of < 0.5Myr are observed be-
tween the  A   S curve and the rate of eustatic sea level
change curve, which are likely to be related to the temporal
resolution (0.5Myr) used to compute  A   S.
A common issue when calculating the ratio  A/ S is the
lack of unique approaches and common dimensional units
to define these two metrics (Muto and Steel, 2000; Burgess,
2016). Both metrics represent changes in volume over a spe-
cific time interval and thus should be defined in cubic me-
tres per year (m3 yr 1). However, difficulties in delineating
the potential space for sediment deposition require the use
of proxies to quantify accommodation. Although the sedi-
mentation rate is often used as a proxy for  S (Poag and
Sevon, 1989; Galloway and Williams, 1991; Liu and Gal-
loway, 1997; Galloway, 2001), it only provides information
about the deposition at a single location and does not reflect
the spatial distribution of sedimentation (Petter et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the distribution of sediment deposition is not
determined solely by sediment supply but is a combined
result of the distance to sediment source, basin physiogra-
phy and sediment transport efficiency (Posamentier et al.,
1992; Posamentier and Allen, 1993). Recently, new meth-
ods have been proposed to improve the quantification of  S.
Petter et al. (2013) proposed an approach that directly re-
constructs sediment paleo-fluxes from stratigraphic records.
Ainsworth et al. (2018) used a technique termed “TSF anal-
ysis” in which parasequence thickness (T ) is used as proxy
for accommodation at the time of deposition while parase-
quence sandstone fraction (SF) is used as proxy for sediment
supply. Our work could be used to integrate and test these
new quantitative interpretations based on the evolution of ac-
commodation and sedimentation in a stratigraphic modelling
framework. The quantification of  A and  S presented here
could be extended in future work to investigate the interplay
between accommodation change and sediment supply in 3-
D.
Our source-to-sink numerical scheme generates 3-D land-
scape evolution and stratigraphic development, though only
2-D stratigraphic architectures are extracted along dip-
oriented cross sections. To evaluate the lateral variations in
sequence formation potentially induced by sediment diffu-
sion in offshore environment and lateral migrations of river
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Figure 10. Stratal stacking patterns on five dip-oriented cross sections (CS1 to CS5) and two along-strike cross sections. Key stratigraphic
surfaces on CS1 to CS5 are identified and coloured accordingly.
Table 1. Timing of stratigraphic surfaces on CS1 to CS5 (Myr).
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
SB1 MRS1 MRFS1 CC1 SB2 MRS2 MFS2 CC2 SB3 MRS3 MFS3
CS1 3.5 6.5 9.0 10.0 13.0 16.5 18.5 20.0 23.5 26.5 28.5
CS2 3.5 6.5 8.5 10.0 12.0 17.0 19.0 20.0 23.0 26.5 28.0
CS3 3.5 6.5 9.0 10.0 13.5 16.5 19.0 20.0 23.5 26.5 28.5
CS4 3.5 6.5 9.0 10.0 13.5 17.0 18.5 20.0 23.0 26.5 28.5
CS5 3.0 5.5 9.0 10.0 13.0 17.0 19.0 20.0 23.0 27.0 28.0
mouth, we extract five dip-oriented cross sections (CS1 to
CS5) that are parallel to each other and two along-strike cross
sections (Fig. 10). Cross section CS3 is the same one as pre-
sented in the result section. The timing of key stratigraphic
surfaces on CS1 to CS5 is shown in Table 1, with differences
varying from 0.5 to 1.5Myr. The timing of sequence bound-
aries shows the most variations, compared to other strati-
graphic surfaces. The timings of correlative conformities of
sequence no. 2 (CC1) and sequence no. 3 (CC2) are consis-
tent on cross sections CS1 to CS5 and correspond to the onset
of eustatic sea level fall. The stacking of depositional envi-
ronments along strike shows increasing variations towards
the basin. For the presented case there is overall little varia-
tion in stratigraphic sequences across strike and along strike,
which is expected from the model setup. The presented tools
can be used for the 3-D stratigraphic analysis of more com-
plex cases.
We have explored stratigraphic development in a source-
to-sink context in which the dynamic sediment supply to
the passive continental margin depends on climatic and tec-
tonic evolution in the source area. Therefore, the physio-
graphic evolution of the upstream region controls the deposi-
tional patterns in the sink area together with accommodation
change (Ruetenik et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). Most strati-
graphic forward models focus on simulating sediment trans-
port and deposition in the sink area, which limits the inter-
pretation of the effect climatic and tectonic evolution on the
stratigraphic record. In our framework, sediment transport
and supply to the margin is dynamically related to autogenic
and allogenic processes. As an example, though forced with
uniform rainfall pattern in the source region, the rate of sed-
iment supply to the sink area fluctuates with time (Fig. S1 in
the Supplement). This highlights the complex relationships
between erosional signals and the preservation of a deposi-
tional record (Van Heijst et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2006; Kim,
2009). The source-to-sink numerical scheme used in pyBad-
lands makes it possible to explore important questions for
the future of sequence stratigraphy, such as the role of sedi-
ment supply variations in the generation of stratigraphic se-
quences at different temporal scales (Burgess, 2016), as well
as the importance of allogenic and autogenic processes in the
formation and evolution of stratal record (Paola, 2000; Paola
et al., 2009).
Wemodelled the formation of stratigraphic sequences over
30Myr, which represents second- to third-order stratigraphic
cycles (Vail et al., 1977b). Over this temporal scale, long-
term eustatic sea level changes and dynamic uplift or sub-
sidence induced by tectonics or deep-Earth processes (e.g.
mantle flow-driven dynamic topography) might drive de-
position (Burgess and Gurnis, 1995; Burgess et al., 1997),
moderated by higher-frequency fluctuations in climate and
sea level. The long-term stratigraphic record along continen-
tal passive margins thus potentially contains important con-
straints on the evolution of the structure of the deep Earth
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Abstract  
Dynamic topography generated by Earth’s mantle convection is known to drive landscapes 
dynamic, drainage evolution and sedimentary architectures. Yet isolating its signals from the 
geological record requires thorough understanding of its interplay with surface processes. Here, 
we design a synthetic source-to-sink model to numerically investigate the impact of dynamic 
topography on drainage reorganizations and stratigraphic formations. Our imposed dynamic 
topography wave migrates under a generic surface, driving an initial transient uplift and 
subsequent subsidence. As anticipated, both tectonic phases modify drainage patterns and alter 
sediment supply in offshore regions. Interestingly we found that the propagating dynamic 
topography is characterized by specific stratal stacking patterns identified by distinctive 
depositional environments accumulation trends. A stratal unconformity and contemporary large 
sediment flux indicate an uplift migrating downstream to the margin, while a stratal unconformity 
and contemporary negligible sediment flux (sedimentation gap) indicate an uplift migrating 
upstream from the margin. Comparable sediment flux histories in response to migrating dynamic 
topography are predicted with that along the southern African margins. Finally, we show that 
correlating similar offshore sedimentation events has the potential to constrain the duration, 
propagation direction and velocity of the dynamic topography episodes.  
1 Introduction 
Deep Earth processes play a significant role in shaping Earth’s evolving topography by 
imposing transient uplift and/or subsidence (e.g. dynamic topography) (Braun, 2010; Flament et 
al., 2013). The Colorado Plateau (Braun et al., 2013; Karlstrom et al., 2012; Liu & Gurnis, 2010; 
Moucha et al., 2009), the Iceland Plume (Bijwaard & Spakman, 1999; Maclennan et al., 2001), the 
Australian continent (Czarnota et al., 2013, 2014; Matthews et al., 2011; Sandiford, 2007) and the 
South African Plateau (Braun et al., 2014; Flament et al., 2014; Gurnis et al., 2000; Moucha & 
Forte, 2011) are examples that illustrate the impact of dynamic topography on surface dynamics. 
Both field observations and numerical investigations suggest that dynamic topography can be 
preserved in the sedimentary record (Braun et al., 2013; Burgess et al., 1997; Burgess & Moresi, 
1999). For example, dynamic uplift usually correlates with stratal unconformity in offshore regions 
(Champion et al., 2008; Rudge et al., 2008), while dynamic subsidence is usually associated with 
exceedingly thick sediment accumulation in depositional basins (Downey & Gurnis, 2009). 
Preserved dynamic topography signals in the geological record contain important constraints on 
the spatially and temporally evolving pattern of deep Earth structures (Flament et al., 2013). 
Extracting those signals could also provide significant insights for the derivation of eustatic signals 
from coastal onlap patterns (Moucha et al., 2008). However, evidence for episodes of dynamic 
topography, such as large-scale and low rate changes in erosion and sedimentation patterns, is 
indirect. The unique stratigraphic signature of dynamic topography is difficult to be detected, as 
similar stratal stacking patterns and stratigraphic surfaces can also form through a combination of 
other and/or additional external factors (e.g. eustasy or tectonics). 
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Large-scale and long-term landscape evolution modeling (LEM) has been employed to 
evaluate the landscape and drainage responses to dynamic topography (Braun et al., 2013; 
Ruetenik et al., 2016). However, most LEMs do not explicitly predict stratigraphic architectures, 
without which the sedimentary signature of sediment supply variations due to dynamic topography 
changes cannot be studied. The landscape evolution model pyBadlands provides the capacity to 
simulate geomorphic processes and stratigraphic formations in a combined whole-system (Salles 
et al., 2018; Salles & Hardiman, 2016). By integrating the dynamics of the sediment source with 
sedimentation in the sink area, pyBadlands provides a more complete approach than numerical 
schemes previously used to investigate the effect of dynamic topography on landscape evolution. 
This numerical framework makes it possible to evaluate the mass balance in source-to-sink 
systems. 
In this study, we use pyBadlands to explore the long-term evolution of drainage systems 
and the formation of stratigraphic architectures in response to the interplay between dynamic 
topography, surface processes (i.e. erosion, sediment transport and deposition) and eustatic sea-
level fluctuations. We consider a positive wave of dynamic topography propagating with respect 
to a fixed continent, which results in surface uplift and subsequent subsidence. Importantly, 
drainage reorganizations and sediment routing depend on the angular relationship between the 
direction of dynamic topography wave and the direction of the drainage system. Therefore, we 
consider a continent of circular geometry on which the initial drainage pattern is radial, with rivers 
oriented perpendicular to the coastline (Fig. S1). This set up allows us to test with a single model 
how a linear dynamic topography wave interacts with a range of drainage directions. We analyze 
the predicted history of drainage organization, sediment accumulation, and the associated stratal 
patterns at the continental margin. This work aspires to define geomorphic and stratigraphic clues 
pointing to episodes of dynamic topography. 
2 Numerical experiments 
We consider a Cartesian digital landscape (700 km × 700 km, resolution of 1 km) 
consisting of a central plateau (source area) surrounded by alluvial plain (transfer zone) and 
adjacent continental margin (sink area) (see Fig. S1 in Supplement). In pyBadlands, the erosion, 
sediment transport and deposition (i.e. source to sink) are described using the channeling process 
and the hillslope process (Salles et al., 2018; Salles & Hardiman, 2016). Initial and boundary 
conditions include climate, eustatic sea-level and dynamic topography. The climatic forcing 
directly relates to precipitation that influences erosion and sediment transport to continental 
margin. Both the precipitation rate (1.0 m/yr) and the erodibility coefficient (2.0 × 10-7 yr-1) that 
control the incision efficiency are assumed to be spatially and temporally uniform. We consider a 
periodic eustatic sea level curve with fluctuation of 50 m every 5 Myr (see Fig. 1b), which is 
consistent with million-year scale eustatic change (Miller et al., 2005). Dynamic topography is 
simplified using a positive sinusoidal wave that migrates under the surface. It results in transient 
surface uplift and subsequent subsidence. 
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We compare four cases (Table 1). In Case 1, the landscape evolves under the influence of 
constant precipitation and constant eustatic sea level at 0 m. In Case 2, a fluctuating eustatic sea 
level (Fig. 1b) is added to the precipitation forcing. Cases 3 and 4 are forced with dynamic 
topography in addition to the precipitation forcing and constant eustatic sea level at 0 m. In Case 
3, the imposed dynamic topography is a wave of wavelength 1,000 km, amplitude 300 m that 
propagates with horizontal velocity 5 cm/yr. It forces gradual uplift of the surface by 300 m in 
10 Myr, and gradual subsidence by 300 m in the following 10 Myr. The wave of dynamic 
topography migrates from the east side of the surface towards the west side of the surface. It takes 
34 Myr for this dynamic topography wave to travel across the whole model domain. In Case 4, the 
wavelength of the imposed dynamic topography is reduced to 300 km, forcing gradual uplift of 
the surface by 300 m in 3 Myr, followed by gradual subsidence by 300 m in the following 3 Myr. 
It takes 20 Myr for the dynamic topography wave to travel across the whole domain. We ran all 
experiments for 36 Myr with an output interval of 300 Kyr, resulting 120 stratigraphic layers. 
Table 1. Cases and forcing parameters. 
 Precipitation (m/yr) Eustasy 
Dynamic topography 
Amplitude (m) Wavelength (km) Lateral velocity (cm/yr) 
Case 1 1.0 0 m NA 
Case 2 1.0 Fig. 1b NA 
Case 3 1.0 0 m 300 1000 5 
Case 4 1.0 0 m 300 300 5 
3 Results 
To evaluate the drainage and stratigraphic responses to a propagating wave of dynamic 
topography, we present for each case the evolution of the inland river network, the offshore 
sedimentation history, and the stratal stacking patterns extracted at the continental margin. 
3.1 Evolution of drainage patterns 
In Case 1, in the absence of eustatic sea-level changes and DT, sediments are transported 
across stable catchments of comparable size and accumulate in deltas homogeneously distributed 
along the continental margin (Fig. 1a). Case 2 results similar sediment partitioning as in Case 1.  
In Case 3, the propagation of the dynamic topography wave from east to west forces the 
surface to undergo differential uplift and subsidence, which either steepens or reverses the surface 
slope. Therefore, catchments with different orientations with respect to the propagating dynamic 
topography wave react differently. On the east side of the domain, the uplift propagates upstream 
and creates a coastal bulge that significantly alters the drainage pattern (Fig. 1c). Small rivers 
bounded on one side by the coastline and on the other side by the bulge supply limited amount of 
sediments to the eastern part of the continent, where the drainage changes to a trellis pattern with 
streams running parallel to the margin (Fig. 1c).  
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Figure 1. (a) Final output of the landscape and river network for Case 1 at 36 Myr. (b) Final output of the landscape 
and river network for Case 2 at 36 Myr, and imposed eustatic sea-level fluctuations. (c-f) Snapshots of the landscape 
and river network evolution for Case 3, at 10 Myr, 17 Myr, 25 Myr and 36 Myr. The topographic profile extracted 
across a west-east transect through the middle of the model in each subplot show the uplift and subsidence of the 
surface related to the propagating dynamic topography. Dashed arrows indicate significant drainage reorganization 
events. A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’ are cross-sections shown on Figure 2. (g) Average incision rate over the whole alluvial 
plain for Cases 1-3. (h) Average incision rate over the plateau for Cases 1-3. (i) Average sedimentation rate over the 
whole continental margin for Cases 1-3. 
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The main stream flows in the direction of the propagating uplift and supplies sediment to 
the southern margin, forcing the migration of river mouths in the direction of the propagating 
dynamic topography wave (Fig. 1c). From 13 Myr, as the eastern margin starts to subside, inland 
rivers breach the coastal bulge and connect with coastal rivers (Fig. 1d). Some of the rivers on the 
northern and the southern plains retain their diverted course. 
On the western side of the domain, dynamic uplift steepens the surface slope westwards. 
The uplift of the western margin also induces significant incision and erosion of the exposed shelf 
(Fig. 1d-e). As a consequence, the continental shelf is much broader on the eastern margin than on 
the western margin (Fig. 1d). This phenomenon continues and is enhanced once the eastern side 
of the domain has subsided, accompanied by extensive flooding when sea level rises, whereas the 
western side is uplifted and emergent (Fig. 1e). When the subsidence propagates from upstream to 
downstream on the western side of the domain, the slope of the alluvial plain is reversed from 21 
Myr to 29 Myr during which rivers are rerouted (Fig. 1e). The progressive subsidence of the 
western side leads to significant flooding and to a broader shelf than on the eastern margin at 36 
Myr (Fig. 1f).  
To evaluate the impact of migrating surface uplift and subsidence on fluvial incision and 
offshore deposition, we calculate (1) the average incision rate for the whole alluvial plain and the 
plateau by dividing the volume denuded every 0.9 Myr by the area of the alluvial plain and the 
plateau (Figs 1g-h); and (2) the average sedimentation rate over the whole continental margin by 
dividing the volume of sediment deposited every 0.9 Myr by the area of the continental margin 
(Fig. 1i). As shown in Figure 1g, the incision rate in Case 1 drops from 1.8 m/Myr to 0.1 m/Myr 
with a roughly stable decreasing rate. The alluvial plain incision slows down when river systems 
approach to an equilibrium state. In Case 2, the average fluvial incision rate exhibits periodical 
fluctuations ranging between 0.1 m/Myr to 2.5 m/Myr, and exceeds the incision rate in Case 1 
when sea level is low. Its cyclical rise and fall can be correlated with the eustatic cycles (here equal 
to base level changes) - increasing fluvial incision corresponds to falling base level while 
decreasing fluvial incision corresponds to rising base level. The fluctuations in each cycle show 
that 50 m eustatic sea level fall over 5 Myr results in an increase of ~2.0 m/Myr in the incision 
rate. In Case 3, the average incision rate shows one cycle of rise and fall with extensive fluctuations 
ranging from 0.1 m/Myr to 10 m/Myr. The average incision rate significantly rises from 2.6 m/Myr 
to 10 m/Myr between 10 Myr to 18 Myr during the main uplift phase of the alluvial plain (Fig. 
1d). The average incision rate drops to 0.1m/Myr between 18 Myr to 30 Myr during the main phase 
of subsidence of the alluvial plain (Figs. 1e-f). The 300 m uplift of the alluvial plain over 10 Myr 
results in an increase of ~7.8 m/Myr in the incision rate. Note that the imposed surface uplift here 
cannot be compared with eustatic sea level fall as the surface is not uniformly uplifted but 
dynamically tilted. 
The average sedimentation rates for Cases 1-3 show similar trends and less differences 
between Case 1 and Case 2 between 16 Myr and 36 Myr (Fig. 1h). In Case 1, the average 
sedimentation rate constantly increases to 30.4 m/Myr until 12 Myr and then drops to 10.5 m/Myr 
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from 12 Myr to 36 Myr. In Case 2, the average sedimentation rate shows an overall increase to 
31.5 m/Myr in the first 16 Myr and an overall decline to 10.8 m/Myr from 16 Myr to 36 Myr. This 
first-order trend is superimposed with small fluctuations that can be correlated with the eustatic 
changes - eustatic rise results in reductions in sediment deposition at the continental margin by 
reducing the contributing area to be eroded. For example, from 7 Myr to 9 Myr when eustatic sea 
level rises 20 m, the sedimentation rate decreases 5.7 m/Myr. In Case 3, the average sedimentation 
rate is similar to that for Case 1 from 0 to 10 Myr and from 28 Myr to 36 Myr. However, it 
considerably increases to 44.6 m/Myr from 10 Myr to 17 Myr and then decreases to 10.8 m/Myr 
from 17 Myr to 28 Myr, which is consistent with the significant increase and decrease of the 
incision of the alluvial plain (Fig. 1g).  
The average incision rate of the alluvial plain (Fig. 1g) is not directly reflected by the 
average sedimentation rate at the continental margin (Fig. 1h) because the latter includes sediments 
sourced from the central plateau as well as from the alluvial plain. The impact of dynamic 
topography on average incision and sedimentation rates is much greater than the impact of sea 
level fluctuations (Fig. 1g-h). 
3.2 Formation of depositional architectures 
We reconstruct the sedimentation history and the stratigraphic record on the margin to 
evaluate the impact of dynamic topography on the depositional architecture. In both Case 1 and 
Case 2, one cross-section is extracted on the western margin as the offshore deposition is radial 
symmetrically distributed (see the location of cross-section A-A’ for Case 1 in Fig. 1a, the location 
of cross-section B-B’ for Case 2 in Fig. 1b). In Case 3, however, the sediment routing in response 
to dynamic topography depends on the angular relationship between the propagating direction of 
the DT wave and the source-to-sink system. We therefore extract two cross-sections that are 
parallel to the propagating direction of the DT wave, including C-C’ on the eastern margin and D-
D’ on the western margin (Fig. 1f).  
3.2.1 Sedimentation and erosion history 
On the extracted cross-sections, we calculate the sedimentation rate as the thickness of each 
successive sedimentary layer in the final output. The erosion rate is reconstructed as the eroded 
thickness of each successive sedimentary layer based on the temporal outputs. Both the 
sedimentation rate and the erosion rate are represented with a temporal resolution of 0.9 Myr. Note 
that the sedimentation rate calculated on the cross-sections (Fig. 2) is different from the 
sedimentation rate averaged for the whole continental margin (Fig. 1h).  
In Case 1, the sedimentation rate ranges from 0-2.5 km/Myr, with fluctuations by 
<2.0 km/Myr due to the shifting of river mouths relative to cross-section A-A’. The sedimentation 
rate is relatively low from 29 Myr to 36 Myr as the sediment supply from the source region 
decreases over the same period. There is no erosion of the deposited strata through time. In Case 
2, the sedimentation rate also exhibits fluctuations related with the shifting of the river mouth 
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relative to the cross-section B-B’. The impact of sea-level fall and rise on the sedimentation rate 
is small, except during the first transgression during which the sedimentation rate increases. 
Erosion between 0-4 Myr (0.2 km/Myr), 10-13 Myr (0.1 km/Myr), 21-24 Myr (0.05 km/Myr) and 
31-33 Myr (0.02 km/Myr) is due to the forced regression by sea-level fall. The small decreasing
in erosion rates is linked to the decrease in sediment supply through time, which limits the amount
of material that can be eroded.
Figure 2. Reconstructed stratal stacking patterns at the continental margin for Case 1 along A-A’ (a), for Case 2 along B-B’ (b), 
and for Case 3 along C-C’ (c), and along D-D’ (d). See Figures 1a, 1b, 1f for cross-section locations. Stratal stacking patterns are 
based on the paleo-depth of sedimentary layers. The timing of subaerial unconformities is indicated for Cases 2 and 3. The time-
dependent erosion rate and sedimentation rate are calculated on each cross-section.  
      In Case 3 on the eastern margin (cross-section C-C’), the sedimentation rate between 0-
9 Myr is zero (Fig. 2c). However, this does not reflect the true sedimentation rate at the time of 
deposition from 0 Myr to 9 Myr, but only indicates that the deposited sediments are not 
preserved at 36 Myr. After 3 Myr, the propagating DT wave uplifts the east coast and creates a 
marginal bulge, which induces a lack of sedimentation visible from 3 Myr to 6 Myr. The 
marginal bulge is then incised to provide small amount of sediments (0.1-0.7 km/Myr) from 6 
Myr to 13 Myr. From 13 Myr, the east coast starts subsiding, which allows the interior 
diverted rivers to breach the marginal bulge and drain into the east coast. 
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The sedimentation rate is then significantly increased (2.5 km/Myr) and remains large until the 
end of dynamic subsidence at 23 Myr.  
In Case 3 on the western margin (cross-section D-D’), the sedimentation rate shows an 
increasing trend in the first 10 Myr. The notably large sedimentation rate (2.0-8.5 km/Myr) from 
12 Myr to 20 Myr is related to the dynamic uplift of the source region and of the west coast (Fig. 
1d). When the peak uplift propagates to the west coast at 20 Myr and produces a marginal bulge, 
some rivers are rerouted, which results in a sharp decrease in the sediment supply to the west 
coast (Fig. 1d). Therefore, the sedimentation rate is decreases significantly to 0.3 km/Myr from 
20 Myr to 22 Myr. The subsequent subsidence of the west coast from 23 Myr to 33 Myr 
contributes to increasing the sediment supply and thus the sedimentation rate. The erosion of 
sediments deposited between 0-23 Myr is due to the forced regression induced by dynamic uplift 
between 12-22 Myr. On average, the erosion rate on cross-section D-D’ is larger than that on 
cross-section C-C’, because the dynamic uplift steepens the surface slope in the western domain 
(D-D’) but makes it shallower in the eastern domain (C-C’). 
3.2.2 Stratigraphic architecture 
We represent the stratal stacking patterns using the paleo-depth of the successive 
sedimentary layers with a temporal resolution of 0.3 Myr. The paleo-depth is assumed as the 
proxy for depositional environments, including alluvial plain (>0 m), shoreface (or delta front, 
0-30 m), proximal offshore (or prodelta, 30-100 m), distal offshore (100-300 m), continental 
slope (300-500m) and abyssal (>500 m).  
In Case 1, the stratal stacking pattern shows a depositional trend of progradation, with 
aggradation of continuous strata limited to the early stage of the model from 0 to 1.8 Myr (Fig. 
2a). Indeed, the sediment supply reaches the non-marine accommodation space after 1.8 Myr, 
inducing a progression of the delta front until 36 Myr (Fig. 2a). During successive episodes 
of lateral progradation, sediments bypass the shelf without erosion. Continental shelf and deep 
marine facies are dominant, and there are no alluvial deposits (Fig. 2a). The volume of the 
shoreface and proximal offshore deposits is almost as large as the offshore deposits. Even if the 
accumulation of deep marine sediments (300-1000 m) is thinner than other deposits, the extent of 
continental slope they cover is non-negligible.  
In Case 2, the stratal stacking pattern exhibits progradation, aggradation and 
retrogradation patterns bounded by four subaerial unconformities at 4.8 Myr, 15 Myr, 24.9 Myr 
and 33.3 Myr (red lines in Fig. 2b), which corresponds to the imposed sea level cycle. In term of 
succession and thickness of depositional environments, Case 2 is similar to Case 1 but due to the 
four successive episodes of sea level fall, the proportion of alluvial deposits increase and 
prograde across the continental shelf by forced regression relative to Case 1. Other 
periodic variations in the accumulation of the shoreface to the deep marine sediments are 
attributed to sea-level change.  
In Case 3 on the eastern margin (cross-section C-C’), the early stratal stacking pattern is 
not dominated by a strong periodicity, contrary to Cases 1 and 2. The basal unconformity (red line 
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in Fig. 2c) at 12.3 Myr, results from the denudation induced by the dynamic uplift of this region 
from 3 Myr to 13 Myr. The only preserved sediments pre-dating the early stage of the uplift is the 
lowstand degradational pattern deposited from 9.6 Myr to 12.3 Myr below the unconformity. After 
12.3 Myr, the depositional trend changes to aggradation and retrogradation due to the subsequent 
dynamic subsidence of the margin. This subsidence ends at 23 Myr resulting a progradation trend 
change similar to Case 1. In terms of the depositional environments, the coastal plain and the 
shoreface facies dominate during the subsidence of the margin, while the deep marine deposition 
is more condensed. The evolution of the deposition environment after the impact of the dynamic 
topography wave is similar to the Case 1. The main differences between the deposition along C-
C’ in Case 3 and along A-A' in Case 1 are: (1) the presence of an alluvial plain of 5-20 meters 
thick on the margin in Case 3; (2) a larger proportion of delta front facies, including shoreface and 
offshore (olive and orange) in Case 3 and (3) a reduced part of deep marine environment in Case 
3.  
In Case 3, sediment transport on the western margin (cross-section D-D’) occurs in the 
same direction as the propagation of the dynamic topographic wave. The stratal stacking pattern 
shows an initial event of progradation between 0-12 Myr before the arrival of the dynamic 
topography wave to the west coast. The thick deposition from 7.2 Myr to 12 Myr is related to the 
dynamic uplift of the source area which provides more sediments to the margin. The degradational 
pattern occurs when the dynamic uplift reaches the western margin. This accumulation of 
degradation pattern is more significant than on the eastern margin (cross-section C-C’, Fig. 2c) 
because along cross-section D-D’ the source-to-sink system operates in the same direction as the 
propagation of the dynamic topography wave. The unconformity at 25.2 Myr (red line in Fig. 2d) 
represents the latest stage of the uplift allowing the erosion of the coastal plain to the offshore 
deposits. Then, the subsidence of the margin results in transgression and allows the deposition of 
retrogradation patterns of coastal plain and shoreface environment, following by the deposition of 
thick (~100 meters) alluvial plain environment. In the absence of accommodation, a progradation 
pattern characterizes the last 2 Myr (34-36 Myr).  
Comparisons of the sedimentation and stratal formations between Case 2 and Case 3 
suggest the different responses of landscape to sea level change and to dynamic topography that 
(1) shelf incision during sea level fall is accompanied by increasing sediment supply, while 
shelf incision induced by uplift is accompanied by decreasing sediment supply; (2) subaerial 
unconformities (erosional surfaces) show different patterns in terms of their shape and timing. The 
stratal architectures along the eastern and western margins reveal different features in terms of 
stratal geometries and depositional trends that can be attributed to the opposite direction of 
sediment transport and propagation of the dynamic topography wave, namely: (1) more sediment 
supply during the uplift of the western margin from 10 Myr to 20 Myr; (2) more sediment supply 
during the subsidence of the eastern margin from 13 Myr to 23 Myr; (3) different shapes of the 
unconformity; (4) more alluvial deposition on the western margin and (5) more significant erosion 
of the coastal plain and shoreface deposits on the western margin.
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4 Application to Southern Africa 
Over the last decade, an increasing amount of higher-resolution seismic data and of 
thermochronology data has improved our understanding of the tectono-morphic evolution of 
southern Africa (Baby et al., 2018; Baby et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2002; Stanley et al., 2015). 
Detailed stratigraphic evolution and sediment flux history of the Southern Mozambique Basin 
(Said et al., 2015), the Outeniqua Basin (Tinker et al., 2008b) and the Orange Basin (Guillocheau 
et al., 2012), constrain the uplift history of the Southern African Plateau and the vertical motions 
of the southern African margins. For example, based on new sediment flux data, Braun et al (2014) 
proposed that Southern Africa migrated over a fixed mantle upwelling during the Late Cretaceous, 
which is consistent with the substantial denudation of the Southern African Plateau and 
with continent-wide drainage reorganizations. Based on seismic observations, Hu et al. (2018) 
recently suggested a delamination model that explained the uplift history of southern Africa. 
Case 3 predicts sediment flux histories and uplift-induced stratal unconformities that are 
comparable to the continental margins of Southern African. In the model, the wave of 
dynamic topography propagates from east to west, which is consistent with the proposed 
migrating uplift relative to Southern Africa (Braun et al., 2014). We reconstructed the 
sediment flux histories (Fig. 3b) of three marginal basins (Fig. 3a) for Case 3 to investigate 
the interactions between the migrating dynamic topography, drainage reorganizations, sediment 
flux and stratigraphic unconformities. As shown on Figures 3a and 3c, the East, South and West 
margins for Case 3 can be correlated with the Southern Mozambique Basin, Outeniqua Basin 
and Orange Basin of Africa. Note that we compare the trend of sediment flux and their 
relationships with the formation of stratal unconformities rather than the precise timing of 
sedimentary events and unconformities because the temporal and spatial scales of the model are 
different from the natural example. 
Case 3 suggests that the low sediment flux to the Southern Mozambique Basin 
before 113 Ma could have been due to the marginal uplift that would have prevented rivers from 
draining eastwards (Figs 1c, 3b and 3d). Diverted rivers would instead have fed the Outeniqua 
Basin and the Orange Basin, which would explain their large sediment flux over the same period 
(Figs 1c, 3b and 3d). From 113 Ma to 92 Ma, the enhanced sediment flux to the Southern 
Mozambique Basin could have been induced by the rejuvenation of diverted rivers that would 
have resumed draining eastwards (Figs 1d, 3b and 3d). As a result, the sediment flux to the 
Outeniqua Basin and the Orange Basin would have been reduced between 113 Ma and 92 Ma 
(Figs 1d, 3b and 3d). A stratal unconformity at 92 Ma marks the termination of the uplift 
phase in the Southern Mozambique Basin. The subsequent marginal dynamic subsidence 
implied by our model would have contributed to maintaining a large sediment flux to the 
Southern Mozambique Basin (Figs 2d, 3b, 3d). For both the Outeniqua Basin and the Orange 
Basin, two phases of uplift are suggested by two stratal unconformities. Our model suggests that 
the uplift of the Outeniqua Basin at 76 Ma and the uplift of the Orange Basin at 66 Ma could 
reflect the eastward migration of the dynamic uplift. Finally, the uplift of the source region is 
consistent with the enhanced sediment flux to the Outeniqua Basin between 92 Ma and 76 Ma 
and to the Orange Basin between 92 Ma to 66 Ma.  
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Figure 3. (a) Cumulative erosion and deposition in Case 3 at 25 Myr. Three marginal basins are extracted as the 
Southeast Basin, the South Basin and the Southwest Basin. (b) Sediment flux of the three extract basins from 0 to 25 
Myr. The red and blue line segments show the time period during which the domain experiences uplift and subsidence. 
The timing of the sequence boundary (SB) formed at each basin are also indicated. (c) Offshore basins of southern 
Africa (modified from Braun et al., 2014). (d) Sediment flux of the Southern Mozambique Basin, the Outeniqua Basin 
and the Orange Basin across the Cretaceous Period (Tinker et al., 2008b; Said et al., 2015). The timing of the sequence 
boundary (SB) is indicated for each basin. 
5 Discussion and Conclusions 
The dynamic surface uplift induced by a propagating wave of positive dynamic topography 
enhances the incision of alluvial plains and thus the sediment supply to offshore regions, 
consistently with previous findings (Braun et al., 2013; Ruetenik et al., 2016). The volume of 
offshore deposition (or the sedimentation rate) can be used to reconstruct the volume of inland 
incision (or the incision rate) under the assumption of mass conservation in a source-to-sink system 
(Hampson et al., 2014; Helland-Hansen et al., 2009; Tinker et al., 2008a). Indeed, reconstructing 
inland incision and denudation can provide constraints on the tectonic history of the system (Clift 
et al., 2006). For example, enhanced sediment flux usually corresponds to increased inland incision 
which can be related to the uplift of source region. However, complex reorganizations of inland 
drainage systems also affect sediment fluxes, as illustrated by the Southeast Basin, South Basin 
and Southwest Basin in Case 3 (Figs 3a and 3b). The increased sediment flux to the South Basin 
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from 7 Myr to 9 Myr (Fig. 3b) is sourced from rerouted rivers from the eastern side of the surface 
and is not associated with the uplift of the plateau (Fig. 1c). Interestingly, a reduced sediment flux 
can indicate an uplift event in the source region, which is counter-intuitive. For example, the 
negligible sediment flux in the Southeast Basin from 5 Myr to 10 Myr (Fig. 3b) results from the 
marginal uplift (Fig. 1c). In this situation, the stratigraphic fingerprint of dynamic uplift event are 
the reduced sediment flux and the formation of a stratal unconformity. 
 A migrating dynamic uplift may induce a series of erosional or depositional events that 
can be correlated to reconstruct the spatial pattern of the uplift migrations (Braun et al., 2013; 
Jones et al., 2002; Moucha et al., 2009). We present the sediment flux histories of nine deltas in 
Case 3 (forced with a wave of dynamic topography of wavelength 1,000 km) and in Case 4 (forced 
with a wave of dynamic topography of wavelength 300 km) to pursue a quantitative constraint on 
the imposed dynamic topography (Fig. 4). We find a series of sedimentation gaps in both cases. 
As expected, the duration of the sedimentation gap mirrors the duration of the dynamic uplift (10 
Myr in Case 3 and 3 Myr in Case 4). The difference in the timing of the sedimentation gap for 
different deltas reflects the migration velocity (distance between two deltas divided by the 
difference in the initial time of the sedimentation gap) of the dynamic uplift. This suggests that 
gaps in sedimentation could be used to identify the propagation of past dynamic uplift events. 
However, additional constraints are required to quantify the velocity of the dynamic topography 
wave for deltas formed by rivers that are not sub-parallel to the migrating direction of the dynamic 
topography wave. For the temporal evolution of landscape and the stratigraphic development of 
Case 4, please refer to Figures 2&3 in the Supplement document. 
The presented source-to-sink modeling approach provides an efficient and powerful tool 
to investigate the stratigraphic signature of dynamic topography. Compared with previous work 
on quantifying the impact of dynamic topography on landscape evolution and stratigraphic 
formation (Braun et al., 2013; Burgess & Moresi, 1999; Krahtopoulou & Frederick, 2008; Rowley 
et al., 2013; Ruetenik et al., 2016), the present study integrates drainage responses and depositional 
architecture. This allows us to show that a stratal unconformity and contemporary large sediment 
flux indicate an uplift migrating downstream to the margin, while a stratal unconformity and 
contemporary negligible sediment flux (sedimentation gap) indicate an uplift migrating upstream 
from the margin. Reconstructing the drainage reorganizations (if any) is crucial to reconstruct the 
evolution of onshore and offshore landscapes. Correlating the spatial sediment flux record has 
potential to quantify the duration, propagating velocity and direction of dynamic topography.  
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Figure 4. Final output of the cumulative erosion and deposition for Case 3 (a) and Case 4 (c). Dashed boxes locate 
the nine deltas picked for which sediment flux histories are shown for Case 3 (b) and Case 4 (d). 
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Abstract  
The dynamic topography due to mantle flow interacts with surface processes and can affect all 
segments (from fluvial to deep marine) of sediment routing systems at long-wavelength 
(≳ 1,000 km) and over long time scales (≳ 1 Myr). Previous numerical studies investigating 
surface responses to dynamic topography focused either only on erosional or depositional 
responses, which does not fully capture the interactions with surface dynamics. Here, we use the 
landscape evolution model pyBadlands to investigate the influence of dynamic topography on 
drainage evolution and stratigraphic formations. pyBadlands models sediment transport from 
source to sink, which makes it possible to represent both the erosional and depositional responses 
to dynamic topography. In this paper, we consider a wave of negative dynamic topography 
propagating under a tectonically stable continent, forcing the surface to undergo dynamic 
subsidence and subsequent dynamic uplift. Our modeling results show that the inland incision, 
spatial sediment accumulation and depocenter migration strongly depend on the direction of river 
flow relative to the direction of dynamic topography propagation. Incision of the continental 
interior predominantly occurs in the direction parallel to the migration of dynamic topography. 
River rerouting is predicted when dynamic uplift propagates upstream, and river flow is diverted 
following dynamic uplift. Drainage reorganization and river capture may persist for ~10 million 
years after transient dynamic topography. Sediment accumulation during continental flooding is 
accompanied by depocenter migrations. We show that depocenter migrations can occur during the 
propagation of both dynamic uplift and subsidence, with the migrating direction identical or 
opposite to the propagating direction of dynamic topography. Dynamic topography imposes 
temporal and spatial variations in both sediment supply and accommodation creation, which 
determine the stratigraphic formations. The tilting of surface also results in along-strike 
stratigraphic variations in terms of stacking patterns, stratal geometries and formation of 
stratigraphic surfaces.  
1 Introduction 
Mantle flow associated with deep density anomalies contributes to Earth’s evolving 
topography by imposing temporally varying vertical motions of the surface (Bertelloni & Gurnis, 
1997; Braun, 2010; Faccenna & Becker, 2010; Flament et al., 2013; L. Liu & Gurnis, 2010; 
Moucha & Forte, 2011; Pekeris, 1935). This dynamic component of surface’s vertical motions (i.e. 
dynamic topography) reflects the spatial and temporal evolution of the mantle structure, and is 
usually characterized by long-wavelength, low amplitude and low rate of change (Flament et al., 
2013). Subduction-related dynamic topography has been proposed to explain the large-scale 
dynamic tilting of continental interiors (Gurnis, 1993) and the formation of inland seas in 
Cretaceous North America (Mitrovica et al., 1989), Australia (DiCaprio et al., 2009; Exon, 1976; 
Matthews et al., 2011), and Siberia (Mitrovica et al., 1996), the migration of depocenters in 
sedimentary basin (S. Liu et al., 2011; Uba et al., 2006; Weimer, 1970), the drainage 
reorganizations of the Amazon River during Miocene times (Shephard et al., 2010), the multi-
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phases tilting of the Colorado Plateau since Miocene (Moucha et al., 2009). Numerous efforts have 
been devoted to quantify the amplitude and spatial scale of dynamic topography and to reconstruct 
the temporal evolution of dynamic topography (see review papers of Braun (2010) and Flament et 
al. (2013)), aiming to better understand deep Earth dynamics. However, it remains challenging to 
decipher the signal of dynamic topography from sedimentary record which is usually dominated 
by signals produced by tectonic processes. Consequently, the search for the geological fingerprints 
of dynamic topography tends to focus on tectonically-stable regions like stable continental 
interiors (Eakin & Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2018).  
The aim of this work is to explore the landscape and sedimentary responses of a 
tectonically-stable continent to subduction-related dynamic topography, by modelling its 
interactions with surface processes (e.g. erosion, deposition) using the landscape evolution code 
pyBadlands (Salles, Ding, & Brocard, 2018; Salles & Hardiman, 2016). There are two reasons for 
testing subduction-related dynamic topography. First, Braun et al. (2013) and Ruetenik et al. (2016) 
investigated the landscape responses to dome-related dynamic uplift, while the effect of 
subduction-driven dynamic topography on the evolution of a landscape remains to be investigated. 
Second, subduction-related dynamic subsidence favours sediment deposition and thus provides 
better potential for preserving sedimentary record (Eakin & Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2018; Flament et 
al., 2013). Subduction-related dynamic subsidence can be followed by uplift when subduction 
ceases or rolls back, opening a back-arc basin (Uyeda & Kanamori, 1979), or when “normal” 
subduction transits to flat-slab subduction (Eakin et al., 2014; Ramos & Folguera, 2009).  
Climate, tectonics, erosion and deposition are dynamically linked by a routing system in 
which source sediments are transported to sink areas (Armitage et al., 2011; Cowie et al., 2008; 
Montgomery & Stolar, 2006; Whittaker et al., 2007). pyBadlands models sediment transport in a 
source-to-sink system (Salles, Ding, Webster, et al., 2018), which makes it possible to represent 
both the erosional and depositional responses to dynamic topography. By investigating both 
landscape evolution and stratigraphic development, this work provides new insights on the 
dynamic topographic signals found in the sedimentary record. 
2 Model descriptions 
We set up a model that includes sediment source areas and sink area (Fig. 1). The model is 
symmetric with a radius 700 km. It includes a central platform elevated from 200 m to 800 m, a 
surrounding low-relief alluvial plain with elevation ranging between 0 m and 200 m, and a 
continental margin with depth ranging between -1000 m and 0 m. The purpose of setting up a 
symmetric geometry is to explore the sedimentation in different regions that are located at different 
angles to the propagating dynamic topography wave. The subduction-related dynamic topography 
is simplified using a negative sinusoidal wave that forces dynamic subsidence and successive 
dynamic uplift of the surface. The amplitude of the dynamic topography wave is -300 m. The 
wavelength of the dynamic topography wave (1000 km) is intended to differentiate it from other 
tectonic forcing such as flexural deflection of spatial scale usually less than 400 km. The negative 
dynamic topography wave travels under the surface at 5 cm/yr from west to east. Therefore, every 
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position on the surface experiences subsidence of 300 m in 10 Myr followed by uplift of 300 m in 
another 10 Myr. The model spans 36 Myr. Other boundary conditions are set to be constant, with 
a uniform precipitation rate of 2.0 m/yr and a constant eustatic sea level at 0 m. The landscape is 
considered tectonically stable. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a propagating wave of negative dynamic topography under a fixed landscape. The 
landscape scales 700 km by 700 km, and consists of a central platform, a surrounding low-relief alluvial plain, and a 
continental margin. The wave of dynamic topography has an amplitude of 300 m, a wavelength of 1000 km, and 
travels laterally from left to right with a velocity of 5 cm/yr. Model spans 36 Myr. Dynamic topography arrives current 
location at 17 Myr, with its maximum subsidence beneath the center of landscape. Note that here the landscape is at 
0 Myr just to show the initial surface.  
pyBadlands models erosion, sediment transport and deposition using channeling and 
hillslope processes. Various fluvial incision and diffusion laws can be adopted (Salles, Ding, & 
Brocard, 2018). Considering the spatial and temporal scale of our modelling, fluvial incision is 
described using a detachment-limited incision law which models erosion rate "  as a power 
function of drainage area #, net precipitation $ and local slope %:  " = 	()(#$),%- 
in which () is a coefficient that describes the erodibility of the channel bed, and is a function of 
climate, bed roughness and rock strength (Chen et al., 2014). () equals to 2e01 yr-1. 2 = 0.5, 6 =1.0  are dimensionless positive constants. The hillslope process is described using a simple 
downslope creep law by stating that the elevation change depends linearly on topographic gradient: 898: = 		 (;<=>9 
where the diffusion coefficient (;< in m> yr⁄  is scale-dependent and its value depends on lithology 
and mean precipitation (Chen et al., 2014). (;< is set to be 0.01 m> yr⁄  for subaerial environment, 
and 0.05 m> yr⁄  for marine environment. 
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3 Results 
3.1 Landscape and drainage evolution 
The imposed dynamic subsidence and uplift of the surface result in significant changes in 
landscape and drainage evolution (Fig. 2). From 0 to 10 Myr, the subsidence over 500 km tilts the 
surface down to the west and induces flooding over most of the domain (Fig. 2a). With the 
eastward propagation of the negative dynamic topography wave, the flooding of the plain expands 
to submerge most of the surface (Fig. 2b).  
The west side of the domain starts to uplift from 17 Myr (Fig. 2b). The continental flooding 
reaches a peak at 15 Myr before the west domain emerges due to the uplift (Fig. 2b). From 15 Myr, 
sediments deposited along the western edge of the plateau during dynamic subsidence are exposed 
to form a bulge, which diverts rivers (e.g. rivers R1-3 in Fig. 2c) to flow in the direction in which 
the uplift propagates. The migrating uplift leads to increasing surface emergence. When the west 
domain stops to uplift but the plateau is still uplifting, some rerouted rivers (e.g. river R4 in Fig. 
2d) are able to breech the bulge and drain down to the west. Since the uplift of the east domain 
contributes to steepening the surface slope, rivers are not rerouted but carry sediments downstream 
(e.g. river R5 in Fig. 2d). Locally deposited sediments are then incised due to the dynamic surface 
uplift. This phenomenon results in different drainage patterns that rivers on the west domain flows 
in perpendicular to the coast while rivers on east domain are meandering (Fig. 2d). The courses of 
rerouted rivers and the drainage pattern formed due to the dynamic uplift are preserved up to 10 
Myr (river R1) after the passage of negative dynamic topography wave (Fig. 2e).  
The cumulative erosion and deposition over the whole domain are shown in Figure 2f. The 
plateau is continuously eroded, while the continental plain undergoes multiple phases of erosion 
and deposition, with average sediment thickness reaching 30 m at 36 Myr. Deltas accumulate along 
the continental margin with relatively larger deltas fed by larger rivers, as expected. The larger 
deltas do not occur in any preferential direction. 
3.2 Erosion of the central plateau 
The plateau is eroded asymmetrically over time (Fig. 2) due to the effect of the propagating 
wave of negative dynamic topography. To evaluate the relationship between the migrating 
dynamic topography wave and the erosion of the plateau, we extracted two cross-sections (W-E, 
N-S in Fig. 2f) across the plateau and calculated the erosion rate on the cross-sections over time 
(Fig. 3). The morphology of the plateau is clearly asymmetric in the west-east direction, and the 
drainage divide migrates eastwards from the center of the plateau over time (Fig. 3a). In the north-
south direction, however, the morphology of the plateau is relatively symmetric with a stable 
drainage divide (Fig. 3a).  
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Figure 2. (a-e) Time evolution of the topography and drainage network. Isobath of 100 m, 200 m, 400 m and 600 m 
are displayed. The insets below a-d show the surface uplift (red arrows) and/or subsidence (blue arrows) related to 
dynamic topography. White dashed arrows mark major rivers R1-5. (f) Cumulative erosion and deposition at the last 
time-step 36 Myr.  Solid and dashed yellow lines show the location of cross-sections for Fig. 10 and Fig. 3. Dashed 
boxes show the location of picked three plains.  
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Time-dependent erosion along cross-sections W-E and N-S are shown in Figure 3b-c. 
Before 7 Myr, the plateau is evenly incised in four directions by radial flows. When the negative 
dynamic topography wave reaches the plateau, the subsidence of the west side of the plateau 
steepens the river slope and thus incision increases from 7 Myr to 17 Myr (Fig. 3b). Radial flows 
on the flat top of the plateau are captured by rivers on the west domain so that the drainage divide 
migrates eastward (Fig. 2a). From 17.4 Myr, uplift of the western domain and subsidence of the 
eastern domain create a surface tilting down to the east, so that westward flows on the flat top of 
plateau are captured to drain eastward (Fig. 2c). The subsequent uplift of the eastern domain 
steepens the river slope and thus enhances its incision rate by ~5 m/Myr (Fig. 3b). After the 
dynamic topography wave totally leaves the plateau at 29 Myr, the plateau is eroded without 
drainage divide migration (Fig. 3b).  
 
Figure 3. Topographic profiles (a) and time-dependent erosion rate (b-c) along cross-sections W-E and N-S (see Fig. 
2f for location).  Orange line shows the migration history of drainage divide along W-E. Orange stars mark the 
drainage divide on W-E and N-S at 0 Myr and 36 Myr, respectively. White arrow in (b) notes the shift of major 
incision. 
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The north side and south side of the plateau are eroded at the same pace (Fig. 3c). From 
12 Myr to 17 Myr, both sides of plateau are subsiding, and the incision of the plateau is promoted 
by ~5 m/Myr. Headward river erosion ceases because of river captures on the flat top of the plateau 
(Figs. 2a-b). Both sides of the plateau start to be uplifted from 17 Myr, which resumes river 
headward erosion and enhances incision of the plateau center (Fig. 3c).  
3.3 Sedimentation at the continental interior 
Dynamic subsidence of the surface induces continental flooding (Fig. 2). The sediment 
partitioning over three-dimensional space is determined by accommodation creation and sediment 
supply. We analyse the sediment accumulation at the continental interior during the flooding to 
investigate the impact of the propagating dynamic topography wave on sediment partitioning. We 
pick three regions (Fig. 2f) and present the time evolution of deposited sediment thickness (Figs 
4-6). We then extract cross-sections to display deposited strata layers through time (Figs 7-9).  
On the western plain, from 0.9 Myr to 14.4 Myr sediments progressively accumulate to the 
eastern segment of the region and the depocenter migrates eastward (Figs 4a-e). The average 
sediment thickness (total amount of sediment accumulation divide by the area of the region) 
increases from 0.5 m to 17.2 m. Spatially, the sediment accumulation exhibits a radial pattern and 
is uniform in all directions. After 14.4 Myr, sediment supply to this region is significantly reduced, 
with most sediment deposited in the northeastern part of the region and the average sediment 
thickness decreasing to 10.4 m. Sediment supply to this region continues to decrease until 22.5 
Myr, with the average sediment thickness decreasing to 1.7 m. On cross-section A-A’ (Fig. 4h), 
from 0.9 Myr to 14.4 Myr strata progressively onlap the previously incised channels, with a 
considerable increase in sedimentation rate from 10 m/Myr to 1611.5 m/Myr (Figs 5a-f). From 
14.4 Myr to 17.1 Myr, the stratal stacking trend changes from retrogradation to aggradation (Fig. 
5g). The sedimentation rate drops to 136 m/Myr (Fig. 5a). From 17.1 Myr to 22.5 Myr, very little 
sediment is deposited on the east end of the cross-section. Strata deposited from 9 Myr to 17.1 
Myr undergo incision (Figs 5h-i).  
On the northern plain, from 3.6 Myr to 14.4 Myr sediment accumulation migrates both 
eastwards and southwards with increasing sedimentation coverage and depocenter migrating 
southeastwards (Figs 6a-e). The average sediment thickness increases from 0.1 m to 17.3 m. 
Spatially, the sediment accumulation exhibits lateral variations due to differential lateral 
subsidence. From 14.4 Myr to 22.5 Myr, the lateral variation in sediment distribution is enhanced 
and a dominant depocenter forms. This dominant depocenter grows and migrates towards the east-
southeast. In addition to the migration of the dominant depocenter, the depositional regions fed by 
small rivers also migrates towards the east-southeast. Sediment supply to this region decreases 
from 14.4 Myr to 25.2 Myr, with the average sediment thickness dropping from 14.8 m to 3.0 m. 
On cross-section B-B’ (Fig. 6h), from 6.3 Myr to 11.7 Myr strata progressively onlap previously 
exposed plain with sediments filling in incised channels (Figs 7b-d). The sedimentation rate 
dramatically increases and peaks at 2674.4 m/Myr (Fig. 7a). Sediments deposited between 9.0 Myr 
and 11.7 Myr cover the whole cross-section and exhibit variable strata thickness (Fig. 7d). For 
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example, the red layer deposited from 10.5 Myr to 11.7 Myr has maximum thickness 30 m at the 
center of B-B’ and a decreasing thickness along both sides of the B-B’. The amount of sediment 
deposited from 11.7 Myr to 14.4 is significantly reduced to 600 m/Myr, with the strata thinning 
downward (from B’ to B, Fig. 7e). From 14.4 Myr to 22.5 Myr, sediments are mostly accumulated 
locally with small amount of sediments reaching B-B’ (Figs 6e-g). The thickness of deposited 
strata in this period show notable variations due to depocenter migrations (Fig. 7h). From 22.5 
Myr to 25.2 Myr, sediments accumulate and are then subject to erosion and incision (Fig. 7i).  
 
Figure 4. Isopach maps for the western plain (see Fig. 2f for location) from 0.9 Myr to 22.5 Myr at 2.7 Myr intervals. 
The inset on each subplot shows the dynamic topography (DT) profiles at two points, which indicates the vertical 
motions (uplift and/or subsidence) of this region. Numbers on subplots are the average sediment thickness over the 
domain. Dashed blue line shows the location of cross-section A-A’ for Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. Evolution of (a) the sedimentation rate, (b-i) the topography and stratigraphy on cross-section A-A’ (see 
Fig. 4h for location). The stratigraphic layers are colored by their depositional time. Note the different topographic 
ranges in b-i. 
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 On the eastern plain, from 9.0 Myr to 17.1 Myr sediments progressively accumulate to the 
western segment of the region with depocenter migrating westward (Figs 8a-c). The average 
sediment thickness increases from 0.2 m to 11.8 m. Spatially, the sediment accumulation also 
exhibits a radial pattern and is uniform in each direction similar to the western plain. From 17.1 
Myr to 25.2 Myr, localized sediment accumulation increases and the depocenter migrates eastward 
(Figs 8d-e). The average sediment thickness continues to increase to 15.4 m. From 25.2 Myr to 
30.6 Myr, sediment supply to this region decreases, with a reduction of the amount of local 
depocenters and average sediment thickness dropping to 3.6 m (Figs 8f-h). On cross-section C-C’ 
(Fig. 8a), very little sediment is deposited before 11.7 Myr (Fig. 9a). From 11.7 Myr to 17.1 Myr, 
sediment deposition shows an extensive retrogradation with strata onlapping previously exposed 
plain and filling incised channels (Figs 9b-d). The sedimentation rate peaks at 2531.2 m/Myr at 
17.1 Myr (Fig. 9a). From 17.1 Myr to 22.5 Myr, sediments first aggrade and then prograde from 
18.5 Myr (Figs 9e-f). The sedimentation rate falls to 339.4 m/Myr (Fig. 9a). From 22.5 Myr to 
30.6 Myr, the stratal stacking changes to degradation, with sediments deposited from 24 Myr being 
eroded (Figs 9f-i). The sedimentation rate increases between 22.5 Myr and 25.2 Myr due to the 
uplift, after which it drops to 578.9 m/Myr (Fig. 9a). 
3.4 Stratigraphic architecture at the continental margin 
We analyze the reconstructed stratigraphic record at the continental margin to evaluate the 
impact of negative dynamic topography on depositional architecture. A cross-section (M-M’ in 
Fig. 2e) parallel to the propagation direction of the dynamic topography wave is extracted across 
the eastern margin. M-M’ includes a segment of the inland area that has been flooded back time. 
We represent the stratal stacking patterns using the paleo-depth of the successive sedimentary 
layers with a temporal resolution of 0.3 Myr (Fig. 10a). Finally, we extract five wells (W1-W5) 
and show the timing of the bounding surfaces (Fig. 10a).  
The sedimentation expands ~250 km from the alluvial plain to the deep margin. The stratal 
stacking pattern shows an initial event of progradation between 0-12 Myr before the arrival of the 
negative wave of dynamic topography to the east coast. Shoreface and slope deposits dominate 
while alluvial plain sediments are lacking. The deep marine package is relatively condensed, 
indicating insufficient sediment supply. After 12 Myr, the depositional pattern changes to 
retrogradation due to the subsidence of coastal plain. Meanwhile, the westward tilting of the 
coastal plain blocks the sediment transport down to the east margin, resulting a lack of 
sedimentation on the margin immediately after 12 Myr, as evident from the deposition hiatus in 
both Well 4 and Well 5. During the transgression, a ~50 m of alluvial sediments accumulates, 
onlapped by thick delta front deposits and small amount of pro-delta sediments. After 18 Myr, the 
east domain starts to uplift. The decreasing accommodation leads to a change to aggradation 
between 18-20 Myr. The continuous and propagating uplift tilts the surface westwards, inducing a 
depositional stacking of degradation. Alluvial sediments dominate during the degradational phase. 
The uplifted coastal plain then undergoes incision. At Well 1, the marine sediments are eroded 
denudated until 18 Myr.   
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Figure 6. Isopach maps for the northern plain (see Fig. 2f for location) from 3.6 Myr to 25.2 Myr at 2.7 Myr intervals. 
The inset on each subplot shows the dynamic topography (DT) profiles at two points, which indicates the vertical 
motions (uplift and/or subsidence) of this region. Numbers on subplots are the average sediment thickness over the 
domain. Dashed blue line shows the location of cross-section B-B’ for Fig. 7, and cross-sections X-X’, Y-Y’, Z-Z’ 
for Fig. 11. 
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Figure 7. Evolution of (a) the sedimentation rate, (b-i) the topography and stratigraphy on cross-section B-B’ (see 
Fig. 6h for location). The stratigraphic layers are colored by their depositional time. Note the different topographic 
ranges in b-i. 
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Figure 8. Isopach maps for the eastern plain (see Fig. 2f for location) from 9.0 Myr to 30.6 Myr at 2.7 Myr intervals. 
The inset on each subplot shows the dynamic topography (DT) profiles at two points, which indicates the vertical 
motions (uplift and/or subsidence) of this region. Numbers on subplots are the average sediment thickness over the 
domain. Dashed blue line shows the location of cross-section C-C’ for Fig. 9. 
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Figure 9. Evolution of (a) the sedimentation rate, (b-i) the topography and stratigraphy on cross-section C-C’ (see 
Fig. 8a for location). The stratigraphic layers are colored by their depositional time. Note the different topographic 
ranges in b-i. 
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Figure 10. Predicted stratigraphic architecture at 36 Myr on cross-section M-M’ (see Fig. 2e for location). (a) Stratal 
stacking pattern, which is colored by the paleo-depth. Here, paleo-depth is assumed to be a proxy for depositional 
environments. The inset shows the vertical stacking trends of five wells W1-W5 in solid boxes. (b) Map of the 
sedimentation rate and erosion rate of each successive layer along the cross-section through time. APD: aggradation 
to progradation to degradation; R: retrogradation; P: progradation. 
4 Discussion 
The drainage pattern of the central plateau evolves during the propagation of dynamic 
topography. Rerouting of rivers R1, R2, R3 occurs during the uplifting phase with diverted flows 
following the propagating uplift (Figs 2c-d). This phenomenon can be compared with the evolution 
of the Colorado River since the Miocene that its course was reversed from flowing towards the 
north before 30 Ma to currently towards the southwest has been proposed to relate with a passing 
wave of dynamic topography that tilts the Colorado Plateau first down to the east then down to the 
west (L. Liu & Gurnis, 2010; Moucha et al., 2009). Increased incision rate usually indicates uplift 
events. However, we show that dynamic subsidence could also accelerate incision rate by tilting 
surface and steepening its slope, as suggested by the larger incision rate of the east flank of plateau 
than its west flank between 9 Myr and 17 Myr. The incision pattern of the plateau along the west-
east cross-section shows that major incision events follow the propagation of dynamic topography 
(white arrow in Fig. 3b). This “wave” of incision can potentially provide constraints on the 
migration of dynamic topography (Guillaume et al., 2013).  
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Sediments accumulate on the alluvial plain during flooding and then are subject to erosion, 
with preserved thin wedges of sediment (Fig. 10). This has been correlated with transient tilting of 
continental interior induced by subduction-induced mantle flow (DiCaprio et al., 2009; Gurnis, 
1993; Mitrovica et al., 1989; Spasojević et al., 2008). Madof et al. (2016) demonstrated that the 
tilting of a surface or migration of sediment source can result in along-strike variations in the stratal 
stacking patterns. We extract three parallel cross-sections X-X’, Y-Y’, Z-Z’ on the northern plain 
(Fig. 6h), and reconstruct stratal stacking patterns at 14.4 Myr, 19.8 Myr and 25.2 Myr on each 
cross-section (Fig. 11). From 0-14.4 Myr, on three cross-sections the topography is subject to 
erosion until around 7 Myr, with sediment deposition first occuring on X-X’ (dark green layer in 
Fig. 11a). The stratal stacking then changes to retrogradation with sediment filling previously 
eroded channels. From 14.4-19.8 Myr, the patterns of stratal stacking on three cross-sections show 
significant difference in terms of depositional trends and stratal geometry of layers with the same 
color (Fig. 11). The identified maximum flooding surface (MFS) on three cross-sections are 
diachronous, which does not agree with the traditional sequence models for nearshore strata. We 
further show that in our model the surface tilting results in this along-strike stratigraphic variations 
by affecting both accommodation and sediment supply which relates with migration of major river 
outlets (Figs 6e-g). From 19.8-25.2 Myr, stratal stacking shows a degradation pattern with 
deposited marine sediments being eroded (Fig. 11). 
 
 
Figure 11. Stratal stacking evolution on cross-section X-X’ (a), Y-Y’ (b), Z-Z’ (c) at 14.4 Myr, 19.8 Myr, and 25.5 
Myr. See Fig. 6h for locations of these cross-sections. Black dots are rollovers. Dashed yellow line are maximum 
flooding surface (MFS), with its formation time denoted after. Abbreviations:  R for retrogradation, P for progradation, 
A for aggradation, D for degradation.  
Depocenter migrations within continental interiors have been suggested to correlate with 
the propagation of subduction-related dynamic subsidence (S. Liu et al., 2011). Our modelling 
predicts similar correlations, with eastward migrating depocenter corresponding to eastward 
propagating dynamic topography. Examples include the depocenter migration on the western plain 
from 3.6 Myr to 14.4 Myr (Figs 4b-e, Figs 5b-f) and the depocenter migration on the northern plain 
from 6.3 Myr to 19.8 Myr (Figs 6b-f, Figs 7b-g). However, at smaller scales, the models also 
predict that depocenter on the eastern plain migrates westwards from 11.7 Myr to 17.1 Myr when 
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dynamic subsidence is propagating eastwards (Figs 8b-c, Figs. 9b-d). Furthermore, depocenters 
are also found to migrate during dynamic uplift, such as on the western plain from 14.4 Myr to 
19.8 Myr (Figs 4f-g, Figs 5g-h), on the northern plain from 19.8 Myr to 25.2 Myr (Figs 6g-h, Figs 
7h-i), and on the eastern plain from 19.8 Myr to 30.6 Myr (Figs 8d-h, Figs 9e-i). As sediment 
routing on the western/northern/eastern plains is respectively in a direction opposite 
(180o)/perpendicular (90o)/identical (0o) to the dynamic topography propagation, we suggest that 
the correlation between depocenter migration and dynamic topography depends on the direction 
of sediment transport with respect to dynamic topography propagation. 
The average velocity of depocenter migration is roughly estimated to be equal to 
~9 km/Myr on the western and eastern plains and to ~18.5 km/Myr on the northern plain. The 
smaller migrating velocity of depocenter on the western and eastern plains is due to the different 
topographic profiles on the three plains. The average velocity of depocenter migration is much 
smaller than the propagating velocity of dynamic topography (5 cm/yr or 50 km/Myr). The 
location of depocenters does not correspond to the maximum dynamic subsidence (Figs 4a-d, Figs 
6a-d, Figs 8a-d). The estimated average velocity of depocenter migration is also much smaller than 
that within North America which is 50 km/Myr (S. Liu et al., 2011). This difference may be due 
to the spatial scale of our model geometry. Further investigations are required to quantify the 
relationship between depocenter and dynamic topography in terms of migrating velocity.  
5 Conclusion 
We investigate landscape and sedimentary evolution of a dynamically tilted landscape 
under a propagating wave of subduction-related dynamic topography. The dynamic subsidence 
induces continental flooding, while the subsequent dynamic uplift leads to river rerouting, with 
diverted river flow following the migrating uplift. Reorganizations of drainage networks vary the 
sediment supply to offshore regions and determines the spatial distribution of major deltas along 
the margin. On the continental interior, sediment accumulates during major flooding periods with 
depocenter migrations. The direction and rate of these migrations across different regions do not 
show consistent correlations with the propagation of dynamic topography, but strongly depend on 
the direction of river flow relative to the direction of dynamic topography propagation. Hence, 
cautions should be used when inferring past dynamic subsidence from depocenter migration. The 
dynamic tilting of the surface not only contributes to accommodation variations but also affects 
sediment supply through shifting river outlets, which shapes the stratal buildup along deposition-
dip and varies the stacking patterns, stratal geometries and formation of stratigraphic surfaces 
along-strike. Understanding the interactions between dynamic topography and landscape erosion 
and deposition can assist in extracting the signal of dynamic topography from both sedimentary 
and geomorphic record, and improve our understanding of the stratigraphic evolution of 
sedimentary basins under the influence of dynamic topography. 
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XJUI SJWFS SFSPVUJOH PDDVSSJOH FJUIFS JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG VQMJGU QSPQBHBUJPO PS JO UIF EJSFDUJPO
PQQPTJUF UP TVCTJEFODF QSPQBHBUJPO ɨF JODJTJPO PG IJOUFSMBOE GBWPVST JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG EZOBNJD
UPQPHSBQIZ QSPQBHBUJPO " QSPQBHBUJOH XBWF PG QPTJUJWF EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ VOEFS B QMBUFBV
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 JOEJDBUF
BO VQMJGU NJHSBUJOH VQTUSFBN GSPN UIF NBSHJO 1SPQBHBUJPO PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ SFTVMUT JO
EFQPDFOUFS NJHSBUJPOT BDSPTT UIF DPOUJOFOUBM JOUFSJPS EVSJOH NBKPS ìPPEJOH QFSJPET ɨF EJSFDUJPO
BOE SBUF PG EFQPDFOUFS NJHSBUJPOT TUSPOHMZ EFQFOE PO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG SJWFS ìPX SFMBUJWF UP UIF
EJSFDUJPO PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ QSPQBHBUJPO %ZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ BMTP BêFDUT UIF TUBDLJOH
PG EFQPTJUJPOBM FOWJSPONFOUT CZ BMUFSJOH UIF BDDPNNPEBUJPO BWBJMBCMF GPS TFEJNFOU EFQPTJUJPO
%ZOBNJD VQMJGU BOE TVCTJEFODF PG TVSGBDF DBO SFTVMU JO BMPOHTUSJLF WBSJBUJPOT JO BDDPNNPEBUJPO
BOE TFEJNFOU TVQQMZ BOE UIFO JODPOTJTUFOU EFQPTJUJPOBM USFOET BMPOHTUSJLF *OUFHSBUJOH TJNJMBS
TFEJNFOUBUJPO FWFOUT DPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ CF VTFE UP RVBOUJGZ UIF NJHSBUJOH WFMPDJUZ TQBUJBM TDBMF
PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ ɨJT XPSL EFNPOTUSBUFT UIF OFDFTTJUZ UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF SFTQPOTF PG B
MBOETDBQF UP EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ JO B TPVSDFUPTJOL TZTUFN XIJDI XJMM QSPWJEF SPCVTU JOTJHIUT
JOUP JTPMBUJOH EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ TJHOBMT GSPN TFEJNFOUBSZ SFDPSE CZ JOWFTUJHBUJOH UIF TUSBUJ
HSBQIJD BOE HFPNPSQIJD ëOHFSQSJOUT PG EZOBNJD UPQPHSBQIZ
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Supplementary material for "Quantitative stratigraphic analysis in a source-to-sink numerical framework"
Model setup
pyBadlands is an open-source landscape evolution model based on a triangulated irregular networks (TIN) discretization.
It can be used to simulate landscape dynamics over regional to continental scales and thousands to millions of years. In
addition to fundamental geomorphological processes, pyBadlands simulates sedimentary basin filling and the formation of5
stratal architectures in response to the interplay between multiple driving mechanisms, such as climate, sea level change,
tectonics, and sediment transport.
Different fluvial incision laws can be used to describe sediment erosion, transport and deposition, including detachment-
limited stream power law, and sediment flux dependent bedrock incision laws (Salles et al., 2018). In this study, we use a single
flow direction and detachment-limited stream power law which takes the form of:10
E = ✏Am(rZ)n (1)
where the erosion rate E is modelled as a power function of contributing drainage area A and topographic gradient rZ.
The erodibility coefficient ✏ is equal to 2.0⇥ e 7 yr 1, and is assumed to be uniform temporally and spatially over the whole
domain. The drainage areaA is related to surface water discharge per unit width through net precipitation (Tucker and Hancock,
2010). The parametersm and n are set equal to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively (Salles and Hardiman, 2016).15
pyBadlands makes it possible to simulate hillslope processes using either linear or non-linear diffusion laws (Salles et al.,
2018). Sediment transport in marine realm is defined based on a diffusion law that has been widely used to simulate sedimentary
systems behaviour over large spatial and temporal scale (Paola et al., 1992; Granjeon and Joseph, 1999; Meijer, 2002). Here,
hillslope processes are described using a simple downslope creep law where induced sediment transport depends linearly on
topographic gradient:20
@Z
@t
= r2Z (2)
the diffusion coefficient  is scale-dependent and its value depends on lithology and mean precipitation (Chen et al., 2014). In
our example, the parameter  is equal to 0.01 m2/yr for subaerial sediments, to 0.05 m2/yr for marine sediments, and to 10
m2/yr for river transported sediment in marine environment. The diffusion coefficient  is set larger in marine environment
to account for sediments reworking by waves and/or currents. Slow creeping coefficients are usually in the range of 10 425
m2/yr to 10 2 m2/yr, while fast fluvial transport coefficients are often set between 102 m2/yr and 104 m2/yr (Flemings and
Jordan, 1989; Avouac and Burov, 1996). Therefore, our defined coefficients for subaerial and marine environments correspond
to slow creep processes. A critical depositional slope of 0.001 m/m is imposed in alluvial plain regions. Once sediments enter
the marine realm, they are transported using a multiple flow directions approach and fill the available accommodation until
sediment supply runs out.30
Rate of sediment supply
We calculated the total eroded volume at 0.1 Myr intervals over the whole domain (blue solid curve in Fig. S1a) and on the
cross-section (blue dashed curve in Fig. S1a) to estimate the rate of sediment supply change ( S in km3/Myr) through time.
We find that the rate of sediment supply increases as the channel slope steepens (a direct consequence of the stream power law
used in our study), then stabilises after 20 Myr. Three decreases in  S over the whole domain are recorded from 7.8 Myr to35
9.5 Myr, 17.8 Myr to 20 Myr, and 27.5 Myr to 30 Myr (light gray boxes in Fig. S1a). Decreases in  S also occur on the cross-
section but they are shorter lived. These events consistently occur during shoreline transgression which induces less exposed
shelf area to be incised. Comparing the eroded volume for different zones (e.g. source area and transfer zone - Fig. S1a) shows
that the source area exhibits an initial increase in eroded volume followed by a stabilisation period after 20 Myr (orange solid
curve in Fig. S1a). The transfer zone presents similar coincidental patterns of decrease in sediment supply (purple solid curve40
with blue solid curve in Fig. S1a). Erosion and deposition rates from 8 Myr to 9 Myr (Fig. S1b), 18 Myr to 19 Myr (Fig. S1c)
1
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Figure 1. (a) Rate of sediment supply defined as the eroded volume calculated in 0.1 Myr increments over the entire domain, the source area
and the transfer zone (top panel), as well as along the entire cross-section and the source and transfer areas along the cross-section (bottom
panel). See Fig. 3f and (d) for the location of the cross-section. The light gray boxes in (a) highlight episodic decreases in eroded volume.
The erosion and deposition from 8 Myr to 9 Myr, from 18 Myr to 19 Myr, and from 28 Myr to 29 Myr are presented in (b-d) shows that
channel deposition in response to sea level rise occurs during the three episodic decreases in rate of sediment supply.
and 28 Myr to 29 Myr Fig. S1d), reveal that this decrease in erosion volume is also related to downstream channel deposition
across the transfer zone. We attribute this autogenic behaviour to the adjustment of river profiles to base level rise. Negative  S
occurs at around 18 Myr and 28 Myr (Fig. S1a), which reflects greater deposition than erosion.
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Figure S1. Schematic diagram of a propagating wave of positive dynamic topography under a fixed landscape. 
The landscape scales 700 km by 700 km, and consists of a central platform, a surrounding low-relief alluvial plain, 
and a continental margin. The wave of dynamic topography has an amplitude of 300 m, a wavelength of 1000 
km, and travels laterally from left to right with a velocity of 5 cm/yr. Model spans 36 Myr. Dynamic topography 
arrives current location at 17 Myr, with its maximum subsidence beneath the center of landscape. Note that 
here the landscape is at 0 Myr just to show the initial surface. 
 
 
Figure S2. Reconstructed stratal stacking patterns at the continental margin for Case 4 along E-E’ (a), and F-F’ 
(b). See Figure S3g for cross-section locations. Stratal stacking patterns are based on the paleo-depth of 
sedimentary layers. The timing of subaerial unconformities is indicated. The time-dependent erosion rate and 
sedimentation rate are calculated on each cross- section.  
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Figure S3. (a-g)Snapshots of the landscape and river network evolution for Case 4, at 4.5 Myr, 7.5 Myr, 10 Myr, 
12.5 Myr, 16.5 Myr, 19.5 Myr and 36 Myr. The topographic profile extracted across a west-east transect through 
the middle of the model in each subplot show the uplift and subsidence of the surface related to the propagating 
dynamic topography. Dashed arrows indicate significant drainage reorganization events. (h) Cumulative erosion 
and deposition at the last time-step 36 Myr.  
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A unified framework for modelling 
sediment fate from source to 
sink and its interactions with reef 
systems over geological times
Tristan Salles  1,2, Xuesong Ding  2, Jody M. Webster1, Ana Vila-Concejo  1, Gilles Brocard  2 
& Jodie Pall1,2
Understanding the effects of climatic variability on sediment dynamics is hindered by limited ability of 
current models to simulate long-term evolution of sediment transfer from source to sink and associated 
morphological changes. We present a new approach based on a reduced-complexity model which 
computes over geological time: sediment transport from landmasses to coasts, reworking of marine 
sediments by longshore currents, and development of coral reef systems. Our framework links together 
the main sedimentary processes driving mixed siliciclastic-carbonate system dynamics. It offers a 
methodology for objective and quantitative sediment fate estimations over regional and millennial 
time-scales. A simulation of the Holocene evolution of the Great Barrier Reef shows: (1) how high 
sediment loads from catchments erosion prevented coral growth during the early transgression phase 
and favoured sediment gravity-flows in the deepest parts of the northern region basin floor (prior to 
8 ka before present (BP)); (2) how the fine balance between climate, sea-level, and margin physiography 
enabled coral reefs to thrive under limited shelf sedimentation rates after ~6 ka BP; and, (3) how since 
3 ka BP, with the decrease of accommodation space, reduced of vertical growth led to the lateral 
extension of reefs consistent with available observational data.
Most climate projections suggest that by 2100 sea level will have risen by 0.5–1.0 m1. Rainfall patterns will be 
significantly modified and occurrence and/or intensity of extreme events such as storms and tropical cyclones 
will increase2. It is not clear, however, how sediment dynamics and reef evolution might respond to these changes. 
Even though the actual rate of global warming far exceeds that of any previous episodes in the past 10,000 years, 
large changes in global climate have occurred periodically throughout Earth’s history3. Knowing how these past 
changes altered sediment transport from landmasses to coasts and how sediment accumulation influenced reef 
development may help us identify specific patterns and improve future predictions.
In the past, modelling efforts have focused mainly on the changes in regional and global wave climate, ocean 
biogeochemical cycles and sediment transport rates in response to projected climate-driven variations4,5. These 
complex models provide important insights on time scales of the order of 10 to 100 years, but cannot capture the 
cumulative effect of long-term, simulated processes (>1000 years). Additional problems lie in the computational 
resources and time required to run them. As a consequence, they are limited in applicability and cannot be 
ground-truthed over geological time scales (thousands to millions of years).
Bridging the gap between decadal to multi-millennial scales is numerically challenging and can only be solved 
using heuristic rather than classical methods. Our model is based on a hybrid of simplified governing equations 
for fluid motion and sediment transport which combines sediment dynamics induced by rivers and waves with a 
fuzzy logic method to simulate reef evolution. This reduced-complexity model enables us to quantitatively evalu-
ate the role of climate, tectonics and sea level change on landscape dynamics, sediment delivery to the coasts, sed-
iment accumulation on the shelf, slopes and offshore basins, wave-induced longshore transport and reef growth.
To our knowledge, previous regional-scale forward models have either been limited to one part of the sed-
iment routing system6–8 (e.g. fluvial geomorphology, coastal erosion, carbonate platform development) or 
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built upon simple laws commonly derived from diffusion-based equations, the application of which requires 
pluri-kilometric spatial resolution9–11. Therefore, our understanding of sediment transport (even at first-order) 
within and between the different Earth’s components is often limited. It also makes it difficult to link site-specific 
observations to numerical model outputs particularly in the case of reef systems. The model presented in this 
study, and the development efforts behind this unified framework, are intended to address these limitations. 
One of the most direct applications of our model is to better constrain sediment transport processes in mixed 
siliciclastic-carbonate systems. Studies of sediment cores from basins adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) 
have challenged traditional models for offshore sedimentation on these types of mixed siliclastic-carbonate mar-
gins12,13. Our new model provides a more direct and flexible description of the inter-connectivities between land, 
shallow marine, reef and deep-water environments, in that it explicitly links these systems together at a spatial 
horizontal scale of a few hundred metres and a temporal scale of several thousand years. With typical runtime 
ranging from 3 to 5 hours on a standard computer, it also represents a promising basis for parameterisation of 
models versus field observations. First, we present the main physical components and describe the constitutive 
laws and underlying assumptions that drive sediment dynamics in our model. Then second, we model the 14,000 
years of post-glacial evolution of sediment accumulation along the GBR and explore landscape erosion, sedimen-
tation patterns and reef growth to assess the effectiveness of our approach.
Methods
Extrinsic forcings. At basin-scale, sediment transport and reef evolution are strongly controlled by large-
scale forcings. Our model allows consideration of the following set of external forcing mechanisms: sea level 
variations, tectonic changes, rainfall regimes and boundary wave conditions. Spatial and temporal variations 
in precipitation can be applied as a set of maps representing an annual rainfall regime. The tectonic changes are 
provided as a series of temporal maps. Each map can have variable spatial cumulative displacements making it 
possible to simulate complex 3D tectonic evolution with both vertical (uplift and subsidence) and horizontal 
directions. The combination of these forcing mechanisms controls the evolution of the hydrodynamic conditions 
and the associated sediment transport regimes as well as marine carbonate production.
Landscape evolution. We use the stream power law (SPL) to predict sediment transport in rivers14. This law 
relates erosion rate ε to drainage area A (which depends on net precipitation) and local river gradient S and takes 
the form:
A S (1)e m nε κ=
where κe is an erodibility coefficient that depends on lithology and climate, while m and n are positive exponents15 
that mostly depend on catchment hydrology and the nature of the dominant erosional mechanism16. Despite 
its simplicity, eq. 1 reproduces many of the characteristic features of natural systems where detachment-limited 
erosion regime dominates17.
In addition to overland flow, semi-continuous processes of soil displacement are accounted for using a linear 
diffusion law commonly referred to as soil creep18,19:
κ∂
∂
= ∇z
t
z (2)d
2
in which z is the elevation and κd is the diffusion coefficient. This transport rate depends linearly on topographic 
gradient and encapsulates in a simple formulation the processes operating on superficial sedimentary layers.
Wave transformation. We adopt the most basic known principles of wave motion, i.e. linear wave theory20, 
where wave celerity c is governed by:
κ
κ=c g dtanh
(3)
where, g is the gravitational acceleration, κ the radian wave number (equal to 2π/L, with L the wave length), and 
d is the water depth. From wave celerity and wave length, we calculate wave front propagation (including refrac-
tion) using the Huygens principle21. We then deduce the wave travel time and define wave directions from lines 
perpendicular to the wave front. Wave height (H) is then calculated along the propagating wave front. The algo-
rithm takes into account wave energy dissipation in shallow environments as well as wave-breaking conditions. 
Given the long time scales of our simulations, we use a stationary representation of prevailing fair-weather wave 
conditions to evaluate marine sediment transport. At any given time interval, we define a percentage of activity 
for each deep-water wave conditions and the bathymetry is used to compute associated wave parameters.
Wave-induced sediment transport is related to the maximum bottom wave-orbital velocity uw,b. Assuming the 
linear shallow water approximation22, its expression is simplified as:
u H g d( /2) / (4)w b, =
Under pure waves (i.e., no superimposed current), the wave-induced bed shear stress τw is typically defined as 
a quadratic bottom friction23:
τ ρ= f u1
2 (5)w w w b,
2
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where ρ is the water density and fw is the wave friction factor. Considering that fw is only dependent of bed rough-
ness kb relative to wave-orbital semi-excursion at the bed Ab24, we define:
f A k1 39( / ) (6)w b b
0 52= . − .
where Ab = uw,bT/2π and kb = 2πd50/12, with d50 median sediment grain size at the bed and T the wave period.
For each wave condition, the wave transformation model computes wave characteristics and the induced bot-
tom shear stress. Our model uses these parameters to subsequently evaluate long-term sediment transport active 
over the simulated region.
Long-term wave-driven sediment transport. We assume that flow circulation is mainly driven by 
waves25 and therefore we ignore other processes such as coastal upwelling and tide-, ocean- or local wind-driven 
currents. In nearshore environments, longshore currents run parallel to the shore and significantly contribute to 
sediment transport26. The longshore current velocity (v&vec;l) in the middle of the breaking zone is defined by27:
v u kcos( )sin( ) (7)l l w b,κ θ θ→ =
→
with θ the angle of incidence of the incoming waves, κl a scaling parameter and k&vec; the unit vector parallel to 
the breaking depth contour. The calculation of θ is deduced from bathymetric contours and wave directions and 
requires an estimate of wave breaking depth.
In regions where wave-induced shear stress (eq. 5) is greater than the critical shear stress28 derived from the 
Shields parameter (τc = θcgd50(ρs − ρw)), bed sediments are entrained. The erosion thickness he is limited to the top 
sedimentary layer and for simplicity is assumed to follow a logarithmic form29:
τ τ τ τ= >h C ln( / ) where (8)e e w c w c
where Ce is an entrainment coefficient controlling the relationship between shear stress and erosion rate29. Once 
entrained, sediments are transported following the direction of longshore currents and are deposited in regions 
where τw < τc30.
Reef growth. We are still limited in our numerical representation of coral reef evolution31 owing to both the 
complex physical and biological interactions and the broad range of spatio-temporal scales involved. Additionally, 
most datasets on reef systems are often linguistic, context-dependent, and based on measurements with large 
uncertainties. Numerical methods such as fuzzy logic have proven to be a viable approach to simulate these types 
of systems31.
Based on fuzzy logic, reef evolution in our model is computed from a set of simple rules that control reef 
growth through space and time. The utility and effectiveness of the proposed approach is mostly based on the 
user’s understanding of the modelled reef system11. Here, reef growth depends on three types of basic control var-
iables: depth (accommodation space), wave energy, and sedimentation rate. For each of these variables, one can 
define a range of fuzzy sets using membership functions32. The model also simulates multiple coral assemblages, 
representing specific groups of coral communities based on depth and/or environmental conditions. Production 
of any specific assemblage is then computed from a series of fuzzy rules which depend on the aforementioned 
control variables. Summation of multiple rules produces a fuzzy answer which is then defuzzified33 (using the 
centroid method) to return a value for coral assemblage growth in each cell of the simulated region. The same 
approach is also used to compute hemipelagic deposition based on an annual sedimentation rate that depends on 
both depth and wave energy.
The GBR Holocene Settings
Topography and bathymetry surfaces. The initial surface used in the model is based on a 100 m resolu-
tion grid34 that combines high-resolution bathymetry and a land digital elevation model. The dataset was resam-
pled to a resolution of 500 m and divided in 2 regions (i and ii as shown in Fig. 1, containing ~1.5 and 2.9 million 
cells respectively). Care was taken to ensure that the entire area of catchments contributing sediments to the coast 
were included in these regions. To construct the paleo-surface we further modified the bathymetry to account for 
(1) sediment accumulation along the coast and the inner shelf and (2) coral reef development since the Holocene.
During the early Holocene, steady sea level rise resulted in the westwards migration of the shoreline prevent-
ing the accumulation of large terrigenous deposits along the shelf. Coincident with sea level reaching high-stand 
(~6 ka), the pattern of deposition began to stabilise. Consequently, most of the Holocene terrigenous sedimen-
tation within the GBR can be assumed to be predominantly confined to the inner shelf and broadly extends to 
no farther than the 20–25 m isobath. Sedimentation rates along the Queensland coastline are highly variable25, 
with thickness of the inner shelf Holocene sediment wedge ranging from less than 5 m35 to 15 m36,37. To construct 
our initial paleo-surface to run the model, we assumed an average maximum 7.5 m deposition along the entire 
coast at around the 15 m isobath, tapering to 0 m at the coast and at the 25 m isobath, and removed this estimated 
sediment wedge from the initial surface. The paleo-surface is then further refined by removing the average thick-
ness of the Holocene reefs. Details of reef cores reaching the Pleistocene surface in the GBR show variations in 
reef thicknesses from 5 to 25 m38,39. These regional variations have been inferred to depth, size and shape of the 
underlying antecedent surface40. To remove the Holocene coral reefs, we first obtained the modern reef positions 
and remove estimated Holocene coral reef thicknesses in these locations.
Precipitation. Sediments delivered to the coast are primarily transported by river systems (e.g. the Fitzroy 
and the Burdekin)41. Estimates of modern annual sediment supply to the shelf from these catchments are about 
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13–28 Mt42. Rainfall varies substantially across the region and occurs mainly during Austral summer (from 
November to April). Mountains along the escarpment between Cairns and Trully receive the highest rainfall, 
owing to orographic effects (Fig. 1). Climatic reconstructions of Holocene precipitation variations43,44 generally 
show similar evolution attributed to the precessional control of the Walker circulation in the Pacific and the 
monsoon intensification. These trends have also been identified from analysis of series of high-resolution pol-
len records45 and chronostratigraphic dataset46. Despite discrepancies in chronologies, these observations sug-
gest three distinct periods. From the beginning of the Holocene until ~6 ka, precipitation gradually increased. 
Between ~6 to ~4 ka, precipitation reached a maximum. Finally, from ~4 ka to present, precipitation decreased 
sharply, indicative of the onset of present-day ENSO dynamics46. We use the 30-year average rainfall map (Fig. 1) 
as a proxy for regional distribution of precipitation patterns. This assumption is valid as trade-winds have not 
changed significantly in direction45 and because orographic effects in the past would have certainly caused local 
rainfall anomalies similar to the ones observed at present day. To reflect the change in deglacial and Holocene 
rainfall amplitudes, we scaled down today’s rainfall intensity by half at 14 ka and increased it incrementally up 
to 6 ka. From 6 to 4 ka, the precipitation was kept constant as 1.5 times today’s rainfall. From 4 ka to present, we 
imposed a linear decrease towards present day rainfall values.
Sea level and wave regime. The Australian region was relatively stable tectonically over the simulated 
period47, therefore, sea level changes represent the main factor controlling sediment accumulation across the GBR 
shelf. Holocene sea level variability around Australia has been the focus of many studies since the early compi-
lations by Hopley48 and Chappell49 to the most recent works from Lewis47 and Leonard50. There is a general con-
sensus in regards to the timing and magnitude of mid-Holocene sea level highstand47. However, the evidence is 
contradictory about the timing of the late Holocene sea level fall. Here, we used the sea level curve from Lambeck 
et al.51. From 14 to ~8.2 ka, the average rate of rise was about 12 m/ka and progressively decreased to ~2.5 ka after 
which ocean volumes remained nearly constant.
Offshore wave conditions for the GBR are well documented and usually derived from hind-cast models52, 
but data for the inner shelf are scarce and limited to a few local studies where in-situ wave measurements were 
obtained53. Seaward of the GBR, mean, peak wave period is generally between 8 and 9 s and along the 2,000 m 
contour, mean significant wave height vary between 1 and 2 m (Fig. 1). Coral Sea dominant wave direction is 
southeasterly and follows the trade-winds, which blow persistently in the region throughout winter. In summer, 
a reversal of wind direction induces variable east-northeast waves52 and occasionally, cyclone-generated waves37.
Holocene wave regimes are still poorly constrained for the GBR. However, observations of fossil reef cores 
from several locations39,54 indicate that both low and high energy corals communities have co-existed across the 
outer reefs since the mid-Holocene. Comparisons between sea level rise and reef growth also indicate that wave 
energies have been relatively stable over the last ~5 ka36. During early-mid Holocene time (prior to 5 ka), studies 
have shown that ENSO was significantly weakened and speculate that the later shift in stronger ENSO intensity 
was associated to an increase in wave energy55. Following these observations, wave propagation in our study was 
Figure 1. (a) Map shows the extend of the 2 regions (i-north, ii-south) of the GBR used in this study (source: 
Project 3DGBR-eAtlas.org.au). (b) Background map shows the average rainfall annual distribution based 
on 30-year records (1961–1990) encompassing several ENSO events (7 El Niño - 5 La Niña) (source: Bureau 
of Meteorology). White lines highlight precipitation 0.5 m/a contours. Red arrows define prevailing annual 
offshore wave directions scaled based on their annual activity. Wave heights (H) imposed for the considered 2 
climatic scenarios from 14 to 5 ka and from 5 ka to present. Both maps were generated using Paraview (V 5.2.0).
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forced by two climatic scenarios (Fig. 1). Prior to 5 ka, offshore wave heights were distributed along the southeast 
[annual activity (AA): 60%, wave height (H): 1 m], east [AA: 20%, H: 0.75 m] and northeast [AA: 20%, H: 0.5 m] 
directions. After 5 ka, offshore wave directions followed the same pattern but wave heights increased to 1.5 m 
(southeast) and 1 m (east and northeast).
Results
Landscape erosion. The simulations presented in this paper result from a series of sensitivity tests on the 
main physical parameters described in the methods. Figure 2 shows how the coefficient of erodibility has been 
calibrated. The SPL formulation (eq. 1) depends on κe, m and n which cannot easily be measured from direct field 
observations. Here, we set the values of m and n to 0.5 and 1 respectively and we deduce best fit erodibility value 
from observational constraints. Although there are 35 river catchments draining into the GBR, two thirds of the 
terrigenous sediment (19.6 Mt/a) is contributed by the Burdekin and Fitzroy River catchments alone56. Using the 
Fitzroy catchment, we tested values of κe ranging from 6.e−6 to 4.e−5/yr and compared the results both in terms of 
extent of the sediment depositional area and fluxes delivered to the coast (Qs in Fig. 2). Average sediment fluxes 
were computed using cumulative erosion over the last period of 500 years for the entire catchment assuming a 
mean sediment density of 2650 kg/m3. Reported field estimates of annual sediment discharge57 are highly depend-
ent of precipitation and range between 2 and 10 Mt/yr. From the tested values, present day estuary morphology 
(bottom right panel in Fig. 2) and sediment fluxes, observations are better reproduced with a κe of 8.e−6/yr.
Sediment accumulation and reef evolution. During the mid deglacial (14 ka), the exposed shelf acts 
as a bypass area where large river systems transport sediment directly to the shelf break (Fig. 3, 14 ka). Sediment 
transfer on the upper slope preferentially occurs through the numerous shelf incised submarine canyons and 
sediments accumulate at the base of the slope and along the basin troughs (especially on the northern GBR slopes 
(Fig. 4)). The rapid sea level transgression (prior to 8 ka) coincides with filling of previously incised channels 
and existing depressions (section 2 in Fig. 5). In northern GBR region, sediment transfer within the canyons 
persists and siliciclastic accumulation remains high in the deeper parts of the basin with a prominent subma-
rine fan forming east of Bligh Reef and significant accumulation in the Bligh Canyon (Fig. 4b). In southern 
region (Fig. 4d), deposition is confined within the shelf with only hemipelagic deposition on the offshore basins. 
Differences in margin physiography (i.e. shelf width, slope gradient and canyon type) between the northern and 
southern portions of the GBR seem to be the main control affecting sediment dispersal within this period, which 
is in agreement with existing literature58.
From 8 to 2.5 ka, coral reef growth across the entire shelf coinciding with decrease in rate of sea level rise 
(Fig. 3, 6 ka). This period corresponds to conditions of higher rainfall and offshore wave energy; therefore, our 
model shows both an increase in terrigenous siliciclastic sediment delivered through riverine transport to the 
coast and a strong reworking of marine deposits by longshore drift on the inner shelf (Fig. 4a,c). A fine bal-
ance between climate, sea level and margin physiography enables coral reefs to thrive during this time interval. 
First, most of the delivered sediments remain in the coastal domain except in regions adjacent to the Fitzroy and 
Burdekin catchments (Fig. 4d). Second, the rate of sea level rise is slow enough to allow, in combination with 
Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis of erodibility coefficient (κe in eq. 1) at final time step for 5 simulations showing 
its effects on sediment accumulation (Mt/yr) and Fitzroy delta progradation (Fitzroy area is shown in Fig. 1a) 
visualised with Paraview (V 5.2.0). Lower right panel presents today’s topography from Map Data @2018 
GBRMPA, Google.
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higher wave energy, active coral reef growth. As shown in Fig. 5, from 8 to 3 ka, most reefs are able to catch-up 
with sea level rise, growing at rates faster than 4 mm/yr in some regions. The model also realistically simulates a 
time lag of approximately 1.8 ka between the initial flooding of the antecedent Pleistocene substrate (after 9 ka) 
and reef turn-on, occurring between 8 and 7 ka. We attribute this lag to the increase in sedimentation rates during 
the early stages of transgression. The simulated lag matches well with a documented lag of 0.7 to 2 ka after ante-
cedent substrate flooding based on detailed radiometric dating of southern GBR drill cores54. Variations in reef 
accretion rates (Fig. 5) are largely controlled by paleo-surface elevation relative to sea level position and substrate 
composition. Wave energy is also playing an important role as shown in section 2 (offshore Princess Charlotte 
Bay) where the accretion rate decreases from the most energetic wave environments (4.4 mm/yr on the outer reef) 
to the more quiescent regions (2.5 mm/yr for the mid-shelf reefs).
During the late Holocene, sea level stabilisation and rainfall decrease, causing reduction in fluvial erosion and 
marine sediment accumulation in our model. Overall reef accretion rates drop significantly over the last 3 ka as 
they are limited by the lack of accommodation space. Despite a general reduction in vertical accretion, we note 
the increase of reef accretion rates in the mid-shelf reefs complex as shown in Fig. 5 (section 2). This corresponds 
to a phase of significant lateral reef accretion observed in a meta-analysis of all available GBR reef flat cores59 
during this time interval that also represents the later stage of reef maturity in the Hopley’s classical genetic reef 
model40.
Figure 3. Model outputs for initial time step (14 ka), 10 ka, 6 ka and final step. Left and right panels show the 
evolution for the northern (a) and southern (b) parts of the GBR through the Holocene period (respectively 
i & ii regions in Fig. 1a). Pink color displays presence of coral reef at given time intervals. Model outputs are 
visualised using Paraview (V 5.2.0).
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Discussion
To assess the effectiveness of our approach we: (1) discuss the different components of our source-to-sink sedi-
ment transport model and; (2) compare the simulated sediment accumulation patterns across the GBR margin 
with conventional sedimentation models and key field observations.
Traditionally, most studies of sedimentation on continental margins have either been conducted in the con-
text of a pure carbonate or a siliciclastic sedimentary system. Yet, these two systems respond very differently to 
sea level fluctuations. A classical idea suggests that maximum sediment accumulation on siliciclastic margins is 
Figure 4. Maps of cumulative erosion/deposition in metres at final time step for the northern (a and b panels) 
and southern (c and d) GBR regions visualised using Paraview (V 5.2.0). Left panels (a and c) display the 
cumulative effects of wave-induced erosion and deposition over the simulated period (14 ka). Right panels (b 
and d) show the erosion, deposition and reef evolution for the 14 ka induced by the combination of fluvial and 
waves processes as well as reef growth. Sections 1 and 2 are the locations of the stratigraphic cross-sections 
displayed in Fig. 5.
Figure 5. Cross sections through the model predicted stratigraphy showing time layers of mixed siliciclastic-
carbonate accretion NW of Swain Reef and offshore of Princess Charlotte Bay (regional locations of these 
sections are presented in Fig. 4).
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associated with lowstands, when rivers incise the shelf and transport sediments to the continental slope and basin. 
Inversely, for carbonate margins, highest sediment accumulation is related to transgressions and highstands, 
when reefs are submerged and productive. In the context of tropical/subtropical mixed siliciclastic-carbonate sys-
tems, like the GBR, sediment accumulation has been described by the so-called reciprocal model60. In this model, 
the dominance of either terrigenous or biogenic accumulation is simply derived from the two end-member sys-
tems described above (either pure carbonate or pure siliciclastic systems) but recent observations have challenged 
this view58,61. From 14 to 12 ka BP (Fig. 3), sea level rose from about 80 to 60 m below present sea level. Our results 
show that prior to 14 ka, much of the continental shelf across the GBR was exposed, river mouths were close to the 
shelf-edge and rivers discharged siliciclastic material directly to the continental slope and deep basins. However, 
due to margin physiography, dominant waves direction and upstream catchments geometry, our model results 
exhibit some clear distinctions between the northern (Fig. 3a) and southern regions (Fig. 3b).
In the north, filling of river channels by terrigenous sediments happens quickly during the early stage of the 
transgression (from 14 to 11 ka as shown in Fig. 5 section 2). Additionally, accumulation along the Bligh Canyon 
and the Queensland Trough remains high up to the late stage of the transgression (after 5 ka BP, Fig. 4b). This 
margin (Fig. 6a) is characterised by two climatic zones, the wet and the dry tropics, resulting from variability of 
seasonality and rainfall intensity61. Current sediment supplied to the shelf (~0.17 Mt/yr in the wet tropics and 
~2.2 Mt/yr in the dry tropics) is controlled by several rivers draining from mountains and tablelands adjacent 
to the coast25. Our model shows that wave induced northward longshore transport redistributes: (1) terrigenous 
sediments in shallow water (<20 m) and (2) carbonate sediments around Holocene reefs mostly after the catch-up 
phase that ends around 3 ka. Sediment exchange between the shelf and the basin happens primarily through a 
series of shelf incised submarine canyons whose morphological characteristics have influenced the Holocene 
sedimentation dynamics58. Comparisons between the Noggin (NG) and the Ribbon Reefs (RR) regions show 
differences in sediment gravity flows deposition with significantly higher rates in the deeper basins facing the RR 
region. This result is consistent with previous studies in the area13,62, recording generally thicker and more fre-
quent turbidites deposits in the RR canyons at this time. The modelled deposition thicknesses (ranging between 
10 and 20 m–Fig. 6a) in the canyons along the NG region match with interpreted thicknesses obtained from 
Topas seismic section (Fig. 6b). We found that abundant sediment gravity flows have been deposited along the 
Queensland Trough during the Late Holocene, consistent with available subsurface data from the ODP Leg 133 
(Site 823)63 (Fig. 6c). In our model, the depositional pattern in the trough agrees with sonar backscatter imagery 
(Fig. 6c) showing the Flora flow following the general slope direction which gently deepens towards the north. 
Previous studies of Site 823 cores confirm that the Flora flow has been a long-term site of significant coarse 
grained sedimentation, with over 2000 turbidites, debris-flow and slump deposited since the Miocene63. Through 
the transgression, the amount of material transported to the slope continuously declines and most of the terrige-
nous sediments accumulate on the middle and outer shelf. After 5 ka BP, during the late transgression phase and 
the sea level highstand, neritic carbonate production (Fig. 5 section 2) becomes the dominant source of sediment 
in the outer shelf, while terrigenous sediment is retained on the inner shelf close to the catchments outlets.
Conversely, in the south, simulated sediment accumulation along the continental slope and basin is marginal 
(Fig. 4d). From 14 to 12 ka BP, the Burdekin and Fitzroy rivers meander across the exposed continental shelf and 
disperse into a series of channels and large depressions as they approach the exposed reef platforms (Fig. 3b at 
14 ka). Consequently, most of the siliciclastic sediments transported by these rivers accumulate on the continental 
Figure 6. (a) 3D view of the GBR between Cairns and Cooktown highlighting sediment transport from 
mountain ranges to the coast, and from the coast to the Queensland Trough (generated using Paraview (V 
5.2.0)). On the inner shelf dominant wave direction (SE) rework sediments to the North (black arrows). On the 
mid shelf, coral reef develops. Sediment transfer across the slope happens through V-shaped canyons. White 
lines (1–2–3) mark the location of seismic lines in b. (b) Topas seismic section illustrating sediment gravity 
flow (SGF) and thin-bedded deposits for Canyon 8. (c) 3D view of the Noggin region (canyons and slope) with 
draped GLORIA side-scan sonar backscatter imagery. High-reflectivity (white toned) areas correspond to SGFs 
and landslide deposits (b and c are adapted from Puga-Bernabéu et al.58).
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shelf during lowstand, ponded behind the outer barrier fringing reefs (Fig. 3b at 10 ka). This result aligns well 
with the transgressive shedding model proposed for the Burdekin region based on a series of marine cores drilled 
along the margin in this area12,61,64. It highlights the complex relationship between paleo-surface morphology, 
barrier reef continuity, margin slopes and canyons geometry. Subsequently, during the transgression, the con-
tinental shelf is flooded by the rising sea, the dominant southeasterly offshore wave conditions favour sediment 
remobilisation by waves in this region (Fig. 4c). However, in our model, this remobilisation phase is not strong 
enough to transport significant amounts of sediment onto the continental slope. This result suggests that addi-
tional transport mechanisms such as tidal currents and/or cyclones might need to be incorporated to explain 
dominated turbidite deposition and hemipelagic sedimentation found on the south central GBR continental slope 
during the late transgression stage65.
In addition to the limitation mentioned above, simulated sediment erosion, transport and deposition as well 
as reef evolution could be further refined by incorporating additional processes such as karstification, cementa-
tion, mass wasting (i.e. slides and slumps), Halimeda bioherm development, tidal currents and wind induced 
wave generation but also extra factors influencing reef production and destruction based on changing conditions 
of temperature, salinity and water quality (in terms of nutrient influx) within the upper part of the water column. 
Nevertheless, in its current state, our framework already provides useful insights and quantitative metrics that 
could be used to better constrain the effects of deglacial to Holocene climatic variability on sediment dynamics in 
the GBR region39,54,58,64. The model demonstrates that sediment accumulation is a regional geological phenom-
enon and has played a significant role in controlling the distribution of coral reefs during the last sea level trans-
gression. Over thousands of years, reduction in accommodation space, due to sea level stabilisation, has generated 
an increase in shelf sediment accumulation especially in the vicinity of large river systems (e.g. Burdekin and 
Fitzroy catchments, Fig. 4d). Future increase in sediment supply might result in the physical burial of inner-shelf 
reefs and, combined with resuspension and mobilisation of sediments by longshore drift, could also pose a sig-
nificant threat to mid- and outer-shelf reefs. These predictions however will need to be balanced with projected 
rates of sea level rise1 that could increase accommodation space drastically, possibly causing: (1) restricted marine 
sediment accumulation to coastal domains and limited aggradation on the continental shelf; and (2) enhanced 
vertical reef accretion rates. Our model has the potential to quantitatively test these hypotheses in a consistent 
and efficient way and could be used to estimate the implications of long-term future climate predictions on the 
evolution of other mixed siliclastic-carbonate systems.
In this paper, we present a unified framework to simulate sediment transport dynamics from source to sink. 
The approach falls into the so-called reduced-complexity family of models in that it relies on simple, though 
not simplistic physics to drive fluid motion and associated sediment transport by rivers and waves. Modelled 
changes in accommodation space, wave energy and sedimentation rates depend on forcing conditions (e.g. rain-
fall, tectonics, sea level) which could favour the development of coral reefs simulated based on fuzzy logic rules. 
By efficiently linking different components of the Earth system over geological times, our model represents a 
major improvement to existing forward models as it allows high resolution simulation at regional to continental 
scales, thereby enabling precise comparisons between field observations and models. It also constitutes a com-
plementary approach to resource intensive climate models often limited to decadal to centennial evolution which 
might be too short to investigate the resilience of some of the studied processes especially in the case of mixed 
siliciclastic-carbonate systems where many reef colonies lifetime can span over more than 500 years. This study 
indicates that changes in runoff, sea level, sediment yield and wave energy have profoundly affected the past evo-
lution of the GBR not only in regards to reefs evolution but also sediment fate from source-to-sink. By validating 
model results against geological observations, the approach could help to predict and quantify the impacts that 
will likely occur under changing climate, and needs to be considered in future ocean resources management and 
land use management. The numerical framework proposed in this study is widely applicable to other sedimentary 
regions (silicilastic or carbonate or mixed siliclastic-carbonate systems), especially those that are data-scarce.
The results and data presented and discussed here were generated using Badlands model. Supporting 
information has been made available through Github at GBR-input (https://github.com/badlands-model/
pyBadlands-Published/tree/master/NatSciRep-GBR) and contain all the input and forcing conditions files 
required to reproduce the experiments published in this article. All the model outputs were visualised using the 
Paraview software (V 5.2.0) from Kitware, Sandia National Labs and CSimSoft.
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Abstract
Understanding Earth surface responses in terms of sediment dynamics to climatic variability
and tectonics forcing is hindered by limited ability of current models to simulate long-term
evolution of sediment transfer and associated morphological changes. This paper presents
pyBadlands, an open-source python-based framework which computes over geological
time (1) sediment transport from landmasses to coasts, (2) reworking of marine sediments
by longshore currents and (3) development of coral reef systems. pyBadlands is cross-plat-
form, distributed under the GPLv3 license and available on GitHub (http://github.com/
badlands-model). Here, we describe the underlying physical assumptions behind the simu-
lated processes and the main options already available in the numerical framework. Along
with the source code, a list of hands-on examples is provided that illustrates the model capa-
bilities. In addition, pre and post-processing classes have been built and are accessible as a
companion toolbox which comprises a series of workflows to efficiently build, quantify and
explore simulation input and output files. While the framework has been primarily designed
for research, its simplicity of use and portability makes it a great tool for teaching purposes.
Introduction
Over the last decades, many numerical models have been proposed to simulate how the Earth
surface has evolved over geological time scales in response to different driving forces such as
tectonics or climatic variability [1–5]. These models combine empirical data and conceptual
methods into a set of mathematical equations that can be used to reconstruct landscape evolu-
tion and associated sediment fluxes [6, 7]. They are currently used in many research fields
such as hydrology, soil erosion, hillslope stability and general landscape studies.
Numerous models have focused on stream bed dynamics and erosion [7–11]. Much less
work has been devoted to simulate regional to continental sediment deposition and associated
sedimentary basin architecture [6, 12]. With a few exceptions [13–15], most of these models
have either focused on one part of the sediment routing system (e.g., fluvial geomorphology,
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coastal erosion, carbonate platform development), or captured the entire routing within a few
simple laws commonly derived from diffusion-based equations, well suited to low, pluri-kilo-
metric spatial resolution [16]. These limitations often restrict our understanding of sediment
fate from source to sink. It also makes it difficult to link site-specific observations to numerical
model outputs.
The framework and the development efforts presented in this paper are intended to address
these shortcomings. It provides a more direct and flexible way to analyse inter-connectivities
between land, marine and reef environments, in that it explicitly links these systems together
(Fig 1). pyBadlands is a python-friendly version of Badlands [12, 17] which provides a pro-
grammable and flexible front end to all the previous functionality of this code and adds new
surface process simulation capability, portability and usability.
Landscape dynamics in our model are driven by a series of stream power incision laws that
are in some sense an over-simplification of natural phenomenon [18]. This becomes apparent
at fine scales on which hillslope diffusion becomes important (e.g. total basin area under 10
km2) [19]. Therefore pyBadlands is mainly designed to study problems over regional to conti-
nental scale and over geological time (103-107 years). Due to the spatial resolution, our model
is not intended to look at the evolution of individual fluvial channels but rather to the large
scale, long term evolution of an overall landscape. Following a similar approach, the simulation
of waves and carbonate platform rely on some simple mathematical formulations (linear wave
theory and parametric laws based on fuzzy logic for the carbonates) that do not capture the
complex physical and biological interactions known to take place in the natural systems. As
such our model is not intended for engineering applications but falls into the so-called
reduced-complexity family of geological models in that it relies on simple, though not simplis-
tic physics to drive fluid motion and associated sediment transport by rivers and waves [16,
20]. Engineering models are expected to work at relatively high accuracy and are often used to
predict short-term evolution of a particular physical process in which initial and boundary
conditions are well known because they can be measured today. On the other hand, geological
models, such as pyBadlands, operate over periods of thousands to millions of years [12] where
initial conditions are not known in detail, and for which first-order evaluation of landscape
erosion, sediment accumulation or current velocities are tolerable. Therefore the model
described in this paper is meant for geological applications and primarily focused on the
Fig 1. A schematic of our model illustrating the main variables and forcing conditions. w represents the wave
boundary conditions, ld the longshore drift, sl the sea-level, u the tectonic, f the flexural isostasy and r the rainfall
patterns. The stratigraphic evolution and morphology are computed through time.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g001
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description of Earth surface evolution and sedimentary basins over large spatial and temporal
scales. Even though the primary goal of the proposed framework is intended to look at these
long-term and regional scale processes, the open-source nature of the code make it possible to
implement more accurate approaches to describe smaller temporal and spatial scale processes.
We illustrate in an example applied to a mixed siliciclastic-carbonate system how pyBad-
lands can be used to study: sediment transport from landmasses to coasts, reworking of marine
sediments by longshore currents, and development of coral reef systems.
Simulated processes
Fluvial system
pyBadlands uses a triangular irregular network (TIN) to solve the geomorphic equations pre-
sented below [21]. The continuity equation is defined using a finite volume approach and
relies on the method described in Tucker et al. [22]. Fig 2 illustrates the relationships between
the different components of the framework.
To solve channel incision and landscape evolution, the algorithm follows the O(n)-efficient
ordering method from Braun andWillett [23] and is based on a single-flow-direction (SFD)
approximation assuming that water goes down the path of the steepest slope [24].
Several formulations of river incision have been proposed to account for long term evolu-
tion of fluvial system [2, 25]. These formulations describe different erosional behaviours rang-
ing from detachment-limited incision, governed by bed resistance to erosion, to transport-
limited incision, governed by flow capacity to transport sediment available on the bed. Mathe-
matical representation of erosion processes in these formulations is often assumed to follow a
stream power law [15]. These relatively simple approaches have two main advantages. First,
they have been shown to approximate the first order kinematics of landscape evolution across
geologically relevant timescales (>104 years). Second, neither the details of long term catch-
ment hydrology nor the complexity of sediment mobilisation dynamics are required. How-
ever, other formulations are sometimes necessary when addressing specific aspects of
landscape evolution. Below, we present the six incision laws currently available in pyBadlands
(Fig 3).
Detachment-limited model. The default pyBadlands fluvial incision is based on the
detachment-limited stream power law (Fig 3—option 1, Fig 4), in which erosion rate _✏
depends on drainage area A, net precipitation P and local slope S and takes the form:
_✏ à kdPlÖPAÜmSn Ö1Ü
κd is a dimensional coefficient describing the erodibility of the channel bed as a function of
rock strength, bed roughness and climate, l,m and n are dimensionless positive constants.
Default formulation assumes l = 0,m = 0.5 and n = 1. The precipitation exponent l allows for
representation of climate-dependent chemical weathering of river bed across non-uniform
rainfall [26]. In this model sediment deposition occurs solely in topographically closed depres-
sion and offshore.
Transport-limited models. Here, volumetric sediment transport capacity (Qt) is defined
using a power law function of unit stream power:
Qt à ktÖPAÜmt Snt Ö2Ü
where κt is a dimensional coefficient describing the transportability of channel sediment and
mt and nt are dimensionless positive constants. In Eq (2), the threshold of motion (the critical
shear stress) is assumed to be negligible [27].
pyBadlands a numerical framework for landscape dynamics and basin stratigraphic
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Fig 2. Main components of pyBadlands workflow.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g002
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An additional term is now introduced in the stream power model:
_✏ à kf ÖQsÜÖPAÜmSn Ö3Ü
with f(Qs) representing a variety of plausible models for the dependence of river incision rate
on sediment flux Qs (Fig 3). In the standard detachment-limited, f(Qs) is equal to unity, which
corresponds to cases where Qs⌧ Qt. All sediment is dispersed downstream and the incision
limiting factor is bedrock erodibility. Addition of the transport-limited function results in the
fact that, where sediment flux equals or exceeds transport capacity (Qs/Qt  1) the system
becomes transport-limited and depositional if Qs/Qt> 1. In this model the time-evolving dis-
tribution of erosion and sedimentation, is affected by the distribution of detachment-limited
and transport-limited reaches, which is controlled by the respective values of κd and κt.
The transition from one behavior to the other can be treated either abruptly, progressively,
through the use of one of the following formulations:
Linear decline This model belongs to the undercapacity family of models: it assumes that
stream incision represents the expenditure of the energy in excess of that needed to transport
the bypassing sediment load. Stream incision potential decreases linearly from a maximum
where sediment flux is negligible, to zero where sediment flux equals transport capacity (Fig 3
—option 2). Conceptually, this law mimics the transfer of stream energy from erosion to
Fig 3. Model space for implemented stream power-based incision laws. It shows the dependence of river incision rate on sediment flux (adapted from Hobley et al.
[7]).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g003
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transport processes [1]:
f ÖQsÜ à 1 
Qs
Qt
Ö4Ü
Almost parabolic Both qualitative and experimental observations have shown that sedi-
ment flux has a dual role in the river bed incision. First, when sediment flux is low relative to
carrying capacity, erosion potential increases with sediment flux (tool effect: bedrock abrasion
and plucking). Then, with increased sediment flux, erosion is inhibited (cover effect: sediments
protect the bed from impacts by saltating particles). Following Gasparini et al. [28], we adopt a
parabolic form that reaches a maximum at Qs/Qt = 1/2 [29, 30] (Fig 3—option 3, Fig 4):
f ÖQsÜ à
(
1  4 QsQt   0:5
⇣ ⌘2
if Qs=Qt > 0:1
2:6 QsQt á 0:1 if Qs=Qt < 0:1
Ö5Ü
Dynamic cover Typically gravel-river beds have an armoured layer of coarse grains on the
surface, which acts to protect finer particles underneath from erosion. To account for sediment
and spatial heterogeneity in the armouring of the river bed, Turowski et al. [11] proposed a
modified form of the ‘almost parabolic’ model that better estimates the original Sklar and Die-
trich [10] experiments (Fig 3—option 4). It takes the form of two combined Gaussian func-
tions:
f ÖQsÜ à exp  
Qs=Qt   0:35
Ch
✓ ◆2" #
Ö6Ü
where Ch is set to 0.22 for Qs/Qt 0.35 and 0.6 when Qs/Qt> 0.35.
Fig 4. Illustration of the impact of detachment versus transport limited (tool & cover option 3) formulations on
landscape dynamics. Evolution of dissection of an uplifting landscape composed of a flat surfaces dotted with an
isolated peak, after 5 and 9 Ma of dissection. The modeling shows how the abundant bedload shed by the isolated peak
boosts incision along the receiving streams (tool effect).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g004
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Saltation abrasion Sklar & Dietrich [29, 31] were the first who proposed also a formulation
for tool and cover mechanisms which relates bedrock incision to abrasion of saltating bed
load. The expression shares the same form as the sediment flux-dependent incision rule pre-
sented by Whipple & Tucker [1] (Eq 3) with significantly different exponent values:
_✏ à ksaf ÖQsÜA 0:25S 0:5 Ö7Ü
in which the dependence of incision rate to sediment flux is defined as:
f ÖQsÜ à
Qs
W
1  Qs
Qt
✓ ◆
Ö8Ü
where W represents the channel width and is expressed as a power law relation between
width and discharge W = κw Ab.
Abrasion incision Parker [32] presented an incision model in which two processes domi-
nate erosion of the channel bed: plucking of bedrock blocks and abrasion by saltating bed
load. The approach takes the following form:
_✏ à kai
Qs
W
1  Qs
Qt
✓ ◆
Ö9Ü
where the only difference with the saltation-abrasion model is in the exponents on both the
discharge and slope which are set to zero.
Hillslope processes
Along hillslopes, we state that the flux of sediment is proportional to the gradient of topogra-
phy (Fig 5).
One can choose between two options to simulate these processes. In the first, we use a linear
diffusion law commonly referred to as soil creep [35, 36]:
@z
@t
à khlr2z Ö10Ü
in which κhl is the diffusion coefficient and can be defined with different values for the marine
and land environments. It encapsulates, in a simple formulation, a variety of processes operat-
ing over short ranges on the superficial veneer of soils and sediments. κhl varies, no exhaus-
tively, as a function of substrate, lithology, soil depth, climate and biological activity.
Field evidence, however, suggests that the linear diffusion approximation (Eq 10) is only
rarely appropriate [33, 34, 37, 38]. Instead, Andrews and Bucknam [39] and Roering et al. [40,
41] proposed a non-linear formulation of diffusive hillslope transport, assuming that flux rates
increase to infinity if slope values approach a critical slope Sc. This alternative formulation is
available as a second option and takes the following form in our model:
@z
@t
à r   khnrz
1  Öjrzj=ScÜ2
Ö11Ü
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Wave-induced longshore drift
We adopt the most basic known principles of wave motion, i.e., the linear wave theory, to sim-
ulate wave-induced longshore drift [42, 43]. Wave celerity c is governed by:
c à
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
g
k
tanhkd
r
Ö12Ü
where g is the gravitational acceleration, κ the radian wave number (equal to 2π/L, with L the
wave length), and d is the water depth. In deep water, the celerity is dependent only on wave
length (
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
gL=2p
p
); in shallow water, it depends on depth (
ÅÅÅÅÅ
gd
p
). From wave celerity and wave
length, we calculate wave front propagation (including refraction) using the Huygens principle
[20]. From this, we deduce the wave travel time and define wave directions from lines perpen-
dicular to the wave front. Wave height (H) is then calculated along wave front propagation.
The algorithm takes into account wave energy dissipation in shallow environment as well as
wave-breaking conditions.
Wave-induced sediment transport is related to the maximum bottom wave-orbital velocity
uw,b. Assuming the linear shallow water approximation [44], its expression is simplified as:
uw;b à ÖH=2Ü
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
g=d
p Ö13Ü
Under pure waves (i.e., no superimposed current), the wave-induced bed shear stress τw is
typically defined as a quadratic bottom friction [45]:
tw à
1
2
rfwu2w;b Ö14Ü
with ρ the water density and fw is the wave friction factor. Considering that the wave friction
factor is only dependent of the bed roughness kb relative to the wave-orbital semiexcursion at
the bed Ab [46], we define:
fw à 1:39ÖAb=kbÜ 0:52 Ö15Ü
Fig 5. Erosion/deposition induced after 130 ka of hillslope diffusion using the linear and non-linear formulations.
Left: Linear diffusion produces convex upward slopes (κhl = κhn = 0.05). Right: non-linear approach tends to have
convex to planar profiles as hillslope processes dominate when slopes approach or exceed the critical slope (Sc = 0.8)
[33, 34].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g005
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where Ab = uw,bT/2π and kb = 2πd50/12, with d50 median sediment grain-size at the bed and T
the wave period.
For each wave condition, the wave transformation model computes wave characteristics
and the induced bottom shear stress. These parameters are subsequently used to evaluate the
long-term sediment transport active over the simulated region.
We assume that flow circulation is mainly driven by waves, while other processes such as
coastal upwelling, tidal, ocean or wind-driven currents are ignored. The proposed method
consists in producing snapshots of wave-driven circulation distribution resulting from series of
deep-water wave scenarios by computing time-averaged longshore current. In nearshore envi-
ronments, longshore current runs parallel to the shore and significantly contributes to sedi-
ment transport [47, 48]. The longshore current velocity (~vl ) in the middle of the breaking zone
is defined by [49]:
~vl à kluw;bcosÖyÜsinÖyÜ~k Ö16Ü
with θ the angle of incidence of the incoming waves, κl a scaling parameter and~k the unit vec-
tor parallel to the breaking depth contour.
In regions where wave-induced shear stress (Eq 14) is greater than the critical shear stress
[50] derived from the Shields parameter (τc = θcgd50(ρs − ρw)), bed sediments are entrained.
The erosion thickness he is limited to the top sedimentary layer and for simplicity is assumed
to follow a logarithmic form [51]:
he à Ce ln Ötw=tcÜ where tw > tc Ö17Ü
where Ce is an entrainment coefficient controlling the relationship between shear stress and
erosion rate [52]. Once entrained, sediments are transported following the direction of long-
shore currents and are deposited in regions where τw< τc [53] (Fig 6).
Fig 6. Example of cumulative wave-induced erosion/deposition during a transgression event in the southern
portion of the Great Barrier Reef (simulated time: 14 ka).Wave-induced shear stress and associated longshore
sediment transport are evaluated every 50 years. Pink patches show location of produced coral reefs.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g006
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Carbonate production
The organisation of coral reef systems is known to be large and complex and we are still lim-
ited in our understanding of their temporal and spatial evolution [54]. Additionally, most data-
sets of carbonate systems are often descriptive, context-dependent, or based on measurements
with large uncertainties. Alternative approaches, such as fuzzy logic or cellular automata algo-
rithms, have proven to be viable options to simulate these types of system [55–57]. Fuzzy logic
methods are able to create logical propositions from qualitative data by using linguistic logic
rules and fuzzy sets [58]. These fuzzy sets are defined with continuous boundaries rather than
crisp discontinuous ones often used in conventional methods [59].
Based on a fuzzy logic approach, carbonate system evolution in pyBadlands is driven
entirely by a set of rules which variables are fully adjustable. The utility and effectiveness of the
approach is mostly based on the user’s understanding of the modelled carbonate system [14].
The technique is specifically useful to understand how particular variables influence carbonate
depositional geometries and reef adaptation (Fig 7).
Fig 7. Diagram of fuzzy logic process used to evaluate a specific coral assemblage growth rate. Coral assemblage refers to a specific coral colony or community often
derived from depth zonation.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g007
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Here, carbonate growth depends on three types of control variables: depth (or accommoda-
tion space), wave energy (derived from ocean bottom orbital velocity) and sedimentation rate.
For each of these variables, one can define a range of fuzzy sets using membership functions
[58]. A membership function is a curve showing the degree of truth (i.e. ranging between 0
and 1) of membership in a particular fuzzy set (Fig 7). These curves can be simple triangles,
trapezoids, bell-shaped curves, or display more complicated shapes as shown in Fig 7.
Production of any specific coral assemblage is then computed from a series of fuzzy rules. A
fuzzy rule is a logic if-then rule defined from a fuzzy sets [55]. Here, the combination of the
fuzzy sets in each fuzzy rule is restricted to the and operator. The amalgamation of competing
fuzzy rules is usually referred to as a fuzzy system. Summation of multiple rules from the fuzzy
system by truncation of the membership functions produces a fuzzy answer in the form of a
membership set (Fig 7). The last step consists in computing a single number for this fuzzy set
through defuzzification [60]. In our approach, the centroid (centre of gravity) for the area
below the membership set is taken as the defuzzified output value. The process returns a crisp
value of coral assemblage growth on each cell of the simulated region (Fig 6).
Extrinsic forcings
Over geological time scales, sediment transport from source to sink is primarily controlled by
climate, tectonics and eustatism (Fig 1). In pyBadlands, the following set of external forcing
mechanisms could be considered: (i) sea-level fluctuations, (ii) subsidence, uplift and horizon-
tal displacements, (iii) rainfall regimes and (iv) boundary wave conditions.
Tectonic forcing is driven by a time series of tectonic deformation maps. Each map can pro-
vide its own specific spatial cumulative displacements making it possible to simulate complex
3D tectonic evolution in both vertical (uplift and subsidence) and horizontal directions. When
3D deformations are imposed, the surface is first advected by tectonic forces before being
modified by surface processes. Tectonic advection affects the density of the nodes evolves over
time, which leads to uneven resolution, with places showing either rarefaction or accumulation
of nodes. To limit this effect, the advected surface is resampled by adding or removing nodes
to ensure homogeneous nodes distribution. The model uses the node refinement technique
proposed by Thieulot et al. [61] to perform this transformation.
Sea-level curves (sea-level elevation through time) can be imposed from either a published
eustatic curve [62, 63] or directly defined by the user.
Temporal variations in precipitation may be applied either as a constant values (metres per
year) or a set of maps representing spatially changing rainfall regimes. In addition, to account
for the interactions between rainfall and topography, orographic precipitation can be modeled
from the topographic surface using the linear model of Smith & Barstad [64]. Coupled evolu-
tion of precipitation patterns and topography can be use to quantify the relative importance of
climate, erosion and tectonic in mountain geomorphology.
To evaluate marine sediment transport over several thousands of years, the approach taken
here relies on a stationary representation of prevailing fair-weather wave conditions. The wave
transformation model is generally performed for time intervals varying from 5 to 50 years. The
aim is to simulate realistic wave fields by imposing a sequence of wave forcing conditions. At
any given time interval, we define a percentage of activity for each deep-water wave conditions
as well as a significant wave height. Then, the bathymetry is used to compute associated wave
parameters.
The forcing mechanisms described above will directly control the evolution of sediment
transport, associated stratal architecture as well as carbonate production.
pyBadlands a numerical framework for landscape dynamics and basin stratigraphic
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Usability
Portability
pyBadlands is an open-source package distributed under GNU GPLv3 license. The source
code is available on GitHub (http://github.com/badlands-model). Structurally the code is a
python front end with a C and Fortran middle layer to efficiently compute some of the heaviest
functions. This python-friendly version provides a programmable and flexible interface which
maximises its portability across platforms.
Instructions to install the code and the associated dependencies on a local system are pro-
vided on our wiki pages (https://github.com/badlands-model/pyBadlands/wiki) along with
model options and a series of hands-on examples.
The easiest way to use pyBadlands is via our Docker container (searching for pybadlands-
demo-dev—https://hub.docker.com/u/badlandsmodel/, on Kitematic) which is shipped with
the complete list of dependencies, the model companion and the examples. Models data and
outputs ran from within the container will not persist when that container is no longer active.
To provide better interfacing between the container and the host filesystem, pyBadlands image
can be mounted on a local volume which allow for easy access and ability to store securely
model results.
Interactions with other packages
pyBadlands main calculations are performed on a TIN. However the code creates its own
Delaunay triangulation using the Shewchuk’s Triangle library [65] from regularly defined
input datasets (e.g., topography grid, rain maps, tectonic maps). In that way, users provide
standard regularly spaced ASCII datasets. The only requirement is to follow a specific column-
major order for the declaration of each nodes values which is consistent between imported
datasets starting from the south-west and ending on the north-east corner.
Model results consist of time series of surface evolution, river and catchment dynamics
grids as well as underlying stratigraphic architecture mesh. These outputs are all produced as
Hdf5 binary files making it possible to interact with multiple existing visualisation and analysis
software, such as Paraview or MayaVi.
Initial initial surfaces have UTM coordinates. Functions have been added to easily extract
Web Map Service dataset (one example is provided to illustrate how to define an initial topog-
raphy grid from ETOPO5 datasets). Hdf5 files can also be quickly converted to other conven-
tional raster GIS file formats such as ASCII grids.
The gFlex modular python package [66] has been integrated as a component in pyBadlands
to incorporate the effects of flexural isostasy on basin stratgraphic architecture. It allows to
compute isostatic deflections of the Earth’s lithosphere for uniform or nonuniform flexural
rigidity. Surface loads affect the erosion/deposition patterns associated to modelled surface
processes.
Hands-on examples
A series of examples have been made available with the source code. They illustrate the differ-
ent capabilities of our package and are an informative starting point to learn how to use pyBad-
lands. Each example is packaged into a specific folder. Each folder includes (1) an input XML
file where the different options and default values for the considered experiment are set, (2) a
data folder containing the initial surface and potentially some forcing files (e.g. sea-level, rain-
fall or tectonic grids) and (3) a series of IPython notebooks used to run the experiment and
perform some pre or post-processing tasks.
pyBadlands a numerical framework for landscape dynamics and basin stratigraphic
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These examples have been designed to be run quickly and should take on average 5 minutes
on a standard computer. The spatial and temporal resolutions of simulations varies widely. A
summary of the main characteristics of the provoded samples is presented in Table 1. Each can
be use as a starting template to address more complex problems.
Companion
To assist users during the pre and post-processing phases, a series of Python classes are pro-
posed in a GitHub pyBadlands-Companion repository (https://github.com/badlands-model/
pyBadlands-Companion). These classes are shipped with the Docker container mentioned in
previous section. They come with IPython notebooks that have been created to illustrate how
these python classes are used. We have chosen this structure to give users the transparency and
opportunity to (1) clearly understand the creation and format of the input files, (2) perform
quantitative analyses of pyBadlands output files, (3) easily design their own notebooks and fur-
ther improve the proposed workflow.
Pre-processing classes. The pre-processing notebooks allows for quick creation of grids
and files compatible with pyBadlands input formats. The main functionalities (and associated
notebook filenames in brackets) are listed below:
• generation of topographic grids for generic model (topoCreate),
• conversion of real world topographic/bathymetric datasets into pyBadlands compatible for-
mat (etopoGen),
• building sea level fluctuations curve or using Haq’s curve [62] (seaLevel),
• generation of horizontal displacement and precipitation maps (topoTec),
• regridding of initial tectonic, rainfall and topographic input files (regridInput)
Post-processing classes. Morphometric & hydrometric The morphometrics notebook
can be used to perform quantitative analyses of simulated pyBadlands landforms [3, 12]. Gra-
dients, curvature (horizontal and vertical), aspect and discharge attributes can be extracted for
the entire modeled domain or a specific area of the simulation. The hydrometric notebook
allows for evaluation of time-dependent evolution of a specific catchment. It can be used to
Table 1. Summary of hands-on examples provided with pyBadlands package.
Exp. dim. [km] res. duration Input grids/curves & processes
basin 30 × 30 100 m 1 Ma rain uni. s.l. fluv./hillslp. strat.
crater 2.5 × 2.5 10 m 200 ka rain uni. fluv./hillslp.
delta 25 × 25 50 m 500 ka rain uni. s.l./tect. fluv./hillslp. strat.
dyntopo 300 × 200 1 km 10 Ma rain uni. s.l. fluv./hillslp. strat.
etopo 133 × 180 50 m 500 ka rain uni. s.l./tect. fluv./hillslp.
flexure 250 × 100 500 m 1 Ma rain uni. gflex fluv./hillslp.
mountain 80 × 40 400 m 10 Ma rain oro. fluv./hillslp.
rift 400 × 400 2 km 250 ka rain uni. 3D tect. fluv./hillslp.
strikeslip 200 × 200 1 km 100 ka rain uni. 3D tect. fluv./hillslp.
abbreviations: dim.: model dimension—rain uni./oro.: uniform or orographic—res.: model resolution—fluv.: fluvial processes—hillslp.: hillslope—strat.: stratigraphic
architecture—s.l.: sea-level—tect.: tectonics.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.t001
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quantify the longitudinal evolution of a river profile, compute the Peclet number distribution,
χ-maps as well as hypsometric curves.
Stratigraphy & wheeler diagramWhen the stratigraphic structure is turned on in pyBad-
lands, it is possible to extract cross-sections of depositional areas and plot their stratigraphic
layers (Fig 8a), Wheeler diagram (Fig 8b) and virtual cores (Fig 8c). The notebook extracts
simulated depositional sequences on a vertical cross-section, and calculates the relative sea
level change, shoreline trajectory, accommodation and sedimentation change (Fig 8). Three
methods can be applied to interpret the stratigraphic units (the conceptual framework of
sequence stratigraphy) including (i) the systems tracts model based on relative sea level
change; (ii) the shoreline trajectory analysis [67]; and (iii) the accommodation succession
method [68, 69]. Using the stratalMesh notebook, it is also possible to export the simulated
stratigraphy as a VTK structured mesh for further analysis with other software packages.
Application to a mixed carbonate-siliciclastic system
One of the most direct applications of our model is to better constrain sediment transport pro-
cesses in mixed siliciclastic-carbonate systems. To illustrate these new capabilities, we model
the 14,000 years of post-glacial evolution of sediment accumulation in the central Great Barrier
Reef (GBR) region and explore landscape erosion, sedimentation patterns and reef growth.
Initial settings
Topography & bathymetry surfaces. The initial surface used in the model is based on a
100 m resolution grid that combines high-resolution bathymetry and a land digital elevation
Fig 8. Example of stratal architecture resulting from oscillating sea level with a periodicity of 10 Ma. (a) Stratal
stacking patterns on a vertical cross-section crosswise to the continental margin. Solid black lines shown on each
subplot are stratigraphic layers plotted at 0.5 Myr intervals. Different colours stand for different depositional
environments that are defined based on water depth (c). (b) Wheeler diagram or chronostratigraphy chart. The black
dots are shoreline positions through time. The coloured lines are stratigraphic surfaces identified based on stratal
terminations, stacking trends, and shoreline trajectory (SB: sequence boundaries—TS: transgressive surfaces—MFS:
maximum flooding surfaces). (c) Virtual cores P1 to P5 extracted at different positions across the shelf (see location in
a). Solid lines connect condensed sections and unconformities produced at low to sea-level fall.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g008
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model [70]. The dataset was resampled to a resolution of 500 m (Fig 9). To construct the
paleo-surface we modified present day bathymetry to account for (1) sediment accumulation
along the coast and the inner shelf and (2) coral reef development since the Holocene. Thick-
ness of the inner shelf Holocene sediment wedge along the GBR coastline ranges from less
than 5 m to 15 m [71, 72]. To construct our initial paleo-surface, we assumed an average maxi-
mum 7.5 m deposition at around the 15 m isobath, tapering to 0 m at the coast and at the 25 m
isobath, and removed this estimated sediment wedge from the initial surface. The paleo-sur-
face is then further refined by removing the average thickness of the Holocene reefs based on
reef cores reaching the Pleistocene surface (reef thicknesses vary from 5 to 25 m [73, 74]).
Precipitation. In the region, rainfall occurs mainly during Austral summer (from Novem-
ber to April). Mountains along the escarpment around Cairns receive the highest rainfall,
owing to orographic effects (Fig 9). Climatic reconstructions of Holocene precipitation varia-
tions generally show similar evolution attributed to the precessional control of the Walker cir-
culation in the Pacific and the monsoon intensification [75, 76]. These reconstructions suggest
three distinct periods. From the beginning of the Holocene until*6 ky, precipitation gradu-
ally increased. Between*6 to*4 ky, precipitation reached a maximum. Finally, from*4 ky
to present, precipitation decreased sharply, indicative of the onset of present-day ENSO
dynamics [77]. We use the 30-year average rainfall map (Fig 9) as a proxy for regional distribu-
tion of precipitation patterns. To reflect the change in deglacial and Holocene rainfall
Fig 9. Model initial settings. Left: map shows the extend of the region of the GBR used in this example (source: Project 3DGBR—eAtlas.org.au). Right: background map
shows the average rainfall annual distribution based on 30-year records (1961-1990) encompassing several ENSO events (7 El Niño—5 La Niña) (source: Bureau of
Meteorology). White lines highlight precipitation 0.5 m/a contours. Red arrows define prevailing annual offshore wave directions scaled based on their annual activity.
Wave heights (H) imposed for the considered 2 climatic scenarios from 14 to 5 ky and from 5 ky to present.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g009
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amplitudes, we scaled down today’s rainfall intensity by half at 14 ky and increased it incre-
mentally up to 6 ky. From 6 to 4 ky, the precipitation was kept constant as 1.5 times today’s
rainfall. From 4 ky to present, we imposed a linear decrease towards present day rainfall
values.
Sea level & wave regime. The Australian region was relatively stable tectonically over the
simulated period [78], therefore, sea level changes represent the main factor controlling sedi-
ment accumulation across the GBR shelf and the sea level curve from Lambeck et al. [79] is
used in this simulation.
Coral Sea dominant wave direction is southeasterly and follows the trade-winds, which
blow persistently in the region throughout winter [80]. In summer, a reversal of wind direction
induces variable east-northeast waves and occasionally, cyclone-generated waves [72]. Holo-
cene wave regimes are still poorly constrained for the GBR. However, observations of fossil
reef cores from several locations indicate that both low and high energy corals communities
have co-existed across the outer reefs since the mid-Holocene [74, 81]. Comparisons between
sea level rise and reef growth also indicate that wave energies have been relatively stable over
the last*5 ky. During early-mid Holocene time (prior to 5 ky), studies have shown that
ENSO was significantly weakened and speculate that the later shift in stronger ENSO intensity
was associated to an increase in wave energy. Following these observations, wave propagation
in our study was forced by two climatic scenarios (Fig 9). Prior to 5 ky, offshore wave heights
were distributed along the southeast [annual activity (AA): 60%, wave height (H): 1 m], east
[AA: 20%, H: 0.75 m] and northeast [AA: 20%, H: 0.5 m] directions. After 5 ky, offshore wave
directions followed the same pattern but wave heights increased to 1.5 m (southeast) and 1 m
(east and northeast).
Model results
During the mid deglacial (from 14 to 10 ky), the exposed shelf acts as a bypass area where large
river systems transport sediment directly to the shelf break (Fig 10). Sediment transfer on the
upper slope preferentially occurs through the numerous shelf incised submarine canyons and
sediments accumulate at the base of the slope and along the basin troughs. The rapid sea level
transgression (prior to 8 ky) coincides with filling of previously incised channels and existing
depressions (section a-b and c-d in Fig 11). Sediment transfer within the canyons persists and
siliciclastic accumulation remains high in the deeper parts of the basin through the Noggin
and Ribbon Reefs Canyons systems with significant accumulation along the Queensland
Trough (Fig 10).
From 8 to 2.5 ky, coral reef growth across the entire shelf coinciding with decrease in rate of
sea level rise (Fig 11). This period corresponds to conditions of higher rainfall and offshore
wave energy; therefore, our model shows both an increase in terrigenous siliciclastic sediment
delivered through riverine transport to the coast and a strong reworking of marine deposits by
longshore drift on the inner shelf (bottom right panel Fig 10). A fine balance between climate,
sea level and margin physiography enables coral reefs to thrive during this time interval. The
rate of sea level rise is slow enough to allow, in combination with higher wave energy, active
coral reef growth. As shown in Fig 11, from 8 to 3 ky, most reefs are able to catch-up with sea
level rise, growing at rates faster than 4 mm/yr in some regions. The model also realistically
simulates a time lag of approximately 1.8 ky between the initial flooding of the antecedent
Pleistocene substrate (after 9 ky) and reef turn-on, occurring between 8 and 7 ky. We attribute
this lag to the increase in sedimentation rates during the early stages of transgression. The sim-
ulated lag matches well with a documented lag of 0.7 to 2 ky after antecedent substrate flooding
based on detailed radiometric dating of southern GBR drill cores [81]. Variations in reef
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accretion rates (Fig 11) are largely controlled by paleo-surface elevation relative to sea level
position and substrate composition.
During the late Holocene, sea level stabilisation and rainfall decrease, causing reduction in
fluvial erosion and marine sediment accumulation in our model. Overall reef accretion rates
drop significantly over the last 3 ky as they are limited by the lack of accommodation space.
Despite a general reduction in vertical accretion, we note the increase of reef accretion rates in
Fig 10. Surface evolution and simulated erosion, deposition patterns. Left: Model outputs for time steps 12 ky, 8 ky and present. Red color displays presence
of coral reef at given time intervals. Right: cumulative erosion, deposition and reef evolution for the simulated 14 ky induced by the combination of fluvial and
waves processes as well as reef growth.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g010
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the mid-shelf reefs complex as shown in Fig 11 (section 2). This corresponds to a phase of sig-
nificant lateral reef accretion observed in a meta-analysis of all available GBR reef flat cores
[82] during this time interval that also represents the later stage of reef maturity in the Hopley’s
classical genetic reef model [83].
Sediment fate from source to sink and its interactions with reefs
In our model, filling of river channels by terrigenous sediments happens quickly during the
early stage of the transgression (from 14 to 11 ky as shown in Fig 11 sections). Additionally,
accumulation along the Queensland Trough remains high up to the late stage of the transgres-
sion (after 5 ky, Fig 10). Current sediment supplied to the shelf is controlled by several rivers
draining from mountains and tablelands adjacent to the coast (Fig 9, [84]). Our model shows
that wave induced northward longshore transport redistributes: (1) terrigenous sediments in
shallow water (<20 m) and (2) carbonate sediments around Holocene reefs mostly after the
catch-up phase that ends around 3 ky. Sediment exchange between the shelf and the basin hap-
pens primarily through a series of shelf incised submarine canyons which morphological char-
acteristics have influenced the Holocene sedimentation dynamics [85]. Comparisons between
the Noggin (NG) and the Ribbon Reefs (RR) regions show differences in sediment gravity
flows deposition with significantly higher rates in the deeper basins facing the RR region
(Fig 10). This result is consistent with previous studies in the area [86], recording generally
thicker and more frequent turbidites deposits in the RR canyons at this time. We found that
abundant sediment gravity flows have been deposited along the Queensland Trough during
the Late Holocene, consistent with available subsurface data from the ODP Leg 133 (Site 823)
[87]. In our model, the depositional pattern in the trough also agrees with sonar backscatter
Fig 11. Coral reef cross-sections. Cross sections through the model predicted stratigraphy showing time layers of mixed siliciclastic-carbonate accretion across Warden
Reefs and Arlington Reefs (regional locations of these sections are presented in Fig 10).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195557.g011
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imagery showing deep-sea sediment-laden flows following the general slope direction which
gently deepens towards the north. Through the transgression, the amount of material trans-
ported to the slope continuously declines and most of the terrigenous sediments accumulate
on the middle and outer shelf. After 5 ky, during the late transgression phase and the sea level
highstand, neritic carbonate production (Fig 11) becomes the dominant source of sediment in
the outer shelf, while terrigenous sediment is retained on the inner shelf close to the catch-
ments outlets.
pyBadlands provides useful insights and quantitative metrics that could be used to better
constrain the effects of deglacial to Holocene climatic variability on sediment dynamics in the
GBR region [81, 85]. The model demonstrates that sediment accumulation is a regional geo-
logical phenomenon and has played a significant role in controlling the distribution of coral
reefs during the last sea level transgression. Over thousands of years, reduction in accommoda-
tion space, due to sea level stabilisation, has generated an increase in shelf sediment accumula-
tion. Future increase in sediment supply might result in the physical burial of inner-shelf reefs
and, combined with resuspension and mobilisation of sediments by longshore drift, could also
pose a significant threat to mid- and outer-shelf reefs. These predictions however will need to
be balanced with projected rates of sea level rise that could increase accommodation space
drastically, possibly causing: (1) restricted marine sediment accumulation to coastal domains
and limited aggradation on the continental shelf; and (2) enhanced vertical reef accretion
rates. Our model has the potential to quantitatively test these hypotheses in a consistent and
efficient way and could be used to estimate the implications of long-term future climate pre-
dictions on the evolution of other mixed siliciclastic-carbonate systems.
Conclusions
In this paper we present pyBadlands, an open-source python-based framework that allows for
evaluation of sediment transport, landscape dynamics and sedimentary basins evolution under
the influence of climate, sea waves and tectonics. It implements a wide range of physical pro-
cesses which make it highly versatile and useful for applications related to source to sink prob-
lems at regional to continental scale and over geological time.
While pyBadlands has been primarily designed for research, its simplicity of use and porta-
bility should make it interesting as a teaching tool as well. Below is a summary of the main
functionalities and capabilities of this framework:
• a finite volume approach from Tucker et al. [22] based on Delaunay triangulation and Voro-
noi diagram is used to solve the continuity equation explicitly,
• node ordering is perform efficiently based on the algorithm proposed by Braun &Willett
[23],
• 3D surface deformation induced by horizontal displacements takes advantage of the node
refinement technique developped by Thieulot et al. [61].
• multiple formulations of fluvial processes from detachment to transport limited cases are
implemented,
• both linear and non-linear diffusion laws for hillslope processes,
• long-term evolution of longshore currents and induced sediment transport is simulated
based on linear wave theory [42],
• a fuzzy logic approach is used to estimate carbonate growth based on depth, wave energy
and sedimentation rate,
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• orographic precipitation using Smith & Barstad [64] linear model can be used,
• varying erodibility layers could be imported to simulate their effects on landscape evolution
and sediment transport.
• pre and post-processing functions allow for efficient design of new simulation, quantitative
analyses of model outputs and estimation of stratigraphic evolution.
To showcase the new capabilities of pyBadlands, a simulation of the Holocene evolution of
the central Great Barrier Reef is presented. It shows how our model can be used to better con-
strain sediment transport processes in mixed siliciclastic-carbonate systems.
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